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ABSTRACT

This research develops an awareness and richer

understanding of the college football peer culture by

employing a symbolic interactionist perspective to the

exploration and description of socializing patterns and

influences of 8 student-athletes playing football for a

Division I college team in the western u.s. Four ~lestions

were investigated: 1) What are the student-athletes'

perceptions of their football team experience? 2) Does the

social world of COllegiate athletes rest upon a system of

beliefs, values and sy~ols that is shared by its members? If

so, how? 3) According to select football student-athletes,

what characterizes a state university's Division I major

football peer culture? 4) What patterns of group perspectives

about football student-athletes as a culture are evidenced

among this group of men?

Qualitative data were collected through in-depth, semi

structured individual interviews. Other data collection

methods included participant observation and document review.

Data were analyzed inductively incorporating the grounded

theory approach and coded for patterns and themes. validity

of the data was established by triangulating across multiple

data sources and multiple methods, prolonged involvement in

the study, member checks and presenting thick descripti.on.

Four major themes were identified as fundamental
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understandings present in the football peer culture which

contribute to the engagement of student-athletes. They are;

(a) camaraderie {b) save face mentality (c) us against the

world and (d) failure can mean success. When viewed in total 6

it appears the football peer culture functions as the social

base around which student-athletes center their interpersonal

relationships as well as shape their cultural identities. The

strong connections that student-athletes feel with others on

the football team is a noteworthy conclusion. There is also

some evidence to suggest that the structural constraints of

intercollegiate athletics promotes and nurtures cohesiveness

and unequivocal acceptance of members in the football peer

culture. Additional conclusions and implications are also

provided.
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CHAPTER I

PHENOmslmN OF INTEREST

Introduction

The extent to which American colleges have accepted the

custodial ro.le of "ill loco parentisn has diminished

considerably and is a~ost non-existent in higher education

today. Few universities have either the inclination or the

resources to act in substitute parent roles in the day-to-day

administration of college life. Instead college authorities

have chosen to set only the broad parameters of collegiate

behavior. Thus, structural and philosophical changes in

college administration have altered the college student

experience considerably. This is the stance that recent

literature on the nature of the college experience strongly

documents (Baird, 1988; Brown & Barr, 1990; Pascarella &

Terenzini, 1991). Yet an increasing amount of data attests to

the i.mportance of student culture and its influence on

students' values.

For college students, the first step in achieving

autonomy is disengagement from onews parents .. Cd. situation that

generally occurs when one enters college (Craig-Bray, Adams,

& Dobson, 1988; Davis, Hanson & Edson, 1992). Furthermore,

when the first step is taken, students seek support from peers

and nonparental adults (Lackovic-Grqin & Dekovic y 1990;



Roblberg

(i975; and PerLY (1.966; wrote t.hat college stmieni:s are ve.ry

dependent on opinions and values of their peersft When they

need help or seek support and advice, college students have

generally looked first to their peers (Newcomb & Wilson/,

1.965). Peer models, therefore y can affect many aspects of

students~ lives. Bandura (1986) acknowledged the importance

of peer influence on the acquisition of skills, beliefs and

behaviors. Years before~ Festinger (1951) hypothesized that

people evaluate themselves through comparisons with others and

said some of the most accurate self-evaluations come about

through comparisons with those who are similar in ability or

characteristics.

Harold Riker (1984) in discussing residential learning in

the college setting noted that:

Important learning about oneself--about one's identity,
interests, hopes and self-worth can occur in
conversation between roommates or within the context of
a congenial group. Within such a group, students can
clarify their values, identify their strengths and
limitations, test new ideas, try new roles and, on the
basis of these experiences, review and perhaps refocus
their goals. (p. 673)

Research on pecr culture suggests that the values college

students develop are strongly influenced by both the extent

and intensity of their involvement with the college peer

culture and also by the values prized in that culture (Astin,

1993; Braxton, Smart & Thieke, 1991; Eder & Parker~ 1987;

Magolda, 1992; Mueller ~ Cooper, 1986)~ InterestinglY8 more

recent evidence shoW's that peer culture is quite divorced from
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the academic community (Astin. 1935 aDd Boyer, ~98?).

to know each other veIl. Today, supportive data indicates

tha.t student cult.ure exists largely outside the classr~om

(Ewell, 1989; Horowitz, 1989; Kuh & Lyons, 1990). This is

particularly true in larger institutions where class size is

also large. Katz (1981) in his study of students reported

that the academic environment was not the place where students

said they got to know ~ther students. The research also noted

that to most faculty, staff and outsiders, the peer culture

may not be easily visible. It is possible to see outward

siqns and symbols in such things as dress, behavior and

language, but mostly peer culture influence is interna1 to

students. Boyer (1987) said students frequently respond to

the college environment with perceptions shaped largely by

their peer culture. Clearly, few students, in their day-to-

day campus activities, are iBmune to peer group influence.

Woodrow Wilson (1925), writing more than 65 years ago,

Bade the following observation on relationships of students:

The real intellectual life of a. ~:;'dy of undergraduates, if
there be any, manifests itself, not in the c1assrooa, but
in what they do and talk of and set before themselves as
their favorite objects between classes and lectures.. You
viII see the true life of a college•••where youths get
together and ~et themselves go upon their favorite themes
- in the effect their stUdies have upon them when no
compulsion of any kind is on them and they are not
thinking to be called to a reckoning of what they know.
(p. 27)

3



In the co11ege setting, then, a compelling research view

is the be1ief that st~dent or peer cu1tur~ haa substantia~

impact on student development. There also has been wide

aqreeaent that college is a socialising organization (Clark ,

Trow p 1.966; Feldman Ii :Newcomb, 1969; Pascare11a & Terenzini,

1.99J.; Wheel.er, 1966). Tinto (1975) in his longitudinal

process model of persistence or withdrawal frOD college

suqgested that there exist reciprocal relationshiDs between

academic and social integration. stage (1989) in a subsequent

study on the campus experience said:

students entered an institution with a certain level of
fixed characteristics and co..itmeuts to academic goals
as well as to the institution. Upon interaction vith the
university environment students bec8lIle differentially
integrated into sot::ial and acadmaic arenas.. It vas
assuaed that this varying integration led to changing
comaitaents ••• (p. 517-518).

A series of studies testing Tinto • s model strongly

acknowledged that what happens to students in the coll-ege

environment has more impact than what occurred before

(Crouse, 1982; Getzlaf~ Sedlacek, Kearney & Blackwell, 1984;

Pascare1la, 1980; pascarella, 1985; Terenzini & pascarella,

1978; 1980b). Their findinqs also showed that "some

subpopulatioDs of the campus are more susceptible to specific

influences of i.ntegration than others" (Boyle, 1989, p. 292)5

Given this claim, there is reason to extend the research by

looking at these subpopulations and their social integration

process.



~ith respect to campus alliances~ one might expect to

formatiun cu11ege s'UbpopulatioilS is

frequently based on common interests 6 tasks and values and

there is evidence to this effect (DaltoD# 1989; D'Emilio"

1990; Daniels.. 1991; Winiarski-Jones, 1988). A k.ey

general.ization that appears warranted from the researcb is the

notion that college students are most likely to develop close

relationships with those who share common interests in a

common environment.

Bronner (1990)# Horowitz (1987), Ruh (1993), and Moffatt

(1989) in speaking of the undergraduate culture say that it is

veIl deve10ped and influential in student learning and

personal development. Thus, this i.Juaediate environment

appears to have the most influence on students' behavior and

occurs largely through their participation in forma1 and

informal activities. Data patterns produced in investigations

by Pascarella (1980) and Dill (1982) indicate that individua1s

change in the direction of reducing differences between

themselves and generally either cohere around the task a group

vas orqanized to accomplish or around social functions the

group or culture Bay be involved with.

?erceived Justification for studying the Phenomenon

A major constituent group of the campus is the student-

athlete cohort~ As might be expected, this visible peer group

bas been the focus of many divergent and contradictory

5



findings (Astin~ 1984; Davis~ 1990; Ryan~ 1999; Spare~tp

i;S9~ RaggoueE 9 i9S3j. These ~indings have raised concerns

related to the benefits of sports participation for student

atbletes~ particularly their academic success and

developmental progress. Intercollegiate athletics, a setting

where the studen:t-athlete culture is said to thrive, is an

organiza.tional culture representing collective forms of social

activity but also "constitutea an organization where resources

and constraints in the forms of po¥.;::r;; ccercion, controlI.'

money, skill and personal identity are basic resources to be

negotiated" (Snyder, 1986, p. 222).

For its _embers, culture has values, norms, philosophy,

rules and cli.Bate that constitute a collective mindset. other

definitions have the CO_OD thread notion that culture is

never neutral or detached. It has powerfull.y been expressed

as being "the way we do things around here II' (Deal' Kennedy,

1982) and as a fusion of individual identity with collective

destiny (Keyer Ii Rowan~ J.983). Anthropologists view culture

and individuals within it as that of participating in rituals

that transcend and order their everyday lives (Deegan", 1989)0

Allaire and Firsirotu (1984) define culture as a system; one

that "embodies expressive and affective dimensions through

shared symbols, ideology, val-ues, myths II rites, rituals",

customs II lanquage, sagas", stories, legends, institutional

logos, design and architecture" Cp. 2).

6



While the Eecent focus of researchers and the populax

or scandalous behavior of student-athletes (Blllm p 1994;

Bradleyg 1992; LapchicKg 1989: Lederman, 1990; Maloney &

McCormick, 1993; Wiggins g 1991), hardly any attention has

been given to the social interaction aspect of athletics.

Some exceptions are Melnick (1986» who asserted tb.a.t group

structure plays an important role in accounting for and

expl.aining collective behavior. Sedlacek &: Adams-Gaston

(1992) in discussing prejudice toward uni.versity student

athletes said that student-athletes themselves may best be

able to shed light on their unique culture. As Engstrom &

Sedlacek (1991) Dote: "They are abl.e to bring alive the i.JIlpact

of their intense schedules, the stress created by juggling tvo

aajor~ often conflicting roles--that of student and that of

athlete" ( p. 192). This statement underscores the value of

the individual's perception of his/her experiences and points

toward the significance of seeing the lives and the college

experience through the eyes of the student-a.thletes

themselves.

However, student-athletes as a group and individually,

continu5 to live under the shadow of an academic va.lue system

inherent with jUdgment and stereotyping. Public perception of

student-athletes is dispara.te with general admiration for

their athletic achievements and skepticism for their academic

work. Such assWIlptions about student-athletes' academic

7



status can be odious because they usually imply a subjective

soltz u 1986; Whiddon~ 1989; Whitner & Hyers, 1986)e Yet,

this is the shroud that ha.s encased student-athletes for

years.

There is, then, a real need not only for specific studies

of student-a.thletes, but also for research that examines their

9Dculture as lived experiencell (App1e & weiss, 1983, p. 201).

Given the salience of participation in school-sponsored

athletics, it is important to also understand the structure of

their social world fro:. the student-athlete' s perspective.

The important roles that group structure and group environment

play in accounting for and explaining connections,

interactions and interrelationships of one's life and college

experiences are points worth emphasizing. It is the

engagement of select student-athletes in their athletic and

academic contexts which this study seeks to address through

the 1ens of organizational culture and symbolic interactionist

analysis.

To do this, the intent of this study is not to prove a

theory but to study a subculture in their setting over time

and develop grounded theory. The framework for theory

grounded in the data is rooted in symbolic interactionism

(Blumer, .1969; Mead" 1934), wherein it aims to understand how

a group of people, in this case, football student-athletes,

define their reality. In dealing with the fundamental

8



question of pbenomenology, Le., the question of what. is this

or that kind of e~erience like?, phe~o~enolcgy and sY=Cclic

interactionism are keenly interested in the significant world

of the human being (Kanen, 1990). Further, Manen (1990) had

an all-encompassing view of phenomenology. He said:

uAnything that presents itself to consciousness is potentially

of interest to phenomenology, whether 'the object is real or

imagined, empirica.lly measurable or subjectively feltal (p.15).

Fawcett (1991) afforded that grounded theorists asg~e that

participants give them information that they, the participants

consider accurate.

Purpose of the study

The main purpose of this stUdy is to provide a .ore

complete picture of what student-athletes think about their

lives and their college educational experience. In doing so,

it will explore the social context of student-athletes'

intercollegiate football experience from their own

perspectives and to learn more about the unique role identity

that student-athletes occupy at a major research university in

the western half of the U .. S • As noted by several researchers,

the lives of special groups of college students as studied

cohorts ha.ve been neglected until recently (Adams, 1992;

He1Bs & canter, 1990; Moses, 1990). They have either been

ignored or lumped together with college students in general or

studied with a comparative intent to obtain statistical

9



contrasts~ This holds true for student-athletes; there is

very little that is hased on their O~ a.ccounts concerning the

actual behaviors or experiences o~ college students, and even

less about student-athleteso Moreover, there is evidence as

well as :concern that lithe needs of student-athletes can get

diffused if they are treated like traditional students"

(Engstrom ,sedlacek, 1991, po 192)0 For years, there have

been myths and stereotypes 'that range froD the student-a.thlete

being either viewed on a pedestal or as a "dumb jock"o They

are either revered or reproved, indicating people's views of

them. tend to fallon both ends of the spectrum rather than the

mainstream or norm. DocWllenting and analyzing their

experiences, open possibilities for generating new knowledqe

and for also challenging conventional thinking about the

student-athlete heretofore documented.

This study seeks to discover those underlying factors

that student-athletes see as important in their lives and to

determine whether any major themes are generatedo It focuses

on the significance of the student-athlete cu2ture and hoy

this engagement compares/contrasts with the general campus

culture. The intent is to provide a study of student-athletes

in football a.s a separate cohort, apart from the general

college student population and more importantly, free from

presuppositions and possible stereotwical thinking. Everhart

(1982) in his research on adolescents in the school setting

noted: "What if we were to inquire about adolescent behavior

1.0



and perspective based net on pre-determined models g but based

178) .. He called this a !Sbottom uptS approach which also

predicates my methodological objective .. Leppo & Lustgraa.f

(1987-1988) concluded that sometimes cultural perspectives or

misinformation held by people predispose them to act toward

student-athletes in certain ways that need rectification.

Hopefully, this research will bring the lives of football

student-athletes to the forefront.

Definitions Pertinent to study

The key terms powering this study are defined for clear

understanding and because their parameters affect the scope

and direction of the investigation. Also, definitions are

considered necessary for the correct interpretation of data in

its proper context.

1. The definition of culture selected for this study

is Bensimon, Neumann Ii Birnbaum. I s (as oited in

Engstrom & sedlacek, 1989):

lithe dominant values, norms.!' philosophy, rules and

climate that reflect fundamental and unquestioned

assumptions that .embers of the organization have of

themselves and their environmenttll (P., 189).

2. Student-athletes are so defined as to separate their

special population from the general t:ategorizati.on

11



of college students. Throughout this stuayp they

will be referred to by this title.

:3 ~ ~~agement is defined as the sum of interactions

that fall under the rubric of student-athletes I

daily lives.

4. Student-athlete peer culture refers to the culture

which generally evolves from social involvement

initiated by commonly pursued interests~ In this

case p the members of this particular peer culture

are student-athletes playing Division I college

football at this "site" universitym

5. The term "trash talklll refers to the verbal exchanges

that occur between players i~ games and practices.

These occurences usually are used as a psychological

ploy by a player to undermine confidence and gain

mental superiority.

6. "Redshirt" student-athletes are members of the

football team who are only allowed to practice but

are ineligible for a variety of reasons froe suiting

up in a uniform. and playing in games for one season.

In practice, this group usually are part of the

Scout Team. Coaches determine which players need

more maturity, seasoninq or concentration on school

and officially request they sit out for a seaSODm

Typically, redshirt players are incoming freshmen.

The fo11owing year, these individuals are called

1.2



red-shirt freshmen to differentiate those vITtlO are

true freshmen.

The term redshirt originally referred to injured

players who were still expected to be on the

sidelines at practice but vore red jerseys so they

would not be mistakenly sent in to practice.

7. nScout Teamu refers to players who practice a.s the

opponent for the starting Offensive and Defensive

Teams. They are generally composed of redshirt

players, walk-ons and those who are low on the

player rankings.

8. Depth Chart indicates rankinqs til, #2 •••• ) given

players by their position coaches for their

performance. Ratings or grades are given each

individual player for execution of particular

assignments and plays. These are totaled

and result in depth chart rankings that determine

starters and back-up players.

Theoretical Framework

with the advent of social science research~ the dominant

perspective underlying the research on college students has

been on t.heir development as students and individuals.

Psychological paradigms developed mainly since the late 1960 I S

have been at the vanguard of the theories put forth. The

13



research conducted by psychologists fOl:.':usedl primarily on

p~ocesses of iuuiyi~ual humafi grovtn (Banaux&, X97~;

stagner, 1988). A second wave of models for the study of

college stud.ents focused more on the environment or the

sociological origins of change and development (Wagner,

1984). Whereas psychological and psychosocial theories

concentrated on learning outcomes or on the nature of the

student experience, sociologists directed their studies OD. the

interaction of students and environmental. characteristics. In

examining sources of change and development, theorists with

this view l.ook at institutions, programs and services,

students' experiences and faculty for data. The sport teaJl is

one of the most common social organimations in American life.

For this reason, if for no other II sports teams provide a

sociologically significant setting for understandin~

interact.ion.

There is increasing interest in looking at what gives

student cuJ.tures their character and with social psychological

theories, there is acknowledgment that peer group norms and

collective values are essential to understanding cuIture

(Pepitone lit Triandis, 1987; Slawski, 1981; vest 6 1980).

Such a perspective is, of course, the linchpin of the

sociocultural approach. Further, social psycholoqists

recognize the importance of the larger social and cultural

context in helping to determine and shape unique cultural

patterns. G.B. Mead in Mind. Self and society (1934t said:



Social psychology studies t.he activit17 of behavior of" the
individual as it 1ies within the social process; the
behavior of an inaividual can be understood only in terms
of the behavior of the whole social group of which be is
a member, since his individual acts a.re involved in
larger, social acts which go beyond himself and which
implicate the other members of that group. (pp. 6-7)

Fundamentally, the sociocultural viewpoint portra.ys

peop1.e as rational individuals {Moreland Ii: Levine, 19S9}.

That is, individuals,. in t1)e whole context of their Olm

personal needs, social. structural positions and culture,

rationally choose to fulfill the requirements of a role which

they highly value or see as highly valued. This notion views

being a part of student culture as a measure of inVOlvement.

Thus, in the case of stUdent-athletes, well built physiques,

hairstyles, dress, language are considered o'badqes" or

..totems" of m.emberships in a close-knit society. These are

some of the ways that student-athletes demonstrate that they

belong to a culture and subscribe to its norms and va1ues.

In stUdying the group life of stUdent-athletes, a

mU1.tiplicity of theoretical stances is an acceptable approach.

Denzin & Lincoln (1994) said:

••• any gaze is always filtered through the I.enses of
language, gender, social class, race and ethnicity.
There are no objective observations, only observations
socially situated in the worlds of the observer and the
observed. Subjects or individuals, are seldom able to
give full explanations of their actions or intentions;
all they can offer are accounts, or stories, about what
they did and Why. Ho single method can grasp the subtle
variations in ongoing human experience. (p. 12)

This means in stUdying phenomena, the employment of a

range of interconnected methods from interview, observation to

1.5



visual texts is believed to add rigor, breadth and depth to

the i:u'Vsstigatioii:8. {Flick" .1992). In order to study tne social

world of student-athletes from. a phenomenological perspective,

Patton (1991) emphasized the necessity of understanding the

meaning that events such as their football camps have for the

persons being studied. In other words, the meaning that

people attribute to their actions is not independent of the

occasion in Which these actions occur.

The ha.llmark position of phenomenology is to describe and

understand the world as seen by the participants themselves

(Nelson, Treichler & Grossberg, 1992). Because phenomenology

attempts to address both human experience and meaning, its

philosophy and approach are veIl suited to a cultural inquiry

such as that of student-athletes. Schutz (1970), a proponent

of social phenomenology said: " ... language is the central

medium for transm.itting... :meaning" (p. 263).. Holstein'

Gubrium (1994) in discussing the phenomenology of social life

added that the task of language in cultural studies is to

describe reality and to convey i~formation.

As previously mentioned, the framework of organizational

culture used in this stUdy offers the viewpoint that

organizations and cultures are made up of the interactions of

their respective members. Mary Douglas (1986) went so far as

to suggest ..that human reason is organized and expressed

through institutional th.inJdngDi (p. 2(8). similarly, the

symbolic interactionist approach views the role of the person
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and of their social stzouctUEe iID. det:e:rcmild1Jlg behavior as

lens finds that the process of interaction usually happens in

steps: a'First, one thing, then another, with each succeeding

step creating new conditions under which all the people and

organizations involved m.ust now negotiate the next stepla

(Becker & McCa11, 1990, pe 6)e

Symbolic interactionism, a social psychological theory

that shares the common philosophy of phenomenology, attempts

to describe the world of persons under studye Herbert Blumer

(1959, pe 2), drawing on the work of GeHe Head noted that

symbolic interactionism is anchored on three premises: 1)

people act toward others in their environment on the basis of

aeaninq that these people have for them; 2) meanings arise

fro. the social interaction betveen and among people, mostly

tlrr.o1!qh cOllURunication and 3) meanings are established and

modified through interpretation 0 This framework first

enunciated by Charles He Cooley, John Dewey, George He Mead

and WeI. Thomas views the individual and society as

inseparable units (Hewitt, 1985)e They professed that in

order to understand one completely, it is necessary to

understa.nd the other. Both are bel-ieved to influ.ence the

othe~; neither one is completely determined or the

determinere CUltural norms, status positions and role

relationships are seen as the frameworks within which social

action takes p1acee Symbolic interactionists believe that an
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Wlderstanding of behavior alnd change requires knowing- 'the

individual or collective goals within the context and further~

the individuals' perceptions of the consequences of various

kinds of behavior. For example, the symbolic interactionist

perspective views socialization as an active rather than

passive process. DiRenzo (1977) stated that to fully

understand the study of sport, the approach one uses should

encompass elaboration of both the person and his social

environment. Therefore, the m.otivation for research fro. this

point of view is to examine the overt behaviors and behavior

settings of student-athletes. As Denzin (1989) described:

SlSymbolic interactionists evince a profound respect for the

empirical world" (p. 124). Considerable attention then is

given to studying interaction of subjects in interco11egiate

athletics to further understand how individuals and social

structures manage to function.

According to Turner (1962) in his research on the self

and roles, one of the concepts most critical to symbolic

interactionislll. is the self. This framework looks at the

people who are dealing with their unique roles and the way

they engage in active role creation as well as role

maintenance. The researchers who have been partisan to this

view say symbo1ic interactionism takes a. dynamic view of

individuals in society, believing that they go beyond merely

reproducing existing roles to collectively defining and
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It is a richly inforwa~ive

approach because it enhances understandings of the forceful

processes of human group life and the correlative relation

between these processes and changes in the individual.

Lofland (1976) summed up his view of sy.mbQlic interactionist

thought with: "it emphasized the constructed, eaergent, open

ended nat1lre of experience, persons and social lifeUi (p. 319).

G~H. Mead's (1934) analysis of organizations, cultures

and social. groups through symbolic interactionisll was anchored

by his concept of the self which he cal-led COthe genera.lized

other1o • He said the definition of the self or the generalized

other is lithe ability to recognize the salience and motivating

power of the social unit ••• can comprehend the development of

social cohesion and shared goals" (p. 1(1). Finally, symbolic

interactionists believe that self in an individual is

developed when a person is able to take the attitudes of

others into account as veIl as an awareness of how their

shared activity is viewed.

In the college setting, student culture is said to set

the framework of attitudes and activities with which students

respond to opportunities and problems or the freedom and

constraints provided by the institution. We can see that

this cu1tural bond amplifies or attenuates; in essence, it

defines for newcomers the accepted modes of interaction and

behavior. The student culture has been known to interpret for
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the 'Uninitiated the range of deviancies tolerated and the

whether it is intellectual, sorority, athletic or any other

grouping may carry values and emphases of its OUD and these

may be distinct from, in unity wi.th or in opposition to those

of the university.

The role of organized competitive sports i.n the social.

development of individuals lends itself well to looking at the

interpersonal interaction experienced by student-athletes

within the context of sport and academics. In particular,

Bensimon, Heumann &: Birnbaum's definitioD encompa.sses the

frame of culture that anchors this stUdy. Intercollegiate

athl.etics is a particularly appropriate area of symbolic

interactionistic analysis because numerous symbolic meanings

are created within this social setting. Research on sport

indicate that symbolic values" i.e. winning and losing,

morality and sportsmanship, teamwork and individual

performance are crucial to understanding. Since athletes are

looked upon as potential role models, it seems appropriate to

ask what is happening within the athletic world they function

in and the academic world they also must deal with.

Thus, based on the theoretical viewpoint that collective

behavior and individual conduct play both shaping and

controlling roles in human relationships, a number of general

assumptions further justify the research questions. OVerall,

the symbolic interactionist approach assumes that a culture
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f"WlilctiolllS as an info:!!."ma.tion pJrocessing body that focuses on

inco:rcpo:catioD. aDd accomodation of individual views i.nto a

systeml of shared group norms, custOItlS and values. Other broad

asswm.ptions guiding this study and dictatilllg the research

questions are:

1) Participation in intercollegiate athletics

provides opportunities for student-athletes

to develop collective perspectives about

their collegiate experience.

2) Student-athletes operate in a very structured

environment that orders their lives with

friendships and relationships built around

intercollegiate athletics.

3) Intercollegiate athletics is an organization

of collective forms of social action vhere

student-athletes acquire some basic notions

of how they view themselves and others on the

college campus.

4) Student-athletes U conduct, whatever it might

be, would be a product of their interaction

with each other when faced with the day-to-day

problems of school and their future.
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5) Concepts of group cohesion and sel~ efficacy

have positive links to performance success

and persistence.

6) Participation in intercollegiate athletics

signify to student-athletes a common way

of life within the bo1IDdmries of pla.yin<J major

college sports.

7) Communication within this particular peer

culture has features such as particular

languaqe, mannerisms and behavior that are

unique to the group and identifiable throuqh

symbolic interactionisa.

8) The revelations of the student-athlete

participants reflect matters that they

themselves consider important about their

experiences as football student-athletesG

9) participation in football influences masculine

identification among student-athletes.

Research Focus and Question~

The central.

socialization of

focus of

football
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illll'tcsrcollegiate and academic settingso It looks at "the n~:tw:e

of the iuteL~eLsoilal iilte~aetion experiences a~ a Division I

state university according to selected football athletesu The

key questions which attempt to illustrate the concept of

shared meanings that eaerge within the collective footba1l

student-athlete culture are:

1. What are -the student-athIe'tes' perceptions of their
football team experience?

2. Does the social world of collegiate athletes rest
upon a system of beliefs, values and symbols that is
shared by its members? If so, how?

3. According to select football student.-athletes, what
Characterizes a state university's DivisiQn I major
football peer culture?

4. What patterns of group perspectives about football
student-athletes as a culture are evidenced aaoDg
this group of men?
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CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS RESEARCR

The research on educational outcomes has been abundant g

providing continuous debate as to their influencese A notion

that is a widely cited one is that college influences go well

beyond cognitive or intellectual developmento Chickering's

classic analysis of the influence of college on st.udent

development provided a benchmark impetus for research in this

area (Chickering, 1969). In proposing a general model of

college impacts, Chickeriny suggested comprehensive

investigations of pre-enrollment or demographic

characteristics of students, structural and organizational

factors of an institution, and interactions between students

and the primary agents of socialization on campus. Among the

factors delineated in the literature that are related to

interaction and socialization and pertinent to this

researcher's study are:: 1) College Impacts: socializing

Inf1uences 2) Peer Groupings, College Student Life and Extra

curricUlar Activities 3) Institutional CUlture and 4)

Student-Athletes and their CUlture.

Co11ege Student Experiences: socializing Influences

The recent large body of literature on the effects of

col-lege on students has generally been consistent with Heath's

(1968) and Chickeringls (~969) findings that motivation is
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holistic in nature and embraces nclny facets of individual

chanqec As posite~ by major theories of student de~elop=cnt~

the evidence indicates not only that individuals change

developmentally but also that the cbanges are of a mutually

consistent and supporting nature (Brown & Barr, 1990; Korn,

1986; Pascarella & Terensini, 1991).

There has been extensive research on the various effects

that college has on students. Pascarella (1985, 1987, 1989 1

1991) and smart (1986 & 1987) have been fairly prolific in

providing data on college student influences from on-campus

living to on-campus work to freshman orientation to college.

The literature points to a comprehensive synthesis of what is

knoWD about their impact, much of which is primarily based on

studies measuring typical or average change in a certain

saJllple or typical or average differences between samples. By

focusing on average group differences, the findings of these

longitudinal and cross-sectional studies tend to mask

individua1 differences in patterns of change. Some students

may change substantially during college, some may change

little or not at all, and sOllle may actually change in a

direction counter to the typical movement of the group ..

Moreover, some students may change in one way on certain

variables and in opposite ways OD. other variablesm Thus,

studies by Astin (1984) and Tinto (1975; 1987) for example,

may have provided best estimates of the dominant shift or
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development occurring in a group v but they also have

l~itation~ ~~ich need to be ~ddressedo

The broad questions that drive this literature ~eviev

are:

G What has been the impact of college student

relationships?

g What has been the research on peer relationships in

college?

e What are the affective-psychological outcomes of

college student life? More specificallY8 what are the

effects on one's self-concept and satisfaction with

college life for the student-athlete population?

Many studies have looked at students' psychosocial

development but mostly in general or global ways. Pace (1990)

in a national study of students' general personal develop.ent

analyzed data from nonrandom undergraduates at seventy four

(74) colleges and universities throughout the United states.

Through responses on the College Student Experience

Questionnaire" Pace discovered that over 60% of students

reported malting substantial progress in developing their

values and ethics through college participation. similarly,

a. comprehensive model of college student maturity developed by

Heath (1978) found that students IlIlatured most in their

attitudes about themselves, their interpersonal relationships

and values.
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The findings of ~Tell (~9S9) explored tne influences o~

institutional culture and missiono Like Pace p Ewell found

evidence that suggests the importance of interpersonal

contacts and institutional enviromllents in psychosocial change

among students.. While findings consistently advanced a. strong

relationship betveen the level of students! involvement in the

institutional environment and positive chanqe g Astin (1977,

1985) and Heath (1978) showed that intensive involvement in

one aspect of college life may insulate students from the

effects of other college experiences. similar evidence exists

vith respect to students • interactions with their peers,

particularly in the place of residence.. It has been found

that students in residence halls are likely to change more in

their sociopolitical and religious views than are students

living at bome or off-campus (Astin, 1977; Chickering, 1974;

Pascarella, 1985) H~wever, little has been established about

whether peer and institutional influences are exerted through

frequent contact within these domains or through the nature of

the contacts.

Throughout the literature, many researchers have

commented on the contribution of significant others in matters

such as self-esteem in college students (Canfield, .1990;

Long, :1.989; prager, 1983; V"era & Betz, 1992) and their

decision-making (Bonett, 1992; Chartrand, 1992; Fichteng

1987; Luzzo,. 1993). The effects of college on personal
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identii:Y9 th.e sense of self and self-esteem as mentioned above

have dominated the research~ In each of the above areas, the

studies have general.ly shown positive growth for college

students but not necessarily with lillearity or consistent

increasee That iS g students as a group successfully resolved

identity-rel.ated issues g became more positive about their

academic and social competencies a.nd developed a greater senae

of self-worth and value (House v 1992; Lopez & Lent g 1991;

wooter, 1991). Earlier reports (Bird g 1975; Timmons, 1978;

wa.gner, 1970; Wright, 1973) on the other hand, shoved that

for some students college produced decreased self system

changes.

An additional line of research on students' relationships

with others has suggested that social participation enhances

one's social integration and interper~ona.l bonds with the

institution, department or subqroup. From this viewpoint,

participation in college extra-curricular activities serves

the following functions: it exposes students to a social

network of other si.m.ilar1y oriented peers who in turn :may

generate a.nd reinforce common aspirations and goa1s; second,

it facilitates the realization of these common pursuits by

allowing students to share skills, self-confidence, knowledge

and more (Brown Ii Barr" 1990; Hanks & Eckland, 1976;

Pascarella' Terenzini, 1991).

The research findinqs on peer modeling, another strand of

sociali~ation influence, has proposed that peers can foster
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diverse behavioral changes in others (BandUll:'a., 1986;

behavioral changes derived primarily from. observing others has

been the focus of a number of studies conducted on primary and

secondary age students. Bandura (1971) postulated. that

modeling may reflect acquisitio~of n::'SO DEi~a.vioral patterns as

well as the strengthening or ~eakening of behavioral

inhibitiona previously learned.. Other revievs have found

observational learning through modeling to be informative and

motivational (Akamatsu Ii Thelen, 1974; Bandura, 1986).

There has also been some evidence that peers may be more

effective models when students hold self-doubts about their

learning or performance capabilities. Thus, viewing a peer

successfully perform a task may raise another's self-efficacy

for performing well (Lent, 1993; Lent, Brown, Larkin~ 1987;

Mitchell, 19S2; Rooney Ii osipov, 1992; Winiarski-Jones,

1988).. These conclusions are still tentative because there

have been ~ev studies assessing student's own perceptions of

such variables as self-efficacy or appropriate behavior.

However, the processes of peer influences shovinq an increase

in similarity of decisions .ade are being recognized

increasingly by educators (Ade1man, 1988; Berndt, Laycbak &

Park, 1990; Epstein, 1983; Sherkat & Blocker 6 1993)e

The weight of evidence has been reasonably clear tbat

peer relationships or extracurricular involvement enhance

educational attainment and even degree completion (Ade1DaD g
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J.9GS; Landsmann,. 1991).

Eowever F studying participation in athletics ana educational

atta.inment in comparison with other students who may have

entered college with similar precollege characteristics has

not been fully investigated. The study by Pascarella and

Smart (1991) sought to determine whether participation in

:intercollegiate athletics in general influenced college degree

attainment. They found that male athletes bad a slight edge

over nonathlete peers in finishing a bachelorDs degree within

a nine-year period when factors such as family socioeconomic

status, high school achievement, college grades among others

vere considered.

Several other new socializing influences center around

diversity, racial identities and gender issues. Recently,

studying minority or cUlturally-inclusive issues have caught

the attention of researchers. Thus.. their focus on the

college student experience has provided information on

specific topics such as ethnic perceptions (Dell, 1992;

Garner,. 1989; Howard-Hamilton~ 1993; Bolberq~ 1993;

Tierneyg 1991), foreign student adjustDents (Dodge, 1990;

Selvadurai, 1992; Vall .. 1992; Ward & Kennedyll' 1993) and

gender conflicts (Cravey, 1991; D'Emilio, 1990; Hackett,.

19~2; Stickel, 1991)0

One of the most striking findings of the review is how

despite the mUltitude of studies on college impact,

researchers are still not confident about the unique effects
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of college OJ! students 0 What consistenc~' exists in the

evideii.ce of coll-ege effects Oil academic aud social self-

concepts has been found in the qrowing body of literature that

says the most: powerful forces of influence involve other

people and students' levels of involvement or integration

within the institution they attend.. Peers appear to be

particularly influentiaL The nature of their influence,

researchers say continues to be suggestive (Battistich, 1993;

Bank" Slavings &( Biddle, 1.990; Epstein, 1983; Magolda p 1992;

Pascarella & Terenzini, 1980; stage, 1989).

While the research on the college experience

proliferates t it continues to sustain the claiR of many that

there has not been conclusive evidence of substantial and

direct collegiate effects on students (Pascarella &

Terenzini, 1991). At the same tiDe, reasonably consistent data

have indicated that college attendance does make a difference

(House, 1993; Trippi &: Cheatham, 1991). But its effects see1lll

at this t~e to be more indirect than direct and possibly more

a result of mediation by the academic and social interactions

that students have with one another and others. The evidence

suggests that while before-college characteristics are

important, what happens to a student after entering college

may have more impact than what occurred before. The dominant

source of within college effects appears to be the frequency

and nature of the contacts students have with the major agents

of socialization: their peers and faCUlty members (Bergman,
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:19193; Boyer" 1.990;

Peer Groupinqse college Life and Extra-eurricula~

One area. that ha.s been the focus of considerable research

is the concept of social identity, i.e. a personus sense of

who she or he is in relation to others. F.H& Allport (1962)

expressed the individual.-qroup relationship by asking: "Is

there more to groups than the sum of the individuals that

comprise theD.?" Peer groupings, especial.ly sports teaas,

friendship groups and club aemberships are described by the

literature as having Dot only solidarity and group

cohesiveness but a significant iapact on members' everyday

lives (Astin, 1993; BroVD v 1988; Hogg and Abrams, 1988;

Maqolda, 1992). Michael HOCJq (1992) in his book on group

cohesiveness summarized the research on group formation and

functioning. He wrote:

Lewin (1948) believed that the "essence of a group is not

the similarity or dissiJIilarity of its Ileabers, but their

interdependence. A group can be characterized a.s a

dynaJRical whole" (p. 84).

The Sherifs (1969) consider that: ncooperative

interdependence in the pursuit of shared goals 'Which

cannot be achieved by an individual alone results in the
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establishgent of we11-defined group structure «ice~ role

relationships an~ shared rules o~ cOuductiu 4ud it is

this that distinguishes a group from a mere aggregate of

individualsDr (p. 132).

Lott and Lott's (1965) review and subsequent research

revealed that "group coheBiveness is enhanced by::

1. relatively voluntary interaction/propinquity

among people who do not differ too

dramatically in terms of emotionally charged

intergroup differences (e.g. race)

2. cooperative interaction or noraatively

prescribed coapetitive interaction

3. acceptance by others

-4. externally iJRposed frustration or threat

that is shared, not attributable to

deficient skill or ability, and for which no

individualistic avoidance strategy exists

5. hOBoqeneity of status, high status, or the

impossibility of upward status .obility

6. behavior and personality characteristics

that appear to help tbe group to fUlfill its

specific functions

7. attitudinal, value and background

siailarities, and personality
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compa~abilities; that ar~ re1evant to the

gLOUP~S existeuce auu pULpose

Be unpleasant initiation rites (po ~O-41)

The focus on the powerful influence of the peer group in

understanding student development was articulated by HewcoBb

and Wilson (1.966). Their investigations centered on peer

group effects on students primarily in the first six weeks of

college. Subsequently, Feldman and Bewcomb (1969) in nColleqe

Pear Groups", sUlZUllarized the peer group influence in more

specific terms. Highliqhts of their findings inclUded the

peer group offering students "general emotional support and

fulfill needs not met by the curriCUllDl" classroo., or

faculty" and IIIqive students practice in getting along with

people, particularly those whose backgrounds, interests, and

orientations differ froJII their own" (Moore, 1990, p. 10).

More recent litere.ture !ll!! peer groupings has honed in on

student diversity as Raking it.ore diffiCUlt for institutions

to create a. cohesive campus co_unity (Aatin 6 1993). College

students differ widely in their needs, characteristics and

even attendance patternsm

While there have been various terms used to refer to

college student groupings ranging frOB the college student

culture to the undergraduate culture to peer cultureI' they all

refer to the interaction between students and the colleqe

environment. Newcomb (1962) found that in practica11y all
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colleges, there are inteLest and activity groupings a»d

ifif'o~l circles of friends vhose impact upon other members is

often decisive. The well-known typology stUdy by Clark and

Trow (1966) has been deem.ed valuable in the research on the

dynamics of student cultures and tbe reactions of students to

college.

A consistent theme in the literature on the college

student culture was the notion that acceptance by peers was a

major concern for students. ThUS, leaxDinq about and

assillilating into a desired subculture bas been a :major

educational experience that occurs in college (Epstein, 1983;

Pascarella Ii Terenzini, 1991; Sanford,. 1.964; TintoD 1987).

contiguity and common interests together have been identified

by the research as seeming to account for the establishllent of

JaaJly peer qroup relationships. AlsoI' fro. the available

evidence~ formation of college culture groups tended to fall

where frequent contacts are made, namely residential halls,

dining areas, in athletics r student activities and even stUdy

halls and libraries. TintoDs mode! of student develop~ent

(1975, 1987) bas served as a standard for subsequent stUdies

conducted to assess acadeJllic and social integration

indicators. The evidence suggested that what happens to

students after entering college has Eore impact than their

precollege characteristics. Along this vein, several authors

and the popUlar literature have confir.Bed that the student

athlete culture is an insular one, with veIl defined noras of
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behavior a {Blann, A985; Pine 1987; Talander, 1989; zingg,

1.9;200

One might expect that it is students· attitudes rather

than their general skills or personality or specific

capacities that are Dost likely to be directly influenced by

being a meaber of a defined culture and there hms been 8o~e

evidence for this conclusion (Baird, 1988; Baird & Hartnett,

1980; Friedlander & MacDougall, 1992; London, 1992;

Newcomb" 1961) a Additionally, investigations: on culture

group influences have revealed that members become mere

favorably disposed to each other and they co.e to adopt as

their own, certain group-shared attitudes and feel that those

norms are right and prepere

The well.-doClDlented sWlmer ca:ap stUdies conducted by

Sherif and Sherif (1953) and Sherif at al (1961) purported

that the likelihood of a group achieving its gO'ls is enhanced

by very positive attitudes toward its members, which in turn

results in high morale and cohesion. The researchers

discovered that while the subjects knew nothing of being

observed for research or had not Bet each other until the

camps, the groups "developed an internal structures and

evolved mini-cultures of their own with their own group

symbols and names 0 e ••1 (p.19S).

Col.lege peer relationships today are tempered by Bore

diversity among- college students. The recent literature

suggests that while diversity is desirable, differing needs,
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characteristics and attendance patterns u make it difficult to

documentation continues to focus OD residential arrangements~

employment, athletics, ethnic and special interest alliances

as loci for proBinent college relationship groupings (Astin p

1993; Magolda, 1992).

Institutional CUlture: Ethos, Symbolism, Rituals e Ceremonies

While the days of in loco parentis at colleges and

universities are foregone, the recent literature focuses on

institutional energies direct.~(i tv'ward the improvement of

campus life through such aeans as creation and renewal of

student clubs, athletics, .entoring programs, wellness

activities and aore (Hendershott, 1992; Monaghan, 1993).

CUIture with respect to how it is used in the groupings

mentioned above,. and hOlf it is fostered and transaitted within

a. community like a college campus has garnered research

interest among anthropologists and sociologists.

An iRportant focus in the process of studying engageaent

in the institutional setting is culture. Waller (1932) stated

tha.t:

Schools have a culture that is definitely
their own. There are, in the schools,
complex rituals of personal relationships,
a set of folkvays~ aores, and irrational
sanctions, a Boral code based upon thea.
There are games, which are sublimated
wars, teams and an elaborate set of
ceremonies concerning thea. There are
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traditions ••• (po 26)

CUIture is seen as a produced entity in each

institutional setting rather thaD as a given. This is the

thinking of some researchers on cuIture who believe it is

relativel.y autonomous and adaptive. In 'UBetween Two Worlds"8

Weis (1985) st?..l:died students and their cu1.ture at Urban

college. She concluded that DDcu1ture truly is lived; it is

created and re-created on a daily basis and the elements of

culture combine in ways unbeknown to its creators;; (p. 129).

In student culture research, Howard London (1978) and Paul

Willis (1977) reported that student culture is more than

looking at basic structural factors or institutional

practices. Instead they see culture as a human process that

is .ediated by students, faculty and adainistrationwitbin the

frames of their respective cultural or social perspectives.

Every college campus is indeed unique. The research on

culture in higher education strongly supports this notion.

Ruh and Whitt (1988) in ;'The Invisible Tapestry: CUlture in

American Colleges Ii univ'ersitiesllm wrote about this uniqueness

citing the external environment, the subcultures and

individuals and their roles as identifying diBensions. Helen

Horovitz (1989) in UThe Changing student CUlture" ref1ected

that each campus operates with a unique social presence

supporting history-rich and varied researche

Throughout the literature, many researchers comment on

the eJllerqence of organizational culture as a manaqeaent
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approachg studying the business communityo researchers such

Waterman (Tierney, 1991.) ~ have looked at managerial and

organisational performance. They are also part of the

resea.rch corps who view culture as a way of explaining

happenings that occur in an organizational setting (Tierney,

1988) 0 The significance of culture as a useful concept in

explaining administrative manageaent~ i.e. strategic planning

and management techniques seems to be veIl established.

since the 19708, Burton Clark attested that colleqes have

their own distinct cultures and said their stories are what

give their institutions their unique identities

1970; B. Clark, 1980). Boyer (1987) said:

(B. Clark,

The undergraduate college should be held together
by soaething aore than plumbing, a co.-on grievance
over parking, or football rallies in the fall. What
students do in dining halls [and] on p1aying fields ••

coabine to inf1uence the outco.e of the college
education, and the challenges in the building of
comaunity is to see acadeaic and nonacadeaic life as
interlocked. (p. 177)

CU1ture or <]roup identification is often JIIlaXked by

cereaony or ritual. Frequently, the socialization process can

take various forms ranging fro. a Vax'II welcome into a group or

an eJl.barrassing initiation or experience. Gennep (1960)

representing an anthropo1ogical view termed these symbo1ic

functions as uritea de passage" (p. 24). other stUdies

delved into the newcomer or apprenticeship roles in relation

to oneis incorporation into a culture or group. Van Maanenis
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work (1984) on symbolic characteristics employed by groups

re~atsd that tbey way choose to ue£iile themselves or their

paraaeters or boundaries by unique and identifiable rites or

markings. The literature also underscored peer

distinctiveness by their clothing, their use of slang or other

language, their hairdo, and other group-specific norms

(Becker, 1961; Everhart, 1983; Moffatt, 1991)c

Finally, those who examine cultures comparatively argue

that the structure and environment of the social unit

influences the cultlU'e produced. That is, germane to its

sustenance include strong institutional ties, traditions g

languages and symbols. (Kuh, 1991).

student-Athlete CUlture

The student-athlete group is a studied population,

primarily in the areas of their athletic prowess, acadeaic

difficulties, recruiting practices, graduation rates, even

racial probleJIS. As a group, their difficulties in the

classrooR and off the field have been scrutinized to the point

where the Knight Foundation cOJlUQission on Interco1.1egiate

Athletics vas created in 1989 to address refOrB in

intercollegiate athletics. It seeas the attention qiven the

student-athlete~s collegial successes and failures parallel

the atteJilpts that have been Bade to restore faith and

integrity in intercollegiate athletics (Knight Foundation



co~ission on Intercollegiate Athletics p ~~ch 199~)o Since

:i.S8S, institutions l;w;ougn =~colleqe and universii;.y presidents,

the members of the NCAA,. and the athletics leaders have

addressed a single goal with singular concentration:

restoring integrity to the games played in the university's

nameD' (Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate

Athletics p March ~993)o

DDS. Senator Bill Bradley, a former professional

basketball player and Rhodes scholar is credited with the

Student Athlete Right-To-Knov Act (1990) whereby institutions

of higher education are required to report the fol1.owing:: the

number of students at the institution, the number of students

receiving athletically related student aid, the average 4-year

graduation rate for all stUdents, the average 4-year

graduation rate for students receiving athletically related

student aid and the number and percentage of students

receiving athletically related student aid who earned a

bache1or's degree or its equivalent within 10 years of

entering the school. The pri.lllary justification of the Act was

to provide prospective student-athletes an opportunity to

access data about graduation rates at particular schools

before .aking a commitmento

Although there is ample research focusing on athletics

operating as a business and with athletes caught in an

acadeaic versus eligibility dilemma, the evidence is not clear

on what effects student-atbletes D alleged inSUlarity in
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coll.ege has on their co11ege experi.ence (llSngs'troEtl. and

Sedlacek" ~9~~; Knapp, 2S92; Maloney and MCCormick, 1993;

Sperber" 1990). In a paper presented at the Conference of the

Southern Association of Institutional Research and the Society

for College and University P1anning (October 1990)" J.A. Davis

reported that student-athletes are frequently segregated from

the rest of the campus community due to the high time demands

of their res1J?ective sports and also due to the academic

advising responsibilities assWlRed by intercollegiate athletics

(Davis, Paper: Research Issues and strategies in Regard to

the Educational. Treatl!lent of the Black. Athlete, Oct.. 11,

1990).

Siailar findings frOB a report submitted to the NCAA show

that alienation and isolation are noted experiences of

student-athletes (ARerir..aD Institutes for Research, 1988).

Adler and Adler (1991) consider themselves forerunners in

presenting in-depth, ethnographic research on college

athletics. Their study encompassed five years and illuminated

a participant-observer look at intercollegiate athletics; its

coaches and its players. They began their research in 1980,

at a ti!lle they said no systeaatic acadeaic participant

observational studies had been conducted e There continues to

be a dearth of research on the social dynaaics and process of

socialization in the world of student-athletes. A review of

the literature" particularly in the qualitative study of

student-athletes indicate .iniaal research in the social
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Qyn.arnics olf a:thJ..etic programs~ .~ jfe~ citations are documented
'L..._"V _

U<t::..!l.UW~

Besides Adler and ~.dler11 Gary Fine has been fairly

prolific in studying the preadolescent culture, particularly

in Little League baseball settings. In IlIlfith The Boys", Fine

(1907) based his report on participant-observation in five

different comaunities and discov~red the importance of

understanding a student-atblete's identification with his/her

own group. He reasoned that through his longitudinal study~

he found "values, nonns, behaviors, and artifacts constitute

a subculture only if individuals see themselves as part of a

COiimlUDity whose .embers give aeaning to these 'objects'" (p.

182).

A salient point .ade by Michael Moffatt (1989) in n'coaing

Of Age In Hew Jersey" dealt with role conflicts expressed by

college athletes in their athletic and social relationships.

It appears that where Moffatt and the Adlers converge in their

findinqa is in their analysis. They both say it still is

preaatlU"e to make a definitive assess.ent about "student-

athlete's ability to achieve social .obility as a result of

their involveJIlent in sport" (Adler and Adler,. 1991i' p. 231).

Whi1e the research on the efficacy of the student-athlete

as indivictuals is qroving, the topic of team cohesion and

factors for team success has already received more attention

(Bandura, 1982; Carron, Widmeyer & Brawley, 1985; Escovar &

siD, 1974) Coaches and adD.inistrators in intercollegi.ate



athletics have long been interesteOl in determining the factors

of studies conducted on the relationship between team unity

and performance have been equivocalD That is, some studies

sbow that stronger team cohesion leads to success (Carron &

Chelladurai, 1981; Shangi & carroD, 1987) while a few show

lesser levels of cohesion leading to success and final1y a

number showing no relationship (Melnick & Chemers, 1974;

Williams & Hacker, 1982).

Other researchers have studied the anticipated and

unanticipated transitions faced by athletes and alluded that

their developmental patterns and experiences were unique and

substantially different fro. non-athletes (Pearson &

Petitpas, 1990; Saal1man, Sova ~ Young, 1991). Recently, a

nwaber of universities have bequn to offer a variety of

support services outside the rea1R of intercollegiate

athletics to assist student-athletes in handling their unique

circumstances and supposedly to countermand the separatism

experienced by student-athletes (Bergman Ii Surrey~ 1993;

Jordan & Denson~ 1990; Lapchick and Malekoff, 1987; Slade,

1991). Also, the alleged conflict that continues to exist

between a'thletics and a.cademics has student-athletes

unwittinqly caught as pawns when one looks at the expressed

mission and at'i;endant accountability stance of hig-her

education institutions. This vacillation the literature says,

qraphical.ly reflect some authors' view of lithe university a.s



a ~icrocos~ and society as a whole where EootbalL opens more

Ma1ekoff l' .190"n.

Summary

The review of related literature revealed a vast amount

of historical and current research about the college student

experienceQ In particular, the qua1ity of student life and

the effects of participation through extra-curricular, clubs,

athletics, etc. seems to have garnered a great deal of

research attention. Affective development of students coexist

with the intellectual development of students in the

literature and has made aore compelling, the iRplications and

impact of successful college experiences.

CUlture and socialization of groups have provided topics

of stUdy for anthropologists and sociologists. Initia11y

however, researchers described schools and institutions as

containing a unique culture with characteristics similar to

busineas organizations. The literature inferred that shared

values, beliefs and ideals are fundamental to strong

organizational culture. Further, conclusions have been made

that past tradition tended to precipitate more occurrences of

rituals, ceremonies and symbols than a set of shared values.

From our examination of student-athletes and their

development, ve find exigent concerns, issues and themes which
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are very strong im the lives of those ~ho paxticipate in

is proclaimed to be fair competition, constantly perpetuated,

but in an aver-changing Dilieu~ The student-athlete culture

is a vibrant group that the limited research concludes is a

unique body of individuals in a. college setting. The evidence

however, is strong that there is a significant peer

relationship and bonding that student-athletes have among

theaselves which focuses on the structure of athletics and the

content of socialization within athletics as cogent

examination topics.

The Bost co.pelling notion derived from the literature

review is the urgency to provide a forua for student-athletes

to co..unicate to their peers about the life of a student

athlete. They are best able to bring alive the iBpact of

their intense schedule, the stress created by juggling two

major, often conflicting roles - that of a student and that of

athlete.,



Chaptex III:

8IThere j 8 no onp.! 'seaning of life I but only the
meaning which indivil1uals have perceived in, OJ:

attributed to their own lives in terms of certain
ideas and va,lues1o (Ricoan, 1961 as cited. in Charon,
1985 po 85).

Introduction

As the quote above suggests, a student-athlete can be

viewed in many different ways. He or she is often seen as a

ladumb jock" or a nonentity in the classroom (Lapchick: &

Malekoff, 1987). Other researchers identify the student-

athlete as a pawn in a business venture (Knapp, 1992; Parhall,

1993). Another approach is to exaJlline how the student-athlete

defines and describes haself vithin the context of his

environment. In selecting this method, it see.ed appropriate

to ask about tbeir membership in the footba11 peer culture and

the detai1s of this circumscription. The purpose of this

study vas not to jUdge whether the football student-athlete is

a victia of stereotypes such as udUJitb jocks"; rather, the

objective was to shed more light on how a select group of

Division I college football student-athletes functions within

the college setting.

In this study, there were four basic research questions

that guided the project:

1) What are the student-athletes' perceptions of their
football team experience?
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2) Doe~ the social world of collegiate ath1etes rest
upon a. syst.~ of heliefs lt ~'a.lues and s~ol:;: tb.:::t is
shared by its members? If so, how?

3) According to sel.acted football student-atbletes,
what characterizes a Division I aajor college
football peer culture in this institution?

4) What patterns of group perspectives about football
student-athletes as a culture are evidenced among
this group of men?

These four questions served as the umbrella issues that

ga.ve a focus to the range of questions asked during the

interviews with the participants in the studya

The rest of the chapter will summarize the design or

aethodological framework, the sample of participants, data

collection, data analysis and symbolic interactionisa as the

viewing lens.

EIIlerqent Design

Qualitative methods were used in this study. The

aRbiguous nature of culture is difficult to examine in an

experimental setting; therefore, a qualitative approach to

the design of this study was established. Bogdan & Biklen

(1982) noted: laThe qualitative research approach demands that

the world be approached with the assumption that nothing is

trivial g that everything has the potential of being a clue

that might unlock a more comprehensive understanding of what



is being studiedGm (p. 29). within the <1;lP.llalita:tive pa.:r:adigmeo

as the basis for modifying, triDming and shaping the actual

conduct of the study.

As the researcher attempting to reconst~uct their lives,

my choice of a qualitative study is a deliberate and reasoned

decision. According to Denzin &: Lincoln (lg94): nQualitative

researchers stress the socially cODstructea-d nature of reality,

the intimate relationship between the researcher and what is

studiedID (p. 4). Ruh and Andreas (1987) have previously

asserted that: IDTl1e quiding question in detenaininq whether

qualitative methods are appropriate is does the nature of the

research, policy or evaluation question require in-depth,

detailed descriptions •••• to accurately describe, understand

and explain••• ?BI (p. 398).. other researchers define

conducting qualitative research as aultimethod in focus and

normally involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to

the subject matter.

The primary means chosen to investigate the four basic

research questions guiding the stUdy was the personal

interview ~ethod, supplemented with observations and docuaent

review. The popUlation interviewed was a group of eight (8)

footba11 student-athletes who were p~-posively selected for

tbis study.. I sought information on what happens to these

participants durinq their 2-4 year tenure as student-athl.etes

in footba11. In the case of qual.itative research interviews,



because ~y interest was ~~owledge building through grounded

theory and 8~olic int~ractionis_~ I focuse~ uil their

interaction within the football team culture and with the

college student culture. As the rese&rcher describing their

revelations" I realized I needed and. wanted to explain to

others how these football ath1.etes coped with trera.endous

demands of body, Hind and spirit that vent beyond the one

dimensiona1, stereotypical mindset that ~y of us have about

them. I also elected to write in the first person as I wished

to provide more of a direct, vicarious sense to the interview

interactions that occurred.

In studying the lives of eight (8) student-athletes on a

major college football team, I was particularly interested in

their socialization vithin the sport teaa, their student

athlete culture, and their college experience. Kuh , Whitt

(1988) describe socialization as cultural learning where

lCacquisition of values,. knowledge, attitUdes, skills and

expecta.tions appropriate to a particular culture" take place

(p. 6). In employing a symbolic interactionist perspective,

I felt it vas iJIIlportant to study how student-athletes see

themselves, how they see others and how they think others see

thea. Additionally, I wantdd to be an inquirer who actively

entered into the world of student-athletes so as to see their

setting first-hand whenever possible.

A ~ootba11 team is a cUlture-producing group that haa

task-oriented goals (e.go winning football games) and
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socioeEotional goals (Seg. st.atus on campus g making friends

contained and socially insular which according to Foon (1987)

is conduciVie to symbolic interactionist thinking because neven

an individual acting in isolation is bound by the symbolic

rules governing all interactionsu • (p. 226).

The incentive to examine student-atbletes who play

football vas compelling as I realized their experiences would

provide an insider's point of view to a predominantly

collaborative sport. Unlike individual sports like golf or

divingg the football environment is regarded as highly

interactional.

Therefore, in 1993, I initiated a qualitative stUdy of

the student-athlete culture at a Bediua-sized, comprehensive

university in the western united states. The institution

participates in Division I intercollegiate athletics and is a

member of the western Athletic Conference. This

investigation, encompassing over one and a half (1 1/2) years g

focused on the visible features of the student-athlete

culture, i.eA their norBS, expressions, artifacts, rules and

appearance. It also delved into the less obvious aspects of a

cultural study, Le .. , the symbolic content of their particular

culture, concentrating- on their va.lues, perspectives, and

beliefs.

Accordingly, related to individual and social

consequences of culture through sports participationI' the
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study centered on finding out ~~~t was special about being a

:e=ecr of ~ Division I co~1~ge football teame Tue symbolic

interactionist approach asserts that the processes of

socia1ization within athletics is a context inseparab1e from

the study of the student-athletes theJlllselvas. ABong the

questioDs g so~e specific ones rocused on why students play

football and what were the most satisfying and disappointing

aspects of their experiences. Related to their perceptions of

their special culture, I looked at what cultural themes, e.q.

attitUdes, values, beliefs and norms were emphasized in their

disclosures and what rituals and routines were emblematic to

being football student-athletes.

The interview foraat of seai-structured questions

followed the basic tenets of -the research or respondent

interview (Cohen , Manion, 1989; Denzin, 1989b; Glaser'

strauss, 1967; Powney & watt, 1987) where my qoal vas to

better understand the phenomenon of being a Division I

football student-athlete. Coben' Manion (1989) said this

type of interview is "ODe initiated by the interviewer for the

specif1c purpose of obtaining research-relevant information

and focused by him on content specified by research

objectives of systematic description••• (p. 307). The group of

eigbt (8) student-athletes selected play for a Division I

college football at a major university in the Western United

states. A fuller depiction of each participant viII be

provided in Chapter IV.
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sampling: Process

'While there are at least 1.5 major sports programs offered

at the university with over 550 student-atbletes

participating, the rationale for selecting football players

for the research was based on a number of factors. ODe vas

their population nuabers; a typical tea. is made up of Dore

than 100 players whose sample could then be derived through

maxiBWi'l variationism.. Patton (1990) calls this process

maximum variety sampling. The objective is mlto deliberately

select a heterogeneous sample and observe commonalities in

their experiences" (p. 229). The second factor dealt with the

tea. nature of the sport. Each position area on the team and

each individual has particular responsibilities but ideally

each functions better and Beets with success to the degree

that others handle their positions veIl. It truly is a team

sport. Coaches constantly empbasize the importance of team

play and try to mitigate the enhancement of individual stars.

David Riesman (1961), in a sociological study viewed athletic

teaas as undergoing 81antaqonistic cooperation" (p. 88).

Kessner (1992) found in his interviews with college football

players that learning to play a role on the team rather than

needinq to be a star was a valuable lesson they learned.

Lastly, the amount of tim.e devoted to making a contribution in

football through weight traininqg conditioning camps, daily

practices g teas and position Beatings and games is
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considerable and therefore provided numerous opportunities

for bonding and grouping.

Participants in the study vere selected according to the

following criteria:

1. Sample must be made up of student-athletes that

researcher had not Bet previously or had any

dealings with.

2. Classified undergraduate or graduate student at the

!lsiteS! university on the roster of the 1991, 1992

and 1993 football teams.

3. Member of the football team for at least one year

(includes redshirt status).

4. participants Bust include a Bixture: those

who had been in the football prograa for aaxiaua

nuaber of years, i.e., 4-5 years as well as junior

college transfers and redahirt freshmen.

5. composition will include variation encompassing

ethnic and geographical home base lines.

6. co.position will include both offensive and

defensive position players.

Participants

The sample acquisition was purposive. Babbie (1989)

states tha.t purposive sampling enables a chance at getting the

Illost cOlllprehensive understanding of the subject matter. It is
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a versati.le tecllmique as strauss (1987) acI~owledged:

sampling, and frog analysis of results extend the sample in

ways guided by their emerging theory'U (po 142). Si:udent~

athletes meeting the criteria previously listed were invited

by either the academic advisor in Athletics Student Services

office or coa.ching staff at the nsiteDG university to

participate in this study. Before nominations were solicited,

I had primed tbe inviters on the mechanics of the

investigation, particularly on the interview format and the

liJRited but varied sample desired.. The academaic advisor

extended his invitations mainly through individual contacts

with football student-athletes when he saw thea in the

Athletics Student Services office. He said he informed thea

to call Be if interested in participating and also got their

telephone numbers if I wanted to contact thea. One of the

coaches undertook responsibility for informing the football

student-athletes about this project and he too said he did

this throuqh informal contacts with then. Eight (8) football

student-athletes responded but in staggered fashion.. The

first t.o (2) who contacted ae said their coach told thea

about my study. I used all those who responded and did not

turn anyone away but a.lso terminated the search for aore

participants when I felt I had a representative samplinq that

fulfilled my selection criteria and accomodated the research
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questions and my skills as the investigator (Morse~ 199~)D

While the majority of the eight (8) participants vere

selected using a purposive or status sampling technique, the

snowball effect also played a role in the participant

configuration when one p1ayer joined the stUdy due to a

recollDlendation from another participant a Hence, it was Hunter,

initially participant #1 who suggested that I contact pepe,

Participant #3 whom he felt had 90me unique and interesting

experiences to convey because he had walked-on to football.

Dobbert (1984) and Morse (1991b~ called the use of s~~~bal1

sampling effective for expanding the scope of the stUdy and

generating nev lines of inquiry.

Privacy, includi.ng maintaining the confidentiality and

anonyaity of data vas adhered to throughout the stUdy process.

Thus, to protect participants I identities" pseUdonyms are used

to refer to the eight (8) individuals 0 Of the eight

participants, only Doc, B.C. and Knight provided their own

nicknases. I labeled the rest with pseUdonyms derived from

behavioral or personal characteristics. For example" Flea was

named for his constant body Bovements and fast talking.

Following the tenets of purposive sa.mpl.inCj selection, the

eight student-athletes in football who participated in the

study reflected the following demographics when they began

(the period of data gathering was an extended period covering
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1~ years, therefore their class level and position assi~ent

Class standing:

Entry ont9 Team:

Offensive Team:

Defensive Team:

Special Teams:

Ethnicity:

Geographical Home Base

1 Fresb1!'UiD
J. Sophomore
4. Juniors
1 Senior
1 Graduate Student

1 Walk-on
4 Redshirt status during first year

in football
1 Junior college transfer
2 PropoRition 48 redshirt status

during first year

5 (Quarterback, Guard, Tackle/Center
(2), Wide Receiver)
2 (Defensive End, Cornerback/Strong
safety)
1 (Wedge)

2 Blacks
1 caucasian
1 SaJloan
4 Hixed (Hawaiian-Caucasian,
Japanese-Filipino-caucasian,
Havaiian-Portugese,
Hexican-Filipino-Hawaiian and 5 other
ethnicities).

4 western U.S.
3. American Samoa
3 HOlle state

Pre-Data Collection Insights

While the data for this stUdy came froB select student-

athletes playing recent colleqe football, l!Ill.y interest in

finding out about the unique lives of colleqe sports

participants goes back to 1987 when I net a number of them
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The :first t~10

football players and contemplating graduation and their

futurese They came in on their OWD, requesting assistance

with exploring career possibilities and resume writinge

I began to meet more of thea who came because these

original two, B.N. and W.B. suggested meeting De. Therefore,

althouqh they are not the subjacts of this study, this

original group of student-athletes, many approaching 30 years

of age, can claim to be the impelling force that iqnited my

strong interest in student-athletes as individuals and as a

culture. B.N. is currently an Assistant Coach at the Naval

Acadeay and WoB. after graduating frOB "site" university with

his bachelor's degree in BeonoRies received his MBA degree

froB Ohio state and is nov a CPA vith a national accounting

firll.

Others, in similar fashion to requ1ar college graduates,

have found eJIlp10ygent in a spectruJII of areas that have or have

not aligned with their goals. My association with thea

continues to this day. This prolonged engagement with

student-athletes through meetings 6 informal contacts,

graduation parties, their weddings bas kept me focused on

finding out from a newer cohort qroup~ a more in-depth look at

what their co11ege and sports experience is likey I decided
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that ray disserta.tion study would be to gather data. on the

sYBbOls and relationshipse

Data Collection

The puxpose of the study was revea.led to each participant

a.t. the start, with assurances that participation would be

voluntary and confidential. Interview times vere set up

around the subjects' class and athletic schedules. Data was

pr:imarillT gathered through an average of four (4) audio

recorded interviews, each lasting 1-:t% hours in length. I was

the sole interviewer. The tae spent with each subject ranged

fro. a .inimum of six hours to a maximua of twenty one hours.

This yindow varied considerably due to each participant's tiDe

availability, spontaneity and verbal expansions. I also

conducted observations, collected newspaper articl.es and other

dOCUJDents in an effort to accumulate data which would further

shape the direction of my researche All eight participants

readily agreed that the interviews could be taperecorded and

vere also told any requests on their part to hear the tapes or

review written copies would be honored. Each interview vas a

one-an-one situation where I led the subject through open

ended but topica1ly structured questionsG My intent was to

have the participants describe their experiences with as wide

a paraaeter as they wished them to be. Due to accessibility
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.and desire jEor confidellltiali.:ty 11 most of the interviews were

held in a private conference reo: in my place o~ employment~

I did meet one of By participants off-campus at his practice

teaching site at a local high school to better accomodate his

tiBe frame.

As previously mentioned, Dultiple Bethods were used to

obtain data on the football student-athlete. According to the

literature8 using Dore than one method in an investigation is

valuable in qualitativi: research where trustworthiness of data

is a concern (Robson, 1993) 0 Lincoln and Guba (1985) believed

credibility of a qualitative study is enhanced when mUltiple

techniques are utilized. Also, through triangulation

(Mathison, 1988), i.e. the use of multiple-resourced evidence

which in this case consisted of interviews, observations and

written docuaents, I was able to search for and obtain

experiential information fr.OB different perspectives and to

cross-validate this data when possible.

While participant-observation and acquisition of

artifacts formed parts of By triangulation approach to the

study, it was a series of broad, guiding interview questions

which enabJ.ed me to glean rich and fresh inforaation. I

considered it important to have the participants· responses as

the catalytic means for setting the ensuing paraaeterso
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Interview Procedures v Observations and Printed D~ta

All of the student-ath~etes participati~g in thi~ study

were interviewed at least four times, spread throughout 1~

years. This period for most of them, encompassed the off

season, spring drills, the footba11 season itself and summer

camp 11 thereby representing the peaks a.nd valleys of their

annual athletic and academic activities. Interview protocol

included questions that allowed elicitation of responses

exploring the thought processes student-athletes use when

dealing with their lives as students and as athletes (See

Appendices). Follow-up questions vere concerned with how they

acquired their ways of thinking, also how they felt their

thinking aay have changed and speculation through their own

elaboration as to what the influencing factors aay be.

As the research progressed, I vas very comfortable with

the elasticity of boundaries pertaining to the questions that

were covered with each subject. However, I stayed fairly

rigid on the topic areas discussed as I wanted some

consistency with Which to begin By analysis. The questions

centered on such topics as their backgrounds, thei~

recrui'baent into athletics, the stages of their football

careers, their relations with others, their .otivations, their

lifestyles and their general impressions about being a part of

the football grouping and intercollegiate athletic

organization. For each series of interviews numbering between

four (4) and seven (7), I had a set of questions that I was
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hoping to get respDnass o~v but free1y made modifications in

aGount of tiae and attention given to different topics (Bee

Appendix A)o As the research instrument, I depended on my

perceptions as to hov an interview vas developing and made on

the-spot adjustments.

All interviews were tape recorded vith peraiasion; hand

recorded notes vere taken by this researcher as well. Tapes

vere transcribed ~ediately or soon after and printed. The

researcherls notes r on many occasions fully verbatim, were

also typed up and reviewed.

These were semi-structured interviews Which I deeJlied

conversations with a purpose (Robson, 1993). They centered on

a set of them~s and topics Which vas designed to allow the

interviewees scope to develop their answers. Por exaaple,. the

broad topical domains included academic life, social

relationships, childhood lleJllories, friendships as well as

other subjects trigqered fro. their responseso My approach

peraitted student-athletes· views and feelings to eaerge but

also gave .e soae control over the fOrBlat. Since the

interviews concentrated on the subjective experiences of those

involved, the quality of the data depended to an extent on the

quality of the rel.ationship between the interviewees and

ayse1f (Basch g 1997; Cohen' Manion, 1989; Douglas, 1985;

Green, 1991). Whil.e it vas true that I did not know the

participants personally until formally meeting them for this
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studyv Y found the process of deveioping trust less

around the student-athletes • tae a1.lovances" ve !'met at

different times and with differing elapses of t~e between

meetings. Therefore with each of them I was continuously at

different levels in our developing relationships.

The second Beans of obtaining data on the student-athlete

in footlJa11 wa.s through direct observati.on. Robson (1993)

believed that watchi.ng wha.t people do and listening to what

they say is a complementary technique to interviewing as it

can help validate or corroborate information obtained in

interviews.. As vith all inquiry" the driving force behind the

use of observations was .y research questions, particularly

Question 12 which looked for peer culture characteristics and

Question #3 which sought evidence of group perspectives aaong

football student-athletes. using se1ective events to observe

the participants, I essentially wanted to see thea in a

variety of settings that they frequent and Dote their

friendship alliances, dress, mannerisES, etc. I chose their

gathering places on campus such as the benches Dcar the caapus

center" at the Snack Bar, and outside the "eight Roo.. I also

observed thea on defined occasions, DaJIllely their football

gallles and at aandatory programs for fRame of ProqraJll)

athletes.

There vere other opportune but not prearranged moments:

a vedding of a football student-athlete a.lWlUlus where I Bat at
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a table next to one of the participants v seeing them at tbe

superaaxket or at the suoppiDg ~llo Throughout, I kept an

on-going narrative account or diary (Bakeman & Gottmanv 1986;

Bhipsan, 1988) vith a record of running descriptions that

included who the participant vas with, their dress,

appearance, any other noteworthy details of the physical

scene~ their language if attainabl~ and personal impressions

or relBinders to look for or ask participants at future

iD.terviewso Balter (1988) called this fOrD of recording

observations Umemory sparkers" (p. 24).

Apa~t fro. interviews and direct observations, I used a

number of unobtrusive .eans to gather inforlllation. This

included exaaining newspaper clippings fro. daily and caapus

newspapers, .eaia guides, listening to and watching radio/TV

talk shows featuring their coaches with highlights and

interviews of players. According- to a number of researchers,

documents are useful sources of information because they can

add to and support data collected and also impact the kinds of

interview questions used for the study (Goetz , Lecompte"

1984; llfhitt" RUb, 1991; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Photocopied

iteas from newspapers and magazines vere denoted by date and

student-athlete reference or topico

Although By beinq a female researcher studying a aales

only activity precluded me from observing participants i~ ~ll

their domains, I vas allowed to see several key settings when



the.y were emptyo I tourea their locker room and noted first

halld, tne hierarchical lOcker assignmefi~s tney spoke about.

I walked through their training roo_where their daily taping's

took place and where therapy, physicals and injuries are

handled. I stood in the nondescript classroom that served as

a fi1E rOOD where I vas told each position group held daily

Deatings from Monday through Friday during the football

season. It was at these Beatings that videotapes of the

previous day's practice or the weekend's football games vere

shown witb each player's performance dissected for praise or

beratinq. One participant named Knight observed that

scoldinqs at fi1B vievinq by the coaches vere "worse than ay

parents' yelling" • The unisex veightliftinq roolll was Bost

interesting as there were aale and feMale student-athletes

lifting weights.

In addition to student-athletes of both sexes, I observed

regular college students and coaches in the room, all

eng-rossed in their weiqhtlifting plans. I was to1.dthere were

blocks of t1me just for student-athlete use and also hours for

all users. I happened to be there at general use tiBes which

in hindsight were more appropriate because they provided

revealing socialization compmrisons between student-athletes

and stUdents, student-athletes and coaches and finally,

between ilIIale student-athletes and female student-athletes.

While the aim of each weightrooa user was apparently to
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i~crease physical strength and si~ultaneouslyor tangentially

to fee1 and look better, I discovered that lifting weights is

not necessarily a solo activity; that partnering or teaming

with SODaone provides a psychological and motivational. edge as

well as technique .entoring and safety monitoring.

In addition to the anecdotal. inforJllation gathered, I

maintained a journal of observations and apressions. The

fact that the interviews wers tape recorded did not obviate

the need to note emerqi~q theses and attitudes. I believe

that in understanding and interpreting the datal any striking

non verbal expressions Jllade during an interview captured

information beyond the vords recorded and therefore added to

the analysis. Along this vein, the subjects' dress aDd

mannerisms were of obvious interest. In addition, I kept a

record of all conversations conducted with the participants

apart fro. the arranqed interviews. For example, Smooth Red,

Pepe and Doc dropped by on a number of occasions to say hello

and to ask if I needed to talk to thea further.

Data Analysis

In qualitative research, the practice of s~ultaneous

data collection and analysis bas been a customary method fox

researchers (Fetterman, 1989; Glaser" strauss, 1967;

Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Merriam, 1988). Recent research

however has provided a more detailed definition of data
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analysis with its use of terms such as data collectioD u data

reductiou, data display aDg finally couclusion drawing and

verification (Miles Ii: Huberman 8 1.984, 1994). I followed this

process in my analysis but to be candid, have to report that

I fell into it more out of a data management need than a

predetermined effort. I felt compelled to bring some

semblance of organization and meaning to the graving volume of

data.

Data analysis consisted of tvo phases, a continuous

process involving collection, reduction, and categories of

inforaation and a formal analytic process. As this was a

planned aUlti-aethod stUdy, I found that while interviewing

participants and observing them in their activities I was also

checkinq for content and meaninq. It was anticipated that

with emerginq data fro. each round of interviews, any

successive ones would strengthen and enlarge upon developing

themes and this premise seeaed to be substantiated as the

interviews progressed~

Actually, as soon as my interviews began~ I was thrust

into the process of analysis. For one, when the data fro. an

interview vas transcribed, I typically started organizing it

by underlining key words or teras that were descriptive or

unique or interesting. I then compared this to By typed

handwritten version which I recorded in the event the

aUdiotapes turned out faUlty or unusable. During tbe
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interview as I handwrote their respoDses~ X was asterisking

the transcribed version~ Thus w during data collection I vas

also Bug&arizing, coding v finding theMe and noting highlights

which Hiles , Huberman (1984, 1994) called data reduction.

other researchers have labeled this phases, data synthesis

with specific descriptions such as '''taking the averaqela
I

"sifting" and ISdecontextualizationU (Atkinson, 1992; Tripp

ReiBer & cohen, 1991).

As the interview meetings continued, the collected files

for the eight participants rapidly thickened. The analysis of

the data progressed to pattern coding, the process Hiles ~

Huberaan (1984) defined as attaching a label to words. This

caae about spontaneously as I re-read the transcripts 11 checked

write-ups fro. personal observations and looked at written

docWlents. The patterns or codes that emerged becaJll6 category

titles for Chapter IV, Emerging Analysis. It should be noted

that the categorizations were not predetermined but evolved

from significant and meaningfUl information that were also

cOmRonalities among the participants as I saw them. Robson

(1993) and strauss , Corbin (1990) said categories typically

relate back to the research questions. In this study, they

include labe1s such as Hierarchy~ Football is a Business and

Sense 01' Camaraderie. The recurring stateBent "when IMIIIl

playinq nothing else matters but taking care of business"
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shO~1ed as tbat it was important to listen to tbeir evolution

as football players ana i:neir singular cOl.lUi3.i'bai::.l2t to the

team's mission if I wanted to Rare fully understand their team

orientation and subjugation.

During the data col1ection and concurrent analysis, I

kept checking the literature as background resource. As

Marsha11 & Rossman (1989) reported: "data collection and

analysis go band in hand to proDote the e~ergence of

substantive theory grounded in empirical data" (p. 113). In

this phase, I knew While my collection of data vas building I

a1so had responsibility to analyze it because as Robson (1993)

concluded: "generally speaking, data in their raw fOrB do not

speak for theaselves" (p. 305). I vas also very aware of the

damage and problmas that naive researchers can bring to a

stUdy, especially with adhering to the rigors of data

collection (Schatzman & strauss, 1973).

In the beginning, I tended to be over1.y sensitive to

ethical issues and subjective interpretation of data. My

developaent as a researcher underwent a period of self-i!!posed

scrutiny as X kept asking .yself whether the process I was

eJEbarking on was the best way and one the literature verifies.

Makinq ultimate decisions about this stUdy, especially about

its narrative presentation and telling the participants'

stories was a powerful dimension for me. :r did not wish to be

overly meChanistic in By role as researcher and in dealing
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wit.h the Cia-tal. itself g particuJLar1.y witb the unique alil~ graphic

~aY8 they used to tell tneir storiesQ As categories began to

eaerqe from field notes~ docuaents and interviews, I found

myself spontaneously immersed in the substance of the

findings. The interviews vere fascinating. In fact, I kept

thinking to do justice to their culture meant using their

wo~ds whenever possible.

According to the research on sociologica1 and

anthropoloqica1 data gathering, finding categories and the

relationships and patterns between and aMong categories leads

to completeness in the narrative (Denzin, 1989; Denzin &

Lincoln, 1994; Spradley, 1980). I expected to and did

obtain data using situations, events or processes in the

student-athletes' lives as topics forqleaning their thoughts.

For exaJllple, information on their two-a.-days sUIUler caap,

their vei~ht training, their acadeaic coursework and other

topics provided abundant and fertile looks at their lives

"hile at the sase time springboardinq to wider domains. Miles

& HUberman (1984) suggested as an aid to analysis 6 doing a

supnpary of data collected right after the transcriptions are

Bade to heJ.p vith the synthesis. I found this procedure

helpful as it forced me to think and reflect not only on the

BaSS of data but the hi9hli~hts.

Miles (1979) described qualitative data as 'attractive

nuisance~ While others have used words such as 'rich ' , 'full '
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and ~realo as contrasted with the thin abst~actioms of number

aligned to ':iu.antitative data. Pet'ter~ (,1989) simply

exhorted for clear thinking on the part of the analyst saying:

"first and foremost, analysis is a test of tbe ....ability to

think--to process inforllation in a. meaningful and useful

JlIaD.Derlll (p. 374) •

The formal analytic process took place after all the

interviews were completed. However, vhile compi1inq da.ta from

each interview, I discovered a rudimentary coding systea

taking shape whereby key words, phrases and ideas that seemed

to consistently occur providing evolving or naturalistic

patterns.

The data were analyzed incorporating syabolic

interactionisB and the grounded theory approach. Syabolic

interactionis. purports that Reaning is socially constructed

and negotiated. Therefore, in using the grounded theory

technique of detailed, comprehensive, thick descriptions

through interviews and observations, this processing of the

data, converges well with eliciting a participant's story over

tae.

Rather than my starting with a theory to test, each

participant generated data through several interviews in Which

he shared what JIIeaninqs various facets of his life and

football experiences had for hiae I attempted to understand

their Beaning by looking for and noting signs that Day reveal
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cultural values 9 linkages to other concepts or contexts and

cohort pa:tter:us. as categories, patterns an.d themes cOlllverqed

or diverged, symbolic interactionism not only allowed me to

elicit the individual student-athlete~s meaning of his

experience but also to analyze how the student-athlete

interacted with his experience.

Limitations of study

This study is limited in several ways. First, because of

sample limitations, the results can only be applied to

football student-athletes at the site university. Whether the

patterns of associations found with this sample of student

athletes apply to student-athletes in tbe general domain of

postsecondary intercollegiate athletics is unclear.

Therefore, no claiB is made that the findings discussed in

this study, are necessarily applicable to other football

student-athletes in other universities in other tiDes.

However, tbis particularity is one of this study's strengths,

given the complex nature of inforaation about students in the

collegiate society. Thus, much is gained by the one-to-one

interview process conducted with the participants in teras of

the depth of the data to be discovered.

Becond~ the research focuses on the socialization

patterns of student-athlete peers. Although this is a
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significant dimension OE co11ege impact u it is definitely ~ot

the only socialising outcome that could be investigated. A

related limitation is that in reconstructing their

communication patterns or shared talk for example, the fact

that this asseSSMent CODes after student-athletes have been

.embers of this particular culture for one, two, three, four

and even five years must be r.emembered. Clearly 8 the question

of degree and nature of peer. group cohesion and immersion at

the initial stages such as with newly involved freshBen

student-athletes is not addressed.

~urther, the particular popUlation chosen for study in

this project was, intentionally meant to be representative,

not scientifically randolll. My primary purpose throughout this

study was to choose a group of football student-athletes who

displayed representative depth and breadth of data to allow

for a rather detailed picture to be painted of hov, why and to

what extent their peer culture influenced their socialization.

The diverse nature of football student-athletes participating

certainly peraitted such data to be collectedu

The phenomenological orientation of the .ethods used,

i.e., the focus on the experiences and the aeanings those

activities have to the student-athletes who engaged in thea

had heavier emphasis on the descriptive aspects of their lives

rather than aiming for the discovery of normative data that

vould allow for broad generalizations about all football

studeat-athletes as socialized people. The focus has been
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"pO~ ~ew findings that can e.nhance understanding of both ~he

diversit:y and complexities of this one group of football

student-athletes in terms of how they individually and

collectively view their peer culture membership.

with this particular study, there are also obvioU9

restrictions affecting the scope of this study that provided

set boundaries and established perspectives for our inquiry.

General li&itations are the followinq:

1. The study is limited to the qualitative examination

of the student-athlete culture as contrasted with a

college's student ~~lture. It is recognized that

college students are affected by IlIany other existing

cultures and. subcultures; however investigating

those are beyond the scope of this study.

20 The stUdy is limited to the sample and selection

parameters outlined in previous pages.

3. The existence of various subcultures within the

student-athlete peer culture itself is a.cknowledged.

While data rela.tive to any ethnic subcul.tures, l.ocal.

a.nd lIllainland subcultures, class standing subculture,

player position subcultures and others will provide

interesting information, the reporting will be

comprehensive rather than isolate the component

subcultures.

4. It will appear that there is a ready bias to this

research.. for intercol1eqiate athletics is seen
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largely through the eyes of the student-athletes.

The administration and coaches may not find their

viewpoints fully acknowledged or expressed. The

point is repeated that this account is how things

look and feel to their student-athletes.

5. The sole researcher is female studying a males-only

domain. There are certain areas of the study

environaent such as their locker rooms, lounge and

medical/traini.ng rOOE that were off-limits.

The following chapters allow Hunter, Pepe, Doc, Flea,

Knight, Smooth Red, B.C~ and Bull to tell their stories as

patterns and themes weave in and out of their football teaa

culture.

Symbolic Interactionist View of Student-Athletes

Central to describing the lives of student-athletes on a

Division I football team from a sy:mo1ic interactionist:

perspective was an examination of how they Jilade sense of their

world. Thus, this vas not only a stUdy of college student

athletes, but a.lso a stUdy of the team culture and their

socia.l structure. Whi.le the findings have implications for

such diJ!lensions as race, multicu1turaiislillll' qroup think, social

contro1 and deviance, they were addressed as interwoven

patterns of experience in the subsequent findings~ As
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mentioned earlier~ because my main focus ~as on the culture of

studen't-athl.ete.s I? how they saw and expressed their. experiences

vas very important, Attempts were made to understand their

feelings and portrayals by reconstructing fully their

expressions and descriptions.

Besides accomplishing a win-loss record, the football

tea: typically creates shared meanings. Fi.ne (1986) asserts

that shared understandings are derived from interaction and

culture, an implication of the symbolic interactionist

approach. Accordingly, the view given to student-athletes'

lives is a processual one. That is, I premised that they do

things in relation to each other, they communicate, interact,

change actions according to what other people in their culture

do. According to Manen (1990) ~ this is a foundation of

symbolic interactionism. Woods (1992) pointed out that:

"Groups in interaction develop aD. large nWllber of syabols

imbued with interrelated meaning that collectively constitute

a. culture or subc:mlture. One of the first requirem.ents of

symbolic interactionist research is to understand the sY=bolic

Meanings that emerge in interactions and are attributed in

situations over tme1m (p. 354-355).

using the lens of sJ1llbolic interactionisE to focus on the

ethos or aJIabience of the football teaJI culture v'as appropriate

in my research as tbe rich symbo1ic expressions provided vere

c1early evident in the language of the participantso There

were other means of communication that surfaced--gestures,
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appear~nceg body language g nicknames g superstitions g rituals

and more that will be detailed in Chapter IVa
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PARTICIPANT PROFILES: AN EMERGING ANALYSIS

Bpor~ is an important agency of enculturation
vithin the American schooling process. (Landers,
1976, po 184)

Participants

Central to the following descriptive account of

co11eg'iate athletes and their engagement is their membership

on a Division I football team. Football is a highly visible,

revenue-producing proqraa within collegiate athletics and

partly through this means, bas be~ome a dO:!llin~!.'.t focus of

tradition, pride and power on college campuses. Fine (1987)

who studied Little League Baseball teams said: "CUltural

traditions are dGveloped within social worlds. As a result,

it is important to understa.nd how the fact that boys are

organized and organize theaselvas in SJRall groups affects

their behavior and culture" (p.2-3). He further offered that

by preadolescence, boys ferry between several social vorlds--

JRale groups, cross-sex groups, the family and the school.

Each require a different standard of behavior and

socialization practice.

Interestingly, collegiate athletics as a socialization

setting differs in both structure and content from other

socialization settings g like the classroom or the family. In

the ath1etics arena especially, student-athletes playing the

sport of football are p1aced in a social situation where they
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fee1 no real need or inclination to be on onees best behaviorn

Waiting and wnitilllg (:1975) stressed tha.t an environment such

as theirs often militates against behavior and relationships

common1y found in the classroom or the home. Nelson (1994)

who wrote nThe stronger Woaen Get, The Hore Men Love Footbalpy

said: nWithin a sports arena, a :man can express racist,

sexist and homophobic attitudes not tolerated in many other

parts of societyn (p. 7).

As expected" I collected an enormous amount of text. I

found helpful oakley's (1981) book on interviewing VOlllen,

particularly when she suggested that interviewing has been a

aasculine paradiqa but traits such as sensitivity and

eaotionality although cUlturally viewed as feminine know no

qender boundaries. She further pointed out that in

interviewing, there is "no intimacy without reciprocityll (p.

49). My natural inClination to forego the traditional

hierarchical interviewing style vas positive1y reinforced by

the participants. That is, I was not solely a questioner and

note-taker but in !!1" esti!!.ation, an involved participant. The

participants were ca.ndid, graphic and insightfu1. In the

interviews, I spontaneously showed ay human side tOOl

answering their questions and expressing my feelings when I

fe1t appropriate~ For aev it vas important to deal with the

student-athletes as people. stil.l;o I proceeded cautiously aDd

continued reviewing the literature on qualita.tive research for

reinforcement and confirmation.
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Tiaroughou:t, the ~T>1phl'l<:!is UpOIlA 'W:Aderstanding and dealing

witn participants on an individual basis rather than merely

recording their responses was foremost. The mere presence of

a tape recorder and my furious notetaking did not appear to

deter us from having full and natural converations that I

believe went beyond the "I pose a question, he gives an

answerU; scenario. At the start of each subsequent Reating"

the participants were asked if they had additional thoughts

frOB the previous discussion. They were also aware tbat they

could review the accumulated transcriptions and listen to the

The interviews revealed both shared events and differing

experiences in student-athletes' trajectories stretching fro.

Pop Warner days to the present. They revealed information

about each student-athlete's family and his relation to it,

and vas an opportunity to explore the student-athlete's

decision-Illaking and to hear reasons for particUlar choices

having been made. While reading through the interview

transcriptions, I cross-checked these with =y field notes and

other documents to compare the different perceptions of an

event held by different participants and to obtain a degree of

authenticity regarding the event, through triangulation.

The ~~estions asked during the personal interviews with

student-athletes were posed in fairly spontaneous fashion and

not packaged by categories. However, they tended to revolve

around these four broad areas:
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1) Being an intercoLlegiate student-athlete

2) Being a football player on a vivision I college t.eaR

3) Being a college student

4) Being an adult person with goals and aspiration

The first set of quest.ions centered around student-

athletes' lives in general. I got information on their

backgrounds and interests and then their lives in the college

environment; their adjustments, their classes, their school

schedule, their professors and their academic concerns. The

second set of questions dealt with playing football, the daily

practices, t.eaJlll meetings, their feelings about playinq college

level football, their affiliations on the team, their

conflicts and more. The third set of questions examined their

interpersonal re1.ationships within the campus co_unity, their

dealings with regular stUdents, and their thoughts on acadeaic

life. The fourth set of questions examined the student

athletes' adult experiences or forecasts.

Some earlier research on student-athletes indicated that

graduating fro!!! co1.1.ege and entering into professiona.l careers

ranked below the priority of becoming a professional sports

player. (Slade, 1991). Short-tera and long-term qoals~

financial survival issues and other decision-making questions

vere covered. Hixed into all the questions were inquiries

intended to hene in on how the student-athlete functions in

the college and athletic contexts. I was interested in

matters such as role differentiations, i.e., their notions
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about their academic rolas p their socia1 roles p their

ath1etics roles and their views of selfft

?articipant Profiles

A description of each participant, condensed frOB their

autobiographical sketcbes and written documents, my notes

about our first contact and their verbatim words about

themselves are next.

UHunter" is a 22 year old junior offensive player

(quarterback, Slot Back). Born in Torrance~ CA. Comes fro.

family of eight children, ages 33 to 21; is seventh child in

"close knit" African-Allerican family where "we loved to sit

around during holidays and reainisce". criminology major.

Listed in 1992 UJI Football Media. Guide as 6'1u , 192 lbs. Wa.s

student body president at Jordan High School in Los Angeles.

Voted Most Popular Guy, Coolest and Host Talkative.

My First Meeting with "Hunter": He vas prompt for the

1st interview and caae neatly dressed in tailored shorts,

sport pUl~over, large gold chain, earphone draped around his

neck and sneakers. Hunter was well-Mannered and spoke in a

soft but confident tone of voice. He sliiled easily and seemed

to enjoy being interviewed. He listened intently to By

explanation of research interest and readily consented to
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p~rticipate, His si~e was not imposinge yet he was muscu1ax

ana weil-built ana looked the part of a physically fit co11ege

athleteo

D5Hunter G SU self-description: aDNoZ"1\lM\l person, lives like

a hermit, has obsession of 1ikinq to be by myself. Ho drugs,

funny, sensitive, humble, confident, an isolate person, don't

party".

!SDocU is a 21 year old junior offensive player (Tackle).

Born in Honolulu, HI. Moved to Hayward, CA at age tvo and

then to San Jose shortly after and has lived there since then#

except to leave home for coll.eqe. Father .a.rried twice so has

one full brother and tvo half siblings.. Is Hawaiian/Caucasian

ancestry. Majoring in Cheaistry but started off in

Enqineerinq. Plans to apply to medical schooL 1993 Football

Media Guide listed him as 6' 3 1e tall, 270 lbs. Was a Scholar

Athlete in hiqh schoo1 and also at the university. Serves on

the university's student-Athlete Advisory Council.

My First Meeting with IBDoc": The initial .eatinq tiEe

had to be rescheduled. "Doc" called a. couple of hours after

the appointed time apologizing that his bes~ friend fro. high

schoo~ called from Japan and he got crunched for timee When

ve finally did meet, he rushed in frOB a break during his

Cheaistry Lab. He explained he had to return there in an hour

to check on his experimente
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eeDocoo was a friendly and articulate football athlete. Ere

had short brown hair, and a fair, lightly freckled complexion.

He had bright eyes and an easy-going social grace for someone

his size. Everything about him seemed big: his hands, bis

qrip8 his shoes and especially his thighs. His dress when ve

net was casual consisting of tee shirt 8 shorts and sneakers.

When I explained my study intentions, be listened with

interest and even asked questions about the degree I was

seeking and about my reasons for selecting football over other

sports. He was thorough in getting information before

agreeing to participate.

"Doc g s" self-descriptio:t'.: IIEnjoy sports, hobbies are

going to the beach, nightclubs. Have a coin collection fro.

when I was a kid although I don I t think i t ~ s vorth Ruch".

(Sheepish, seemed to struggle for vords).

"Smooth RedID is a 22 year old black junior defensive

secondary player (Defensive Back, strong Safety). Born in

Akron, Ohio. Koved to Los Anqeles at age seven with Bother

who was a single parent. Was acadeaic casualty (Proposition

48) his first year. Majoring in sociology. The 1992 Footbal.l

Media Guide noted "Smooth Red" was "an extremely talented

pla.yer with a lot of speed and potential" Also wa.s a Super

Prep All-American and was his Valley's Player-of-the-Year in

high scboo1.
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My First i.g:eeti:ng with ~ISmooth Redlo : He was dressed ill! a

:flashy and co1oX":fu:i sweatsu.it with a. rope gold chaine He

looked slight and wiry (listed in foot.ball records as 5 1 11." 11

177 lbs .. ) witb a solemn 11 intc'Dse look.. Howav9r, when we

exchanged greeting I noted he had an infectious smile. He did

look. like his twenty two years had not been easy 11 but his

answers reflected good and bad experiences. When the project

was explained to him, he immediately affirmed his interest and

involvement. He spoke a lot with his hands lI often using them

to eaphasize his statements.

uS.oath Red's self-description: IrI'm moody. confident

person".

"Flea!' is a 20 year old Sophomore offensive player (Wide

Receiver, special Teams). Fro. Ban Dimas, CA. Liberal arts

major. Goal is to get into Business school. Now an only

child; brother died August 3, 1991 of brain tumor. Redshirted

his fi.rst college year.. Of French, Comanche and Cheroltee

descents 0 Said he chose to attend this university "'because of

the up and coming football prograB 6 the coach, and the

environmentlll
•

My First Meeting with "Flea": He strode confidently into

our lIeeting room without knocking and said a~I a1m III

Flea who is very thin and wiry (listed as 5' 9 10
11 153 The.)

looked like a high school student until I heard his voice. It
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is deep6 resonant and melodious ~ith added flavor of cockiness

at times. He talked very fast, aLmost incessantly, squi~ed

constantly, and seez.ed to fit the word D1hyperactive" very

veIl.

"Flea's self-description: "Not a quitter, determined,

want to be successful, fast. Likeable. Easy to qet along

with. Matured guylll D

'IBulln is 27 years old and a senior. Completed football

career in 1992 as a Defensive Lineman and earlier as an Inside

Linebacker. Born in ADerican Baaoa. Came to this state at

age four. Fallily consists of seventeen children; father

aarried three taes. }loved to San Francisco with mother and

stepfather and lived there for seven years. Transferred to

this university as a junior with scholarship to play football.

Majoring in Secondary Education. Doing his practice teaching

at McKinley High School. Lives with his girlfriend and five

yea.r old son.

My First Heeting with 81Bull": We .et during his lunch

hour at the high school he was doing his practice teaching.

The setting vas at a outdoor picnic table under a tree. His

subject area is physical Education so he wes dressed in

typical coachinq qarb: shorts, White scbool. tee Shirt,

Whistle and sneakers. D'Bull" although out of playing football

by the time this meeting took place, looked intimidating
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physical..ly where t.:he slogan Bano pain p no gainCG would iit b:im

welJ...

matured and goal-oriented. Because his football playing days

were over, he was able to be reflective about them, sayi.ng

that although his college student status was a priority now,

his football Demories were very special. He seemed very happy

that his experiences would be covered to the degree I

proposed.

"BuIIVs" self-description: "Easy to get along with.

Compassionate. People centered. Caring. Enjoy working with

people. Responsible".

"Pepelll is a 21 year old Junior. Is a special Teaas

player (Kick-off/Punt Return Blocker; Back-up Quarterback).

Born in oceanside, CA. LiVed in this state since aqe tvo

when mother divorced and returned home. Is Mexican, Hawaiian,

Filipino, spanisb g English, chinese and American Indian

descents. Was a premature baby. Sociology majora Walked on

to football team. Graduate of McKinley High School.

My First Meeting with "Pepe": He was big and veIl-built

(listed as 6 v 1", 220 Ibs.) with a spiked and slicked back

hairdo and a gold earrinq on his left earlobeo Although his

dre3s '¥~.:: that of a college student" his shorts and collared

pullover vere trendy and name brands. He vore thick, rubber

sandals with straps. His roo_ate is UHunterU so he ha.d some
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information. about this stu.dy and was eager to shaEe his

storia:.;. His: ~ppc~r~nc~1I tcgothar a:ith his assertivG carxiage

and way of speaking6 suggested he was clearly concerned about

hoy he was viewed by others and still confident enough to be

direct and forthright about his vieW's and place OD the

footba1.l teaaG eapepeu wa.s very coafortable talking and was

descriptive about his experieDces~ He especially liked the

tape recorder and wanted to Bake sure his voice voluae was

appropriate.

npepess" self-descmtion: "I'm confident about myself.

Just the way I hold myself. Everything I do I try to do the

best I can and I try not to sell .yself short of anything and

the reason I say that is I never want to leave Ryself in doubt

of anything. You know when certain situations, certain thing

that bappen~ Bo.et~es I feel try-if it doesn1t work out at

least I know what it is.

Ie. funny at times. I have a sense of hUBor, I like to

joke around. I'B real open minded. I guess you could say

like By MOlll always tol.d lie, iii , you~re 21, going on 3111

aeaninq since I didn1t have a Dad, I had to grow up before By

time in a sense. Being street-wise you know this and that~

I feel I'm a caring person. I look at how other people fee1

and get a taste for myselfe I look at how other people l.ike

to be treatedD I put aysel.:f in their position to just IIsay

what if I vas in their position" before I come to a decision.
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Pm competitive being a lEoo~ball p1.ayero :Pm. competitive

not; ouly iii sports but iii 6v€:L-y'thiug :I do -whe'tl1er it c s in III

rela.,tionship vith somebody or trying to get something I want

as far as job, getting a grade or trying to get a girl.

I'm. a very curious person. You MOV I like to t'..nov

whatUs going on around Be. You know I try to keep in touch

with what's going on around me, in school too, you know what

I mean. I donlt say this to be conceited but I think I'. a

well-rounded person" ..

"B.C." is 23 years old.. Former offensive player (Center)

who ended his UH football career after the 1992 season.

Received bis Masters degree in Political Science from this

university in 1993 so had the distinction of playing his last

season as a graduate student. Born and raised in this

particular state, attended public schools and vas a

scholarship player for four years.. still indirectly involved

in university I s football through aedia work. Won the school's

.ost prestigious annual athletic avard, the Jack Bonhaa Avard.

My First Meeting with "B.C.IV: Fro. the first Jl.oJllents of

our Beeting, I felt he epitomized the veIl-rounded college

studentg one who seemed to have handled his student-athlete

roles well. He spoke well g was well-mannered, was analytical

and a pleasant person. Although broad and muscular, his size

vas not overpowering &9 what and how he said things vere .el1-
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addressed and axticu~ate~ He smiled a~d laughed easi1y even

to so=~ of his faults or nct=so=pleasant eAp6riences. ne had

a quiet confidenceI' yet his fingernails appeared bitten to the

quick. lIaB.C. n vas well-groomed and had a neat/!' short haircut.

He was very eager to participate in the stUdY6 asking after

our first meeting if his answers were in line with my

expectations~ My reply vas they definitely were if they had

sense and meaning to hiRe

"B.C. I SU self-description: "UhD., I guess, the first

thing I would use to describe myself is shy. I guess I'.

kinda shy and once I get to know somebody I a 11 talk aore

freely but :r'. kinda shy. I' 11 kinda bold opinions to ayself.

I'. not really you know, verbal about it. I like to think

that when r want something I'll go get it and that you know,

if I really want something I'll work hard enough to qet it

but I've been proven wrong on occasion but-other than that

that's about it".

~'ltniqbt,a is 19 years old and a one year letterman. He

redshirted his freshman year and started as offensive lineman

for the football team. as a redshirt: freshman. He is 6 8 2" and

275 Ibs. He is considered "localill of Hawaiian and Portuguese

ancestry. A private school product, Knight was an All-State

1iueJIlaD during his senior year. His father graduated fro. the

same high school but played baseballo According to the 1994
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Footbal~ Media Guide, Knight vas recruited by oregon state~

Nasuiug~ou state~ Bississippi state, Brighw~ Yuuug auu Idaho

state.

My First Meeting with I!Knigbta&: Although I had not met

iSKnigbtll before g I felt I knev him because I had seen bim.

playing baseball during his seventh and eighth grade years at

the secondary school he attended. Back then, he ~as husky but

not exceptionally tall player. Now his size is very

noticeable. We met in the weight room office where he

engulfed the standard sized chair he sat on but seemed to

envelope the tiny room too. He had just cOile froll a doctor's

appointaent 15 minutes late with apologies for his tardiness.

I found Knight to be soft-spoken in voice but strong in

convictions and with spontaneity that belied his stoic

deaeanor. He did not appear to be nervous, 1II8.de good eye

contact and was animated in facial expressions as veIl as his

answers. I found him refreshing becil1u.se he vas articulate yet

not trite or polished.

IDKniqht v s" Self Descri.ption: "IV .. ill cocky person in a

way. And I do feel. good about .yself so. But I don't think

I go overboard in that but in a way it gets me ahead in By

sport in every day. But at the same time I wouldn't want to

scare anyone off to think that I'. too good for anybody

because I-. not. but: I feel I'm a pretty good friend and

vouid he1p if anyone needed sOllethinq".
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Chalk Talk: Dissecting A Division I Colleqe Footb&ll Te~

As was indicated earlier~ the participants, a11 football

players vere representative of several sUbgroupse A general

description of the subgroups and specific profiles of the

participants are provided.

By initial dissectioD 6 the football team had two major

subgroups: the offense and the defense. Each participant

also represented a position subqroup within the football "teaJlll.

The position subgroups included Quarterback, Receiver, Special

Team" Defensive Line, OffensivE Line and Secondary.

Additionally, the lines of definition centered around first

year players (the Rookies) to those held out of competition

for a year (the Redshirts) to second, third and fourth year

players (the Veterans). According to the participants,

besides the structured or arranqed associationn, there vere

informal subgroups of a loosely arranged nature that may have

been subscribed by race or ethnicityol' geographic origins,

marital status and even hobbies or interests.

From their reflections, it vas established that student

athletes' acculturation into a Division I college football

team was mainly through the core group of their positionN a

unit they interfaced .ost often vith. Each position

subqrouping consists of at least four (4) players as with the

Quarterbacks and over twelve (12) with special Teams. The

Offensive and Defensive Lines and the Defensive Secondary bave
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eight (8) to ten (10) members each with the Defensive Ends,

Wide Receivers and Slotbacks having about four (4) assignees~

Players like Hunter and Flea belong to several position

groups because they can play different positions in a g~2.

Hunter for example is a quarterback, slotback and punt return

specia1ist. Flea p1ays wide receiver, slot back and returns

kickoffs. Their intertwining within the teaB and across

subgroups are Bore fluid as they cross several position lines

than Doc, B.C. or Knight who anchor with the offensive line

position subgroup only. Smooth Red roams the defensive

backfield and has had strong safety and cornerback

assignments. Bull says: I've always been on the defensive

side of the ball, even as a kid".

I discovered there is aore, .uch aore to the assignaents

given players in their respective positions than the normal

spectator would know about • For example, Hunter and pepe

• entioned that the quarterback is the equivalent to a general

in battle or a conductor in an orchestra.

Hunter:

Pepe:

Quarterback has to know a lot. Must be solid
- make the right reads 6 run best play against
the defense.

Lot of people think you go in and do whatever.
You have the stereotype of an athlete being big and
stupid! You gotta have some kind of head on your
shoulders to memorize all this stuff.

As to the widespread ~l&~ ~onq offensive 1inemen that

they are the unsung heroes of the football team, n.c., Knight

and Doc readily agreed, to the point where they separate1y
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ecb.oed this notion without any prompting e Becker liB Geer

(1910) labeled this cultural property as an example of verbal

artifacts whereas Ruh et al (1991) based on their research

calls it a term of endearment. Louis (1.983) said:

gaSubcultures are distinctive social unitse •• wha.t we are doing

together in this particular groupg appropriate ways of doing

in and aaong members of the group.ooand languages and other

symbolic vehicles for expressing cOllmon understandings" ( po

39).

The participants perceived their OUD position as

important to teaB success but also gave more than tacit

acknowledgment to the offensive line's slogan of "unsung

heroes". Hunter gave credit by saying: "They llake the rest

of us look good but they don't get the credit or the print".

Knight illUJllinated on being an unsung hero with the

following:

... e it's something like in a game there's about 70-80
plays--some you use over and over. For the
offensive lineman, one play could have 5 different
ways to block it--depends on what kind of defense
you're running--what opponent you're going to play
aqainst--so I mean therees a lot of thinking that's
involved. It's not just going out there and hit
each other. It's like it gets down to how
technical where the coaches yell at you
and say "where' s your head to the opponent's bodyn.
It's just instinctive and a lot of things happen so
quickly. ODe play to next in less than a minuteg
so you have to think play to play clearly and
l.ogically.

Doc made no bones about his confidence level. with being
an offensive 1in~~n~



.o.weire the smartest guys on the team because we
bave to remember all the p1aysp especially because
of the triple option.

The Meaning of Being ~ student-Athlete:

Details and Highlights

ODe of the concepts ~ost applicable to symbolic

interactionislm is the study of the individual and

interpersonal relationships. Herbert Blumer (1969), a

prominent proponent of this approach asserted that shared

patterns of attribution and self-reflections fOrD the basis

for an individual creating bis/her social meanings. These

self-perceptions vary and change; its salience and prominence

corresponding to a given situation or interaction. According

to Cooley (1962) and Mead (1934) nthe self is the thinking and

feeling beinq connecting the various roles and identities

individuals put forth in different situations ". (p~ 29).

As the following sections show, the role of relationships

for one and the gendered nature of those relationships for

another began to eDlerge as their involvement in football

increased. Tne participants found correlative factors

attached to their skills in playing sports. 'l'hat is, the

better they were at sports, the Eore interest and admiration

there vere from other Dales.

The fact that they are Division I college athletes

epitomized for them ..malting it to the second hiqhest leveL"
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In their eyes", the highest level. of play would be as a

professional ai:hlete. The par-&icipants <ll.11. resounaealy agreed

that reaching even the college level of play was not a fluke

or luck alone but their dedicated toil. For me p the fact that

this particular sampling of participants was playing Division

I college football was an assuzption-negator. I came to this

conclusion because surprisingly, these young men were not all

"career" athletes. Of the eight participants, only three

played organised football before reaching their teenage years

while the remaining five said they were freshmen and

sophomores in high school when they turned out. Yet seven of

theJlll vere given scholarships to enroll at this university; the

eighth, pepe got bis scholarship in his 4th and last year of

college eligibility. It was apparent then, that the aajority

of the participants reached lithe second highest level of

playing football" without the grooJliinq of Pop Warner

fundamentals.

3-Point stance: The Player~ His Family and His Peers

In the interviews with student-athletes, they seemed to

put strong emphasis on receiving social validation for playing'

sports frolll others, especially family. Those who p1ayed

organized athletics since their elementary school years said

they developed a conception of themselves as "good athletesU

and vere identified as such by parents, friends, coaches and



the cO~UDity they participated in. The high school years

were referenced by each participant as ijjjreal good--where I

pretty much was the big man on campusu • Eitzen's (1975) study

of adolescent culture found that athletic prowess vas still

the single most important factor for. status in high school

male peer groups in the mid 1970s.

The three participants who started playing organized

sports in their elementary school years said they found they

acquired a certain status in class and on the playground.

They mentioned that this meant almost automatic captaincy

selection whenever teams were chosen in class physical

education periods or informal pick-up games before and after

school. It seems their early identified athletic prowess on

the playing field followed their ascent up the school ladder.

They said their reputations preceded thea s~ each year even if

there was a new mix of students in the class, Bull and others

were already exalted. As the interviews momentarily .oved

from their college athlete years back to their youth,

discussion on peer relationships and even student-teacher

rela.tionships surfaced. For one thing, the participants,.

Bull.., Knight and Smooth Red noted their uTop Gun" or "Smooth,

can I be on your team?" status aade tbeJII. more confident that

they indeed were liDgood athletes". They identified factors

such as their size, maturity, physical skills and even

fightinq ability as influencing classmates and even teachers

to praise tb.em.
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Snyder U9S6~ discussed role identity 'Using t.he symbolic

interactionist lens saying~

onetis identity is invested in a role.
Consequently, ••• the depth 6 intensity and continuity of
one's identity invested in a role reflect the level of
cODmitaent that in turn serves to Daintain an adherence
to the role-including the expenditure of tiBe, energy or
other valuables to the role (p. 212).

It vas easy for these youthful student-athletes to equate

estee., popularity and even adulation with success at sports.

Smooth Red especially felt the playing field was limy tic:tet to

being so.ebodyl~. He said his validating experiences 6 that is,

those activities that he regarded as personally rewarding took

place playing football. They fueled his confidence as an

athlete and whetted his desire to "shoY lea what I qot".

Bull on the other hana 6 did not like football when he

first started as a 6th grader. He said since he was big he

was p1aced on the defensive line and !II vas not very

successful the first two years". When asked his reasons for

playing at a young age, he replied: maI vas pusbed to play by

relatives who thougbt it a tradition to play. After that,

they didn't have. to because I rea11y loved it and vas very

aotivated to play". Like Smooth Red, he began to be looked up

to by others and this encouraged him aore. The capstone for

Bull viII be when bis young son joins sports "because I want

hiB to ge:: the saJIlle benefits that I've ha.d .... aI • Knight's

first experience playing football. was short-lived, lasting one

week.. He quit because he wanted to be with the neighborhood

friends who were not playing football. He vas nine years old
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at that ti.m.e. His second try at footba11 two years :later;- has

become a career endeavor lasting over eight years.

Doc and Pepe were the on1y two participants who did not

have the preadolescent e&perience of playing football because

they exceeded the weight limitation for their age. In their

words, they were "real chubbyn and "fat like you wouldn' t

believeP;. pepe said: III vas fa.t and short and I was never

the eye of anybody but was just this fat,. little kidn •

Instead he played soccer for nine years. Doc's reasons were

mUltiple: "I vas always too heavy for the Pop Warner or kids

leagues. Also my Illoa did not want lie to play football l11 • B.C.

did not start playing football until he vas a sophomore in

high school when he said: tal: was in ROTC and .1" friend talked

Be into coming out for the teaJll••• ".

More childhood Recollections

As the participants tra.veled down their respective BleJiOry

lanes, beside school and peer relationships, they described in

varying degree, their faailies and influences of their ho.e

environaentc Chickering (1984) and Havighurst (1972)

acknowledged that the examination of childhood highlights is

congruent with understanding human development as a pr.ocess

that begins from infancy and continues throughout one!s life

span.
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In the first series of intervie~sp severa1 o~ the

student-athletes made reference to their early childhood life

as preparation to play Division I college football. It sSeGS

that for them, looking back at their growing years, there were

impacting connections with their current experiences; vaMy

mother always worked, in fact she still has three jobs nOli" or

101 grew up in Watts-not too good an area.IO or 10My pa.rents came

to every game my brother and I playedDO to nMy older brother

vas playing football ••• and I always looked up to lAy brother so

I thought that was the thing to do"., Thus, to understand the

significance of their college experience and football

achievements, it beCOMes iBportant to look at their childhood

for any major antecedental patterns.

Smooth Red hard1y reca1ls when his Mo. vas not working to

make ends aeet. His admiration for her work ethic runs very

deep as he believes she prepared him for the realities of

life. He says he ndidn I t get street-wise for nothing'l. His

goals are clear and the main one is to reach that Blllig-hest

level of football u so that he can get his Mo: out of poverty.

Yet, his early years fraught with matter-af-fact descriptions

of seeing friends dying in gang warfare and drug probleas,

leave him no recourse but to say Dllife is very unfairl• and to

aspire for status through his athletic ability.

"Letting my fami1y down" is something Knight cannot ever

see haself doing again. with chagrin, be explained that when

he chose playing with neighborhood kids over playing Pee Wee
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football,. his QUDa.d was d.epressed anO! Tllurtoo • He realizes that

what probably affected his family the &ost was his quitting

after only a one week commitment. Although he continued to

play Little League baseball during that time Which softened

his quitting football a little, he is resolved not to make

another hasty decision.

Knight~ Smooth Red g and ~ull experienced co~petition at

a young age and learned that sports of various kinds are the

avenue for recognition from parents, siblings and peers.

Thus, as Knight diVUlged, athletes, particularly youngsters,

are not entirely free to establish their own standards that

fit individual interests and abilities nor can they remain

immune to jUdgments of parents, teachers and peers.

A basic premise of sy.abolic interactionisa explains that

aeanings are redefined and modified through social

interaction. The student-athletes in this study indicated

that their social networks consisting of faJllily, friends,

fellow players, coaches, the media, the school and the general

cO&aunity have configuxed to a significant degree in their

decision-Baking and experiences.

XIS and O's in the Football Kindred

On the football teaR, it seems friendships turn on

.any different axes. For one thing, student-athletes enter a
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football team fro~ ~ny walks of life. Earlier 8 I mentioned

that on this universityts team, their diversification included

ethnicity, family demographics, geographic origins 3 length of

time on the team, whether they axe on scholarship or walk-ons.

The participants frequently aentioned their position grouping

as their nucleus, i.e. teammates they qet to know best Tbey

said forging these alliances come naturally, especially given

the amount of tiEe spent with each other. One said:

'DIndividual groups are tighter than the group as a whole". It

came as a surprise to me however, that all eight participants

professed to not knowing all their fellow teammates by naae.

Beyond recognizing that they belong to the university's

football tewa, they said remembering 130+ names and faces is

a .onuaental taska Yet they were quick to add that their

Rission as a teaa vas not in the least di..-inished by not

knowing everyone 9 s names. B.c. perhaps sWIUIled everyone IS

thoughts on this matter best when he said:

I think you know everybody, just to a point. As far as
knowing everybody's stories, you don't yeah. And you
have the cliques r like the walk-ons hanq out and you
knove But you know uhJIl--I forget his naae but he--I vas
reading a quote that he had in the papers--that .agic,
that specia1 soaethinq that co.as together when you know
all the players are striving for one goal--it's magical
yeah. And it's soaethinq that you know you sweat, you
fight and you a1l cry together, you know, it's hard to
what is tbat?--it's hard to duplicate or replicate
outside of ath1etics. I don't knov¥ it probably happens
in other sports too, but I can only talk about
football.

The consistent point Bade by all the participa.nts was the

cohesion they said they felt with the student-athletes
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assigned! to the same position. I found their co~entaJl.1r

f~scinatinq in that each pre~ae~d ~heir expianations with a

caveat, i.e., their ability to get along with others vas

intact, irreqardless of raceD where players were froB or the

length of time in the prograDe Hovever g Pepe put his

~boughts this way:

It's more by positioD I'd sa.y. Yeah because we have
team meetings, position .eatings and we're around each
other more. In hotels when we travel as well as here
because over here, when velre here ve always stay at a
hotel the night before the game.

I asked: "with the position people?"

Pepe continued:

Yeah that's it and the guy you always travel with on the
road is always your roollDlate where you go so you're
always around thG saae people all the time and I guess
you know like we can kid around aore--joke with each
other. You know it's aore a closeness thing hut like I
still got close friends that I'. not with in the
position. Basically, being around like the
quarterbacks, I guess you learn their ways and how they
are. And where with the things they dOg that would qet
to normal people, people that are around would not qet
to you because you know that's how they are. You know
li.ke with Hunterg I'll be home" Busic on and everything,
he'll come and tell.e 'what you Mexican!' see he'll kid
me around being Mexican right? but see I know that's
Hunter so you know so I just laugh at hiB and it doesn't
get to me and after it gets kinda funny and I tease hiB
about being frOB Watts and stuff like that. See ve just
lauqh about it and that~s the good thing about it. And
uha--I guess in a sense too, you get to relate these
people. You qet to like thea and understand their ways
but at the same time you also gain this respect for each
other, and I think that's real important. IUve learned
that--sometiaes--I think respect is a lot because
sometimes you're not qoing to like a person for what they
do or what they are but if you respect them, that ~ s
something real different. Like my high school coach, I
didn't like h~ but I respected hiB and I think that's
all he wanted was respect.. I'. not--you know what I.ean
by the difference yeah? There's a closeness and as a
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person I donUt expect paople to like me, I donUt expect
you know, they can think vhatever they vant of ae but to
respect se that;s what I want .. Hunter, (another position
player) and (another position player) they know ae.

Kilight also spoke on tile popularity of position-generated

relationships and also clarified identifying with the whole

teaJ!1:

Ye&h, I mean itGs not like ve have anything against
anybody else. It's just that you feel comfortable
with that qroup of guys and it's not like you don't
know tbe other guys but you just feel more
comfortab1e with those guys and they understand
you. Because youGre with lea more than anybody
else on the team, you know what I mean. You work
together, your friendships get a lot more deeper at
your position.

In his stUdy of small qroup dynamics, Widmeyer (1986)

attributed the process to be tenuous and volatile for the most

part because of the continual ebb and flow of .embership.

Thus he said: ..... knowing about the stages that groups pass

through could explain why relationships between variables such

as cohesion and success are strong in sose situations and weak

in others" (p. 181). Bull unwittingly described a confirming

situation among his experiences. He and Smooth Red played

defense; one on the defensive line, the other in the

defensive secondary. ODe was a senior and the other vas a

redshirt freshman. This is what Bull said:

as the years go by, you have a new class cominq in
so for instance, thereDs a popUlar guy now--Smooth Red 8

when I W~g up there, I never knew hiRe He vas a
redshirt freshman, so.ething like that. When I got
out, Smooth Red 8 Smooth Red~ I don't know because they
really work you during practice time. You have your
Scouts and you have your starters. So you're around
with people who are starters Bore. You don't really qet
to know incoming freshmen that vel10
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Melnick (1.9815) reviewed widmeyer g s work and targets

social iuteLactioll among group members as the key element in

effective i.nterpersonal. attractionll' teaR perfonmance,. group

performance,. clique fonaation and even coach-athl.ete

compatabil.ity.

The local and nelfeI:' participants, alluding to sose

accliB.a.t:ion factors,. reported that they continued to IIhanqU

with players frOD their high school because they felt

cOl.'llfortable .iiit.~ t.heJa a:ba ;=because they know my ways". These

tiDes and situations vere not many however, as their free time

was quite limited, necessitating more opportunities for new

liaisons. still, when the high school buddies 115hunq outn ,

they said their prior knOWledge and common experiences with

each other vere common bonds to their charter meabership in

their particular subculture.

Just as childhood liel!lories are meaningful to Bany, so are

high school relat.ionships. As Knight attested, the football

affiliations,. particularly for adolescents become long

standing. They are continually fueled by mutual interests,

lifestyles and common qoals. In his case, because he caae

into this college football prograa with five (5) others frOB

his hiqh. school, he remembers cohering for support as a wa.y to

alleviate the intimidation and insecurities of entering a

different level of play.

Flea cited with delight, a relational tie he established

with a fellow recruit before both had e?~n decided to attend
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this university. He said he came on a recruiting trip yith

R.B. when botb wex:e high school. seniors from t'Wo areas of

CalifvLuia. Three years later, they continue to value their

friendship and the occasion that originally brought them

together. "R.B. and me came on this recruiting trip together ..

Even though he plays defense and I play offense and ve go

against each other every day at practice, welre good friendsn •

Doc spoke o:;bout long-term friendships outside of football

stressing that football players are also like regular people

in that they do maintain other close friendships apart frOB

the sports arena. He added that the sports world is

structured and demanding and therefore tends to be ubiquitous

at t~es but for ht. he counts those relationships outside of

the football teaa as important too. One friend is so.eone he

has known since both were four years old. They bave gone

separate paths but Doc said: elBe l S a Harine in Japan who may

be transferred to (this city) so II. really looking forward to

thisu •

Ye Olde Pecking Order

It is COBBon knowledge that the success of

intercollegiate athletics at major universities is determined

primarily by their win-loss records and gate receipts.

Coaches then, have responsibility for the team's perforBance

and are constantly motivated to qet the Bost they can out of
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individual players. For football u given the sheer numbers

that they work with and the constitution of intercollegiate

athletics as an organizatioD g a hierarchical modus operandi

ha.s evolved and is being maintained 0 The participants in this

study accept this as the way things are or the way things get

dona, a basic organizational culture eindaet. According to

Snyder (1.986) one characteristic of symbolic interactionisa is

that "an athletic organisation is not a static structure 'out

tbere lUD (p. 223) 0 Instead, there are many negotiable factors

such as power, money, skill, conflict and personal identity

that determine the social context that athletes function in.

One of the earliest ways, the participants experienced

hierarchy or order was through a classification systea. For

exuaple, they said the differentiation between players on

scholarship and players who walked-on is physically,

structurally and functionally evident. There are also subtle

delineations made that are related to matters like longevity

in the program. or categorization by depth charti.ng.

Perhapg e=ulatinq the highest level of sports,

professional football, I found the class system operating full

tilt too at the college level. There are several situations

that define their deliberate segmentation. One examp1e is the

annual sWliUller camps. First year players called rookies or new

recruits show up at least two days earlier to start their

conditioning, physicals and other tests. Then the oldtimers

or veteran players begin the same regimen. Participants say
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tbis separate groupings are designed to maintain order for the

staff to accomplish the tasks involved and to space the

'Workload of orienting the mass of players by coaches and

staff5

The participants aentioned the locker assignments are

segregated except for isolated cases. That is, the

scho1arship players are at the front sectioD p an area closest

to the entrance. The walk-ons, players who essentially are

paying for their 5chcoling and participating in football

without an administrative invitation are assigned lockers in

the back section of the rOOR. Pepe, the only one in this

study who experienced walk-oD status expressed himself this

way:

You know there's a lot of walk-ons. I don't know if I
told you this but they separate the scholarship players
fro. the walk-ons. I'a in the back locker roo•• Okay.
Scholarship players are in the front locker rooa. okay.
Hov so we have a couple of walk-ons in the front but
the majority are all scholarship.

B.C. on the pecking order:

You know the pecking order of course, on the battOR
you're going to have the walk-ons you know, the people
who are trying to get the opportunity versus the
scholarship players. I Bean they're divided--they have
separate locker roo.5 6 the walk-ODS have a locker rooa
across--down the hall and the scholarship players have
their own locker rooa and you know I guess there is a
pecking order. Then you have the starters, the second
team, like I said the cliques on the team. You know it
kinda crosses those boundaries too yeah.

A COBmon practice used by Athletic Administration is to

request the Student Housing Office to assign players in the
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same position a2 roommates or campus apartment mateSm Tbis

often is at the behest uf players themselves and coaches who

have reasons of their OWDm The rationale according to Hunter

is to furnish ample opportunities to talk football v to go over

particular plays and to jel.l as teammates through their living

arrangements m

quarterbacks:

One year all of Hunter's roommates vera all

'fIelre all qu&rterbacks and we're very close knitm We
work out togetherm They all go out toqetherm I donet
go with leam They all go out to a club or 50methingm
You know, they know me, they respect me but they say
"you bow Hunter ain' t goingU because I dOD' t go 0 u t D

They'll ask .e but they'll joke although they know
Iia not qoinq. We qet along real well. It's unusual
because a lot of teaas OD the Cother areas of UmSm)-
they're there on the same position but they don't
talk or nothing. It's differentm I donlt know why it's
differentm We get along, we play the saJlle positioDm We
support each other you knowm

Pepe and Hunter vere not scheduled to room together ~ even

though they played the same position. They believe the fact

that Pepe vas non-scholarship bore on the pairings. By some

wheeling and dealing" they feel they made it a reality.

Pepa P S vords are graphic and exemplifies more about the

compartmentalization.

See HUnter vas originally living in (dorm name), the
round dorms and he vas going to stay there but he got
Roved to the apartments and he didn't want to stay
there, so when I came back for Fall semester and I came
to register for my dora, they didn 9 t have Be on the list
for soae reason" cuz I wasn't on scholarship at that
tiRe. See when you're not on scholarship you take care
of your housing and everything by yourself so I got into
(another dorm name), a temporary rOOD that wasnat
occupied, moved into there and they proaised that
first-come v first-served cuz what happened they put me
on the wrong listm See there's two lists, the list on
the first day and the second daym The first day is the
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athletes~ the athletes can check in before everybody.
Then the next day••• You know they put se to a room
nobcdy checked in" it .as a spare :;:'OCi.'i" :r had illy choice:
of rOOD so I chose the rOOD in (dorm nam~ and then _
Hunter didn; t want to stay where he was. If you have a

autua1 agree=ent '::hich you ~ant to switch rOOiiAS, you can
do that ..

Do they put you with regular students too?

No, they put you with, theyUre not athletes soaetiRea
but they have SOBe relationship to athletics like the
basketball coachis son. They six football, basketball
players. Even though you write down you want to be with
a certain guy, there's no guarantee. I think you want
somebody you can relate to. I vould never want to be in
a rOOR with a1.1 football players. The studying, whatever
and••• uhm••• stuff like that.

Rank distinctions that are played out between veterans

and rookies provide scintillating if not disparaging aspects

of their football experiences. The freshmen are immediately

aware of their lov status on the teaa. They claiJa in a aatter

of aontbs g they went from being a high school star, respected

and adulated by others to an unknown person, not yet accorded

a "player" labelinq by the: Lest. For them, the realization,

mainly the urgency to "fit into the teaaU concept and "to pay

lily duesl! just like the others did invoke their imlediate

attention and action. Knight expressed the move from high

school to college football this way:

saall, I felt kinda losto I felt like•• out of high
school I vas somebody. I vas soaebody that everybody
knew, little above. But coming over here, it's just
brought me down to earth, gave Be the sense that you're
nobody over here and like that. It felt weird too~

because a lot of guys that I looked up to, like guys
were playing at this university already and now IOa on
the SaBe football teaa and going practice with thea, so
it vas in a sense it felt weird OOcaU&3 ~ou looked up to
thea and now you're on the saae teas. But then it lIlIlade
&e feel good that I accomplished something. I'. with
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people I a1ways looked up to and now ICm ~here X al~ays

wanted to be 8 you ~~ow what I mean?

J{night continued by analyzing the differences between

playing college football and high school football:

Well the competitors that you play against are a lot
Bore experienced, they're bigger, quicker. Like in
high school I used to always look at guys and then if
they're big and you know like for example the experience
I had when I first calia,. those guys are big, period! So
I thought they're probably slover than the smaller guys
but the bigger guys are just as quick as all the other
guys. And this g they're a lot stronger 0 Also this is
more a mental galle in college. Just like in high school
it's a little aore physical, I mean in the sense of
physically like, it's a lot more mental in college~ You
have to think a lot more about what your opponent is
going to do and what you're going to do to counter
opponents' _oves. In high school I noticed I used to
just play, just play~ you know what I mean it's just
physical g you donlt have to think about what that guy is
going to do or what youire going to dO, and in college
you have to think about it because not all the tiae are
you going to be physically dominant over the other guy
so you know you have to be physically quicker and after
that you have to do other things and think what he is
doing.

Pepe on the topic of freshman Remories sagely said:

See when I came here I knew it wouldn't be no cakewalk.
I knew it was no cakewalk and a lot of guys COiling here
think it is because they were the stars in high school
and when you go to college it's a different levelo Like
I never had honors as far as All-star, All-State or any
thing. My tea.a was a losing teaa, basically when you
have a losing tea., even when you have outstanding
players you don't get recognized~•••• like I came here
with no known credentials compared to everybody else
but I can compete just as veIl as thea.

Fle~ chose to recall being a recruit through the

experiences of bis roommate and a friend, both fresbJBen

players. He said he does not remember his own first year of
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And

col-lege football very wel.l due to a. tragedy ill his family that

occurred just weeks before fall semester began.

Flea said:

Yeah, one's a kicker and the other is a linebacker and
the kicker played this year as a true freshman so he qot
to see, he got to--he had a good tiRe because he qot to
play but my other friend, the linebacker, he hated it,
everyday he wanted to go hoae, because he wasn't
playing. Okay, he caae to be a star like he was in
Arizona. Here he vas a nothing you know, he went
through the thing where 'coaches don't like se and
never say anything to me', 'ignoring ae' and I felt
too but I didn;t care. I just wanted to be here.
my first semester I just went out and I practiced
everyday and I didn't complain and I just ah--you know
I was just there. I didn't really think about it. You
know ay mind wasn't there but my body vas, that kind of
thing.

smooth Red, who. I noted was very succinct in his talk

simp1y said of his first days as a rookie: SII was quiet as a

church aouse. Nervous, wanted to show .17 stuff".

B.C. asserts the following happened just as he described

and truly represent~d for him his initiation into the college

footba1.1 hierarchy. He said this incident typified an Vlus-

theJllai posture or rites of passage that made hiB want to

persevere even more. This is what happened:

I vas with jH.K.,a second year player, still considered
a rookie). Well, I reaeJllber the first tilDe you know, he
played for (8 local powerhouse football school). I heard
about hill. I never met 'ell and ve bad our first :lunch
together. Yeah, we sat together and we were both
on the Bcout Team, you know the scrubs and I guess,
~tar quarterback) at the tiRe came up and ~e were
sitting together and he came up and said to lila 1II0h, what
position do you play?" and I answered "offensive line"
and at that time I vas 215 Ibs. and he laughed! And he
laughed at me right and said "right! e" he said ~~!l.!1etbi:::.g

l.ike that and he said "FrczlloA :nov uii I want 7'~u to ca!.1 lIle
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Mr ~ (his 1"'"at Dame»O~ A I said OUOh wha:teversB; and U~ • K. )
I don 0 t knOt:1 he said so~ethi.:ng softly o~we go beat
tiem up, lick tiam=o or soaething and then after that N.K.
and I really bonded yeah. We thought 'Hey, this guy!O
you know what I mea.n and so we kinda got a chu.ckle at
that you know but N.R.Os personality, hels hinda quiet
like me and then something like that sets hiB off and
you know helll go get it too.

Elliot (1986) reflected on the dual aspects of group

consciousness saying in human groupings, a sense of we-neas

and they-ness exist. He said labels or sYJiibols identifying an

individual or a group are important for signifying what people

are to others. using his characterization then, labels of

distinctiveness in football are terms I have heard the

participants use such as Utile vetsU , "babes", "the bruddahsu ..

The converse view of group incorporation of new and old

players is that held by the oldtmers or veterans. The notion

of 81paying duesl8 a.nd ntaking the usual IWllpS", .uch like

hazing rituals of fraternity initiates serve as subtle but

consequential measuring sticks that veterans use to gauge how

rookies will fare 0 I asked Flea for his thoughts on being a

veteran dea1ing ~ith fledglings:

It's not going to--as they co.e in Illl be there no
Batter what, if they need so.etbinq. But II. not going
to baby thea and that's what they vantA Yeah, that's
what they want--to be babied--and this irritates se a lot
because they coae in and think theylre the beste They
have all the stories they bring, all their turf videos
and ulook, this is what I did in high schoaP' and it
doesn't aatter. This is a whole Dew level
(eaphatically). ItQs different game nov. You're
going to see guys who done aore than yo~, who are better
than you, faster than you, bigger than you, who hit
harder than you so you gotta start over again. Youlre a
freshman. You qotta remember thatQ youlre a fresbaan~

Thatls what they call a freshman. But if youlre
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fortunate enough to be as good as you are your
senior year in college, you 6ight go to the NFL.
Only 25% of all incosing freshmen go into the NFL so itGs
a slim. number.

Doc saw rookies as:

New face. Don't know techniques. At meetings might be
goofing off aore than other athletes. Not as focused •••

And finallY8 Smooth Red said:

When youQre a rookie it's harder because youire
learning. And a veteran builds aore tolerance with the
coaches. You know and they kno~ how much you can give
a.nd expect.

Pepe provided an example of an unwritten but nevertheless

consistently arranged scheme tbat involved the young players:

Usually a freshman, when they first time travel on the
traveling team, they're the guys that carry the video
cameras ••• I never had to do that but a lot of guys have
to do that or they say 'ok you're in charge of this
during the whole trip' and Which is hard because soae
are big baggages and some don't even have handles so you
gotta carry lea like this (demonstrates with aras). You
know that's one of the val's you pal' your dues. Another
is you gotta pay your dues as far as respect wi.th
everybody else. You know as far as your attitude, your
performance on the field. It's not a cake valko

As a junior college transfer, pUll is one of a select few

who made the transition onto a major college football team on

scholarship as a scholastic junior. He contends his

assiailation into the football culture was not totally

difficult as he had grown up in thi9 area before moving away,

but he did find breaking into the defined subcultures such as

the position groupings and the local group a bit delicate. He

believes that in his case, it vas his racial subculture, the

Samoa.n players who accepted hiJII into their fold unequivocally.

He said:
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•• ~fro~ junior. college I was an All-American linebacker.
I could bave come here and said UI want an S on my
shirt.

I then asked: S meaning vhat?

Superman. Heans I want to be the man. Frolia San
Francisco City College I vas a Junior college 1\11
AIlerican linebacker. Okay, I caae here. I didn D t start
my first year. But I didn't quit.. I knew I had to vork
hard. Those in front of me are faster than I am. I'm
stronger and I thought I was a better tackler but they're
faster. And I accept that. And I look at the defense-
the strategy-'''quickness by the linebackers is really
i.Dportant. I didn· t have that. Not that 4.5 speed. And
I didn1t have that and I accepted it. But what I do is
I try By he~t and I put By trust in that they will find
a position for me, which they did. Defensive end--like
a tackle. But I was more a linebacker-tackle. I was off
the ball a lot. So I could run around back there. So
they did find a position for lie. And I started my senior
year. But I didn't quit because if there is so.ebody
better than me, I accept it.

The tera, depth chart is one the participants cla:ill aarks

their rankings in their positions and u1tiaately their

standing on the team. To be sure, they did not use these

words to consciously disparage the system. For them, it was

viewed a.s sine qua non, an essential feature.

organizationally, the depth chart process does appear to be a

helpful rubric for describing the functional. order that player

rankinqs foster. As Knight said: "You know who is behind you

and if anyone is ahead of you". The participants spoke about

it being a carefully orchestrated strategy of grading players

at practices and at games by the coaches. The starters or

those ranked Number 1. on the depth chart qenera11y saw this

process as fair, objective and Botivational.
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Bull who worked his ~ay into a st~rting position feels

this way:

Players think they should be pl.aying but can ~ t
understand vhen they aren;t. They think it's politicso
I feel coaches really know who should be playinq, know
who are the talented players and know who puts out Bore
and get the job done.

Bull also feels strongly that the depth chart is not

cemented at any point and that p1ayers can work their way up.

He said:

Players recognize competition when you don' t want to
lose, don't want to lose your position or you are
competing to .ove up in deptha Intensity aiqht control
that. You don't make it a personal thinqa Once the
practice is over, you leave it there.

others fee1 the coaches' rallying speech that emphasize

the healthiness of competition and the chance to truly work

your way up are njust talk". The non-starters, especially

those rated NUmbers 4 and 5, say their cb~nc~ to shine and to

distinguish themselves is only at practices where often they

are assigned to the Bcout Team. As a member of the scout

TeaJlll 6 players portray the university I S next opponent ":running

through plays that help the starters get ready" ~ Walk-ons and

redshirts make up the Bcout Team where they are coached by a

graduate assiatanta As they see it, their Rain task is to

ready the startina offensive and defensive players for the

coming qame. scout Teamers figure their chance to "sael1

gameR; is usually nil..
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]?epe quickly rerrdndeOi me that like living itse1.f g at

stu(ieut.-at:Ule"te ~ s eziperieIilee in football is also beset in

politics.. :He said there is Bore to their Ustoriesn than sy

reporting on teamwork g competition and their jock image.. He

maintained that in the hierarchica.l world of football, a

permeatioD of insecurity where ;;if you can't do the job, bring

on the next guyU' holds true but so does a coach saying ;Bve

didn't pick you so why should you play?u. He very candidly

pointed out that cl~inq up the pecking order, to a large

degree lies in the tenuous dOlll!a.in of coaches • sense of

politics and their objectivity. In his view, this is act ~

balanced equation. Here is his expose' :

A lot of guys on the tea-. who are walk-ons who are worthy
of getting some playing tiae but they don't get the
opportunit1" because they're not OD scholarship. Because
it's kiDda the coaches .ill protect theaselves before
they will protect anybody, because if, because how does
it Jllake thea look if they gave a quy without no
scholarship that they didn't recruit p he caae out OD his
own before a guy that they did recruit. You know, Blakes
thea look bad and the reason, the way I look at it is
hey if there's a walk-on thatDs better than a scholarship
player, giva him a chance to play and if it comes down to
cuz my pride is hurt or I donUt want to look bad, it's a
team thing. Not no--I 6 there's no I in team right? And
it's whatever's best for the teaa.. that's what I always
thought. That's the only thiDg I guess I dislike about
football.

When asked their goals for participating in a grueling

and tiDe-consuming sport like football, the walk-ons expressed

a number of reasons. Two of thea were consistent ones: a

love of football and a chance to eventually earn a school

scholarship through perseverance. The starters offered other

eye-opening objectives for walk-ons staying in football. In
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doing so" they opened theEllselves up to a bit of self-

reflection" noting their own insecurities if they were walk-

ons. It seems their admiration for walk-ons and their

acceptance of their liJilited roles on the teaD is genuine.

Knight put hiRself in their place in answering the question:

Why do you think players walk on?

Yeah, even I think about it cuz like I's on scholarship
and everything is paid for and stuff. And SOBetiEes I
think 1 1 m playing and stuff and it's still hard. Then I
think those guys are doing it for~.I guess theylre doing
it because they love it or something. I mean I love tbe
sport and sometimes though I think back and if I didn't
get a scholarship if I WOUld, whether I still would wanna
play ..
Ho--I give theJlll credit that way, the guys that do walk on
and they fight through it yeah and go through everything
and not even get any credit for it••• SometiRes when
you're on scholarship you feel like a spoiled guy but
then at the sa.e t~e you still complain because it's
hard like anything else.

Fina1ly, the pecking order notwithstanding, the

participants concluded that to the student body and within the

state itse1f, college football players have a certain aaount

of status. They say the genera1 public naturally accords the

"stars" of the teas more sta.ture but others,. inclUding the

walk-ons are also viewed with validation. Several of the

young .en I interviewed said this badge of reverence may be

due to the fact that the 1Usite" university is the only

Division I school in the state and there are no professional

football teams operating out of this state. Pep~ ek~lained:

Footbal1 at <university) is like playing for a. pro
team•••because we're the top team heree
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around town he says it signifies to him" recognition and

perhaps respect from people he does not kno~ personally.

?~?ai who is CJn the slIiall, slender side directed his

remarks on being recognized by those who identify and re1ate

with his size:

o G .what lBlake people gravitate to you too--this is just an
observation on my part but we see in ourselves a chance
to do it too if you can and there are a lot of players
who are on the smaller side here in (this state) and when
they see you doing all these remarkable things they qat
uplifted.

He also highlighted the recognition:

It's just being known as a household name where I can go
to a restaurant and people recoqnize .e and say nthat's
Flean and ask .e for .y autoqraph. That's like the lady
that works at the Post office here. I .ean I go to the
Post Office a lot to send my ~o. and Dad quite a bit of
stuff. So ber and I qot to know each other and she said
her son was 16 and hadn't reach puberty yet. So hels
Jdnda SJIIall, smaller than ae so I told her "Boy, don't
vorry because I didn't reach puberty till I was 16~ 17
and then I started developing so and on~e you do that,
you gotta apply yourselfaa

D

If Playing Football Is A Business, Then Am I A Pawn Or

Commodity? Am I A Student-Athlete Or An Athlete-Student?

The regimentation and structure that football student-

athletes· experience as team members qive draaatic testiaony

to thea functioning under constra.ints aa veIl as constant

flux. Thei.r schedules and procedures are dictated by the

National Collegiate Athletic Associa.ti.on (NCAA) accollJ:lpani,~~ by

continual reforms intended to reshape the intercollegiate
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atb.1.atic en.vironment (Knight FO'Wldation commission, 1993). To

the student-athlete and their coaches, when Fall conditioning

can begin as well as the number of days they can practice are

consequential matters. When Hunter was asked what a typical

practice is like, his answer reflected the tight parameters

they operate under:

I call it a process we go through. Told not to have
classes after 1:30 unless it's in your !!llajor and you
need itG After 1:30, ve weigh in, everyday we veigh in.
Then we have individual position meetings. Around 2:15,
we talk about the co.ing game, watch fi1ms, analyze who
the good players are. Then we go to tbe training rOOM,
where ve get taped--ankles and wristsa We put on our
pads for practice and go out to the field around 3:30.
We practice till around 5:30, then ve have conditioning.
Then the whole team aeets to hear the coaches.

There are also legal policies related to recruiting and

drug testing for example, that impact or impede attainment of

a winning season. The players say they do not have to

directly be invo1.ved with profit or loss, or pover and

po1itics to feel their impingement.

Each participant spoke of these binding dictates as a

way of life in athletics .. They described feeling caught

between NCAA regulations and the grip of their institution1s

pursuit of ranking, revenue and recogniti.on. B.C. reJIIeDbers

changes in the number of scholarships available to players in

a given year and thinkinq how his coaches would deal. vith

winnowing from approximate1y 90+ awards to 85 or less. Snyder

(1986) wrote that the symbolic ini;.er~ctioni3t perspective

appeared to be appropriate for focusing OD the interplay

between imposed structure and personal identities. He said:
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wIntercollegiate athletics constant stressful

situations among individuals and groups, within and between

organizations" (p.. 222) .. Further, he saw this lens as

providing opportunity for lclose up' views of how individuals

reflect upon their contextual environment and their roles ..

Drug testing of student-athletes bas become an :NCAA

:mandate .. There has been a great deal of furor a.nd Dedia

attention on the a:drugs in sportsn issue, especially when it

has involved high profile athletes.. The recent literature on

this topic disparages the societal pressures placed upon

athletes not only to win, but to be bigger, faster and

stronger athletes (Dull, 1992; Fudala, 1994; Myers, 1994).

In attempting to get an edge over others, an athlete may look

to performance-enhancing drugs and painkillers for help .. This

abuse is what has precipitated the requirement of aandatory

drug testing at every Division I school. It is another

example the participants say is indicative of the branding

they go through as student-athletes. One in the study WhOB I

have decided rorill go wma..=ed answered the question Drug

testing-do you think it's necessarv~ vitn:

Yeah, I do A lot of players do street drugs or anabolic
steroids They have street drugs I say, predOMinantly
aarijuana a lot of tiRes during the season they do
randoa tests so they take any 35 whether you're a starter
or whether you don't even play at all ...... lot of tiJaes
those guys who saoke marijuana during the season or off
season••• they drink so.ethinq.. I don't know what it's
called but SOBe kind of detox..... put a b10ckaga OD the
aarijuana.. Last year guys would smoke ••• take a drug test
and coge out negative because they drank the l'tU ......but
who knows they may come out with another drug test that
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ui11 go through that e,ve and t.hat ~ s vhy I don 0 t even--I
tried it once in my life when I was young g just to trya

The participants agreed that drug testing was a necessity

in athletic programs today. Hunter found it a pain because:

I am really iffy on drug testing because I donlt s~okeo

drink or do drugs so it is like I can't be bothered with
being tested. I don't think there is a lot of worry by
the team about it.

Additionally, when asked the punishment meted out for

drug abuse by football players, they felt the (site

university) does not have a big probleM and were even unsure

what happens to an athlete who fails a drug test.

surllised that:

I haven't heard of anybody on the tea. that had tested
positive for any kind of drugs. But if so they qet
brought in for questioning and asked "Were you on
da-da-da" and I think they qet suspended.

B.C. o a veteran with longevity in the prograa knows of

teaJIURates who have taken a drug test and "the next thing you

know they're on suspension so you kinda vonder ••• you·re never

told but ••• assume ites drugs lG • His comments on alcohol use

are enlightening:

I saw a lot of drinking and stuff but I Bean that's
nOrJlllal for college too 0 .... I haven't seen a.ny cases of drug
abuse as being under the influence although I have seen
cases where alcohol abuse--tbey've co.e to practice and
they smell like a brewery and .... all buzzing. You look at
that and you laugh and say nEb, look at thatn ••• lot of
times the coaches don't even notice•• athe players, we're
1iving6 breathing, sweating, I mean you're so close to
each other and like in the huddle and you smell
so.ebodyes breath and it's like ~O! (laughter).
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A5 expected g the participants did not implicate

themselves on dln!9 use and meandered around the point of

a.lcohol use or abuse. They did speak in specific details

about the urine taking process, explaining they undergo annual

and IElaDdatory screening as well as randolll tests throughout the

year. Their so-called peripheral stateaents on this subject,

leave food for thought, particularly when Fles.~ pepa and

Knight said nCollega ball is a whole new leve.l of play" and

others reiterated how size and skill are formidable entities

when comparing themselves to their teammates. It makes one

vonder the lengths student-athletes may go through to achieve

success for the team. They also clarified Uhaving the edgeII

as striving for even short-tera efficiency or bulk that will

.ake someone be competitive fast. Interestingly, they spoke

out of their usual first person perspective with an exa.ple

being: IEPeople have said that II or "Somebody told Be

that•••• ~R

participants I narratives reveal they see college football.

as a business proposition as .uch as a sport venue. They say

the institution of sport is hierarchical and superimposes the

structural functions they undergo as football players. For

example.. one of its highest values is to win, to be "llW1Bber

Onelli • Across the recent literature on athletics, portraits of

the biq monies froe television, bowl games and tournaMents

flowing toward winninq teams are readily apparent (Adler &

Adler, 1991; Eitzen, 1986; Mess~er, 1992).



winning and the ~oney generated a~e paramount in

athletics, but especially so at the college and professional

leve1s. Taubman (1978) also said it is a perverse system:

At places like Ohio state, •••Notre DaBe, •••Michiqan and
Oklahol'la, they've forgotten football is just a gcme.. It
has beco.e a big business, coapletely disconnected frOB
the funda.ental purposes of acadeaic institutions. The
goal of college ball is DO longer for young .en to test
and strengthen their bodies, to learn about teamwork, and
to have a good tillle. All that I!!latters is winning" moving
up the national rankings and grabbing a bigger share of
the TV dollar••• (p. 91) ..

Their season record plus attendance at games are constant

reainders to the participants that their performance does

iBpact their lives, Dot only from the standpoint of glory but

their scholarships and the betteraent of facilities and

support services provided thea. They say they feel. this

pervading tension and tremendous weight on their individual

and collective shoulders but understand they are in it with

"their eyes wide openlt •

Doc and Smooth Red, both DeD vho make their points

poverfu11y but succinctly saw their sports participation as

joyful, yet shrouded in capitalisms As Smooth Red remarked,

it is more like work:

•• "college ball was a learning experience••• had a chip on
ay shoulder .... found out college football is a business,
not at all 1ike in high school.

Doc spoke about the control of athletics over a football

player~s life:

••• canSt qet negative publicity for the school .. " .. if you
flunk OU~, your scholarship is taken....must get
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permission from. coaches to see profs for office visits if
in the afternoonso

College football u they found~ is laden with mixed

symbolic messaqes that as players they fee1 can be

compromising at times. They say the line between success and

failure is thin when viewed frOB team, position and especially

individual standards as despite the undercurrent of emphasis

on fair playl' sportsmanship and healthy competition, the

unrelenting pressures to win are dominant.

One of the ways, B.C. and Pepe felt compromised is with

the strains or often pUll of really knowing what their

identity is on the college campus. In high school they said

they handled the pressures of school and sports fairly well.

That :ts, the delilands of both vere balanced as far as tiae and

emphasis. The college scholarship offers thea a tuition-free

educational experience that also has requirements that they

liken to a contracted job. Bull offered that this

responsibility brought demands on his time and energy. He

cited meetings, practices, workouts and conditioning. He said

in the beginning, he did not know how to handle the

expectations because other than being taught lithe plays,

blocks and game stuffS' , he had to deal vitil the aabiguous

nature of being a college student and a college athlete. He

concluded: "coll.ege and playing football. is a businessu •

pepe used the word expendable to describe wha.t Doc

l.abeled as comm~~!!~. B.C. called his frame of reference on

this topic nwhat have you done for me lately?Vg syndroBeo
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These particular young men said they grappled with disparate

:feelings related to their value to the university and the

athletic program. For them, the bottom line question dealt

'With: How am I really viewed as a person? Are Illy

insecurities understood by those outside of the football

student-athlete culture?

Tbeir poignant stories follow:

The expendability notion is one pepe said he experienced

discomfort with but rationalized that the team concept Deans

more to him tban to "make waves". He said:

I'll do vhatever. I'. not really worried about my
individual position. Whatever it takes for the tea. to
win. For me, I don't like when the coaches think X'.
expendable. II. the only walk-on quarterback that I know
of that's on the teae. Like I play kickoff return, you
know what is kickoff return? Well, I set the back wedge.
There's a front wedge and the back wedge. The back
wedge--I set it. I'. in the aiddle and I gotta take on
guys tbat are heavier than ae or just as heavy or even
lighter but they have a 50 yard he~dBtart and I gotta
take the. OD and hit thea right?--vhich I donlt
Rind, but at the saae tiDe, being the position I aB at
they would never put any of the other quarterbacks ine
I Bean, but JIlc,. they put me on special. teams, iilake Be run
over people. Like I said I don't .ind but I l.ook at it
as I'. expendable. Like "Oh, let's put Pepe there.
He~ll do a good job~~. They~1.l. never put:. a quarterback in
there! •

Doc's perception of being a commodity or pawn centers

around the idea of statistics. As he said.: nAs the won/loss

record goes, so goes ticket sales. It's exciting to play in

front of a lot of people but you also feel like a cOll:lli.odity".

The issue of injury and value had a l.ot of m.erged

si~ificance for. B.C. who said he experienced knee and
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shou1der injuries that kept him off the playing fie1d for

varying lengths of time. His experiences have been:

well, froE my personal experience you know ultiJu.te1y the
train of thought is IGvhat have you done for me lately?1I
as fa.r as coaching-, coaches and players. Which bring-a illS

this topic of being injured. Once youlre injured things
drop off. You Gre on the back burner nov.

B.C. before elaboxating on his knee injury bemoaned tha

mental anguish that he faced in rehabilitating his physical

problem. He said:

••• my left knee--that was tha one that just devastated
liIle. I vas so depressed. I trained all sW'I1lIler--I Bean it
was .y senior year and I was looking forward to it and I
was at a point physically that I could really play good
yeah. And then I hurt By left knee and I fiDd out I'.
supposed to make a decision about what II. going to do
cuz I knew I wasnlt going to be playing football for the
rest of ay life so I had to make a decision then--what?-
do I play next week and aaybe not walk later on or keep
that hope alive and walk in. But aentally it really
affects you.

Regarding the short-range versus long-range decision-

JIUllting that he was faced with.. I asked biB a contextual

follow-up question:

Do you deal with this sort of thing yourself--is it where

your coaches, your teaii can qet really into the thirudnq,

analysis?

Wall, when you get an injury like that, you're kinda
relioved froll the systeRa You start hanging out vith the
trainers yeah and youBre not with the team as auch and
you every player will tell you is that--when you get
hurt--itRs like the coaches don't talk to you. 80 it's
what have you done for De lately syndroMe. youlre not
getting the attention you once got. I donlt knov if you
can fau1t the coaches because again I just gotta come
back to--itls a big system.. And the coaches--that's
their job--is to win football games and not matter what
they're going to do it right? And a player canlt play
veIl •• ,.
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B.C. summed up with: u~Yeab... but you get injured and

people stop talking to you .. you know. And yow: trainer

becoilles your best friendu •

It is clear that for this group of men 6 some of their

experiences and emotions reverberated around winning or

losing, having playing tiDe or sitting on the bench. Most

fel t their scbo1arships were not "free ridesc,
g instead tbeir

bodies and skills were the tradeoffs. They say their talk of

being objects g pawns.. commodities, cattle or other labels are

far fro. complaints but telling it like it is. Their

commitment is a choice, an informed choice.

Interestingly, research over the last tvo decades have

addressed the incongruities between progressive strides .ade

on col.lege campuses regarding student rights and the continued

thwartinq of the rights of student-athlete to acquire a nonu.l

education. Rafferty (1971) discussed attitudes toward

individual rights with:

"There are two great national institutions Which simply

cannot toltirate either internal dissension or external

interference: our arJIled forces .. and our interscholastic

sports program. Both are of necessity benevolent

dictatorships" (p. 15).

A final point related to the notion of being ilusedUI is

the statement made by Shields & Bredemeier (1995) who said

lIodern sport has been "co_odified and cOllUilercial.ized....yo~!~g

athletes are paraded as heroes, athletic teams have bought
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into uniforms special. equipment and the Tffhole

organizational. structure bas become bureaucratized,

rationalized and cOmJl!!lercialized lll (p. 192).

The controversy with the student-athlete or athlete-

student distinction is a D'i&tter the participants attributed to

football operating' more as a business enterprise than an

extra-curricular activity. The participants spoke at length

about their educationa.l expectations which cont.radict.s the

general publicls stereotypica1 suggestions that athletes

attend college for the sole purpose of playing their sport.

Their commentary indicated that obtaining a degree is a goal.

One of the questions asked of thea was:

On the whole, do student-athletes want to be known on
caapus as football players in college or students who
also play football? What has this experience been like
for you?

Doc: For self, I like being recognized as a football
player but. I want to be known aore as a
student. But yes, it is aore difficult to lUlke
people realize I am competitive as a student
too.

Hunter: Well, I can sua it all up this way. I think
there's been 5 cases o£ where there was a party
next door to me or right above Be and soaebody
vil.l come in my roo. and they wouJ.d see me
sittinq there studying. A bunch of volleyball
players came down and they said naIl you do is
study". Everybody knows how I am., I try to
keep liy head in the books. My MOJllJlla always
reminds me when she calls. It's just as a
student I just want to qet it done. I donlt
want to slack. I want t.o graduate.

B.,C.: I thinJc 1"d want both but I think I vas vieWed
as an athlete Dorea If I had to generalize, I
think definitely an athlete aore because I was
280 lbs. and your average student is not 280 lbs"
and Ilm sitting there and it's hard to physically
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not notice somebody and you ~lrea.dy a.ssociate them
with doing so~ething. Your professors who donmt
know viiI say 'Do you play footba11?m and I gotta
answer nyeahaR and you l"".nov already peop1e ~ S Binds
are turned.

Tho student-athlete/athlete-student dichotomy is a

sensitive one the participants say~ in viev of their repeated

experiences with being referred to as ndwmb jocks". Tb.eir

experiences in the classrooM have been frustrating at tiDes

where they say they encounter barriers resulting from

perpetual .isinformation~ stereotyping, fear and conscious and

unconscious prejudicial attitudes and behaviors by students

and faculty. As KnIght explained:

I hope they feel I'. an interesting person, diverse and
not just soae, a "jock" who bad no brains or soaethinq.
Even though I want people to know ae for ay athletic
ability or something but I also want the. to know me
in other ways. Like my personality.

Hunter said he experienced both cynicis. and interest

.from both faCUlty and students but haa learned to look inward

as well as to evaluate the impact of athletics and the college

community. He feels it is helpful when there are

opportunities to get to know others better and he tries to do

that with students in his class and to visit bis professors

when he has questions. The rest of his thoughts are:

Soae see us as super human beings, that we have
talents •••others I found their impression of us football
players is that because theyare football players they're
conceited or some things like that. But then when we gat
in a group they find Ia. not like that. I admit there
are players like that on the team•• el donat think I'm a
big shot or anything like that. So in & lot of classes,
we have discussions and we talk about our c~~ses. (site
university) does offer a lot of chances where studonts
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can get to ~~ow each othe~ ~hetbar you~re an athlete or
just no~l person.

B.C. when asked his views on the question~ How do you

think faculty view student-athletes? said:

It's been By experience that some of tbem lU'..:! very
favorable and some are very negative and you just gotta
avoid the ones that are neqative because•• it's hard to
prove SOlillebody wrong and you ltinda know. You knoW' I mean
to put it bluntly certain professors can be just assholes
about it. Three excused absences and you mre a,lready doVil
a grade and they won't al-Iov for road trips and you know
that's whe~e I think the faculty and administration have
to work together OD. thi.s. Student-athletes~ this is
something they're obligated to as far as road trips and
stuff •••co_itting theJliSelves and I think if it is
handled properly, it can benefit everybody.

But I think professors, so.e of them think the athletes
are on a pedestal and that· s accurate to a certain extent
but Dot necessarily by their own choosing. 80 they think
they're on a pedestal and they're not going to give thea
any breaks. They're qoinq to scrutinize the athlete that
.ucb Bore and that could be very detrimental as far as
grades, but you know by the saae token there are
professors who are very accoraodatinq and they realize and
mainly it's the ones who are football fans you know.

Hunter who grew up in a tough" :impoverished inner city

neighborhood is quick to see positiveness in many of his

experiences. He readi1y qave credit to his family, his

coaches, his fellow teammates and fellow students too for

Baking his life as meaningful as he claims it has been. In

fact, at the second interview with him" he wanted to elaborate

a little more about his high scbool experience p particularly

his association with gang meebersD Here's his elaboration:

I want to say I grew up in (name of inner city district)
wbere there are hundreds of gangs operating. I never
joined or was even tempted to join nor did gang _embers
try to enlist me. Yet I had friends who belong to gangs.
The point I want to make is that although they were gang
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members, they were very supportive of me, came to my
games and cheered for me. I want it known 'that
individually they are 999'ood peoplelD • I know the
impressions the public b-as of gangs is naturally more
negative but my dealings with thea have been
positive. Although By family BIloved to J another area
outside of inner city district), I still visit the o1d
neighborhood whenever I go home.

It. appears that while frequent1y troubled by their

inabi1ities to receive more d~~onstrated acceptance for their

stUdent-athlete roles by the campus constituents, these

student-athletes tend to put on a facade of toughness and

stoicism to counter their insecurities. They again mentioned

being identified only for their atbleticis. whereas tbey

longed to be able to join in school and class activities

without being seen and known as oddities. They claim to be

unhappy about tbe stereotyping and labeling that seeas to be

focused on their population Illore than other groups. It is

little wonder they say, that their football culture and

SubqrOUp9 have become their maain support network. ~iqht Daade

a point that he truly feels is to cope with the highs and lows

of being a college athlete:

Irve 1earned a lot more about how to comaunicate with
people and to be more open with people and to be more
outgoing. I also find there's two different ways, soae
students look at you and they look up to you and look at
you in a good way. Other students look at you in a bad
vay--U'that's an a.thlete they think they can do whatever
they want to--they think they're better than the average
guy--they feel. they shoul.d be treated differentlyn. SOll1e
want nothing to do witb USe You know it's sOBething
that athletes stay together in school because they
associate better ••• It's not always but you know
people put that tag on for one or two bad apples
and spoil everything.
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The ana1ytical mind of Doc deduced that abrogating the

student-athlete/athlete-student Eindsets will never be

realized as long as the attitudes and behaviors of both the

players and the student body and faCUlty are not addressed.

He feels each group needs to introspect before doing any

finger pointinq. For exUlple" for hiRself an.d his fellow

players, his advice is:

We need to learn to balance academics and ath1etics but
we also need to pick it up a level. Even I view .yaelf
as an athlete first, but I know I am using My athletic
ability to finish school so II. not forgetting that
part. I want to hang around with winners in life and
not just for football.

Flea sometimes feels like giving up on his acadeaic work

saying it's been a "rock slide". This particular semester, he

is on the "bubble" in three classes and said with bad grades

comes a. "don't care" attitude. Flea paraphrased what his

father told hiD when he heard about his school difficulties:

"If you screw up,. it's your own fault".

¥lea then added:

I'. 20 years old, I'll be 21 in Decembero My father was
killing people in vietna. when be was ~y age so bees a11
:P.Iiad ••• so you know he says you gotta grow up fast. If you
screw this up, you're not going to die over ito Just
gotta caIRe back and rebound. So Iive got to do decent in
those finals.

Harry Edwards (1984) in his work on sociological patterns

argued that: i!The 'dumb jock' is Dot born; he is

systematically being created" (po 7). He said athletes who

perceive that others define thea as 'dumb jocks' often make
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that a self-fulfilling prophecy by developing low self-esteeEg

doubts and bad attitudes about academic achievementw

BoC. made a salient point in his interview regarding 'the

compounding effects of handling college studies and Division

I football competition at the SaBe time. He felt while a

person 8 S confidence and successes in football may take an

ascending path as the college years roll by, the academics

part llilay not york the same way.. He al.so said the connotation

of 19dUl!b jock" wears heavily and ma.y be paranoic for some. He

gave an example of size being a distinction worthy of note.

He said a college football player is at an age where his body

is aatured and his height bas stabilized so the ability and

the .sans to bulk up, adding weight and auscle are very

possible.. This happens to many of thea where by the tae they

are 3rd and 4th year veterans they are very noticeable

physically. B.C. started off as a college freshman at 210

Ibs. and bulked up to 280-285 lbs.. by the time he was a

junior. He speculates that sheer size plus students' and

professors 8 eJibedded stereotyped ideas of 00al1 bu1k/no brain;;

raise havoc on their already shaky se1.f-concept in the

classrooa. He tried to evaluate his own initiation into

colleqe, then his views on priorities as a student and as an

athlete:

liall, college isn't for everybody. I didnUt think it vas
for :me when I first caJll.e. I don' t knov--when you look at
the effort that athletes put out acadesically, I'. not
saying I vas a model. I'. not sayinq that by any means
but you kinda vonder sometiBes how COBe you know all it
takes is you gotta put in just the minimum aaountoo .. it
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would help and I don't know if some of gem are doing
that. Makes vou wonder what it is~ they think tbev're
going to play-professional football later or they don't
knOY about stUdying or they're only thifiAinq football.

!b..~. continues:

Like I aentioned ear.lier, the label student-athlete is
not entirely valid. It's athlete first, student second.
The reason I say that is the time spent--the actual tiDe
spent in the classrooD and the tiDe spent in athletics.
What do they recoEBend? ODe hour of stUdy a night for
each class.. It IS a1.Dost tvo to one" you know you have to
make a conscious decision to stUdy, to sake that
commitment to school, to qet good grades and york hard.
I had problems with this initially. I fall behind
easily. It's easy for Be to fall behind.

Once I got into a syste. of doing my homework on tiae,
reading my assignments on time, just keeping to a
schedule vas m.uch easier for ae. You qotta remember, we
don't have the kind of support link other students have
to each other as far as class stuff goes. FUnny it was
auch lIore productive like I always qot better grades
during the football season for soae reason. During the
sprinq I had so auch free tiae I didn't know what to do
with ayse1f so I would proscrastinate. I would and up
doinq a real mediocre jobc During the fall, your
schedule is so reqiaented that you have to -.ake the
commitments that you have to stUdy nov. You better do
it. That is vhy a lot of people--they get better grades
during the football year.

His major in Chemistry with its required weekly three-

hour labs requires Doc to interact and work with fellow

students who seldom know hila prior to meeting in class.

Therefore, he is the only participant to fora alliances from

a purel.y acadeillic connotation. He conveyed that he fel.t very

auch the student in those labs where conversations with other

students centered primarily on the subject area. He was

tickled that he was respected for his knowledge in Chemistry

and hardly remembers being asked about football in class.. The

rest of the participants claim they have not qotten to know
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students in their classes. They recognize their faces as

being in their classes but rarely know them by name.

BU~! nas also developed interpersonal relationships with

fellow :majors in their field of study.

Physical Education so he views this as somewhat related to

athletics in that some of his classnates are also athletes.

Bull concluded:

with football, I had a lot Rore in CO_OD with the people
I played with but with teaching tberels that little
professionalism that you gotta sort of keep up. About
football players being IIdumb jocksQI I feel this is
partly true.. SOllle donlt think of theaselves as students
but only want to play football. I donlt let it bother
Be because I don't feel I aa dumb.

B.C.ls final point on this topic is one he adamantly

bel.ieves is true and epitollizes the self-imposed decision they

sake to be accountable as a student-atblete/athlete-student:

I think you know athlete, student-athletes prioritize
their day and of course football I don I t care what
anybody else tells you is going to be the priority.

Smooth Red described the prOUdest and least prOUd lIo.ents

for h~ as a student-athlete p1ayinq college football.

I all .oat prOUd that I llade it this far. That I lived to
age 21. Young black athletes are an endangered species,
you know what I aean? School is what I'. least proud of.
Wish I could do better than I aa. Itls so hard, you
mow.

In reconstructing participants' thoughts and experiences

with respect to their feeling cauqht in a business venture, I

feel they themselves have ambiva1ent views as to their being

centra1 figures in the process but otherwise powerless. To

them, the commercialized nature of colleqe athletes,
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especia11y in the big money winnings of footba11 have much

historic tradition that is hard to change and therefore offer

little solution. Yet as earlier Bentioned, they are in it

e~with their eyes wide open". That the formula in football

must include nwinning is everything" presents treJlllendous

pressure that resurrects for them~ questions as to whether

their value also includes their successes as academic

participants on campus. 'l'hel' tended toward wanting to be

known as students as much a.s they are known as athletes. They

clearly knew that push has cOllie to shove and for thea,

athletics has so far been the shover.

Conflict: On A Given Day In The Football CUlture: It's Like

Dealing with Applies and Oranges

Conflicts are an inevitable part of playing a teas sport

like football. The participants see thea as basic to .eshing

as a unit and preliminary as veIl as ongoing to bondinq in the

Jaanner a family group would.. On top of the demands of being

in football, players are thrust into a setting of tremendous

coapetition, structural conforJlllity, and constant physical

contact. They say this type of milieu promotes agression and

anger. The spontaneous ways these are handled they say are

positive because closure takes place quickly and they can :Dove

OD. A number of those I studied claimed the practice or
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playing field is where the tensions of the moment are usually

resolved because thatms usually where they ariseft

Perhaps most striking is the perception they bold that

conflicts among their football peer culture are among like-

minded, goal oriented individuals where their probleas are not

considered personal or friendship-basede Pepe believes

competition fosters conflicts but also elevates the belief

among them that there is respect for eacb other:

I think a lot of sports and football, if the competition
wasn't there, it won't really be the same. Because it's
so easy to go out there and play and do your assiqnaents.
But if you've got people trying to prevent you fro. what
you're doing I guess that brings out the best out of you.

So we squabble, the pushing aatches, it just releases the
frustration. You've qot all these pads. You have all
this gear so tbe coaches let it go for a little vhile
because that's where they release the energy. And they
don't--then wben they get in and they have to do their
assignment, then their heads are all not screwed up
because they're mad, still frustrated&

Like I said you have your pads OD, you're really not
going to qet hurt because guys get hit harder then what
a punch can do. So the coaches viII finally break it up
and say take a walk and you take a walk and come back.
Yeah, like you know the thing about football, what's on
field is left on the field. Then you co.e back because
basically when you're on the field you qat no friends.
You compete against each other. Hey, whoever is in
front of yeu or back of you, you got the idea 'II. going
to beat the guy in front of ae and I'a not letting the
guy in back catch me.

Research on sports aggression reveal that the clearly

defined system of rules that govern the interactions of

participants provide a code of conduct that allows for

respect, reverence and safeguards against violence (Saba ,

panepinto, 1990). These same authors said:
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within an athletic context, young males can dsve10p a
certain kind of closeness with each other while not
having to deal with the kinds of (intimate) attachments
that they tend to fear ••••Without the rules, there would
be chaos-both physical and psychological; there wou1.d be
frightening need to negotiate and renegotiate
relationships constantly (p. 68).

Bull 9 s thoughts on conflict and even his personal exaBple

seems to fit within Babe & panepinto's theory:

Say for instance we were lining up ready to play against
each other. Okay, thereBs a conflict Where tbere;s a
fight with a cheap shot or late hit. Punch will probably
be thrown back and forth but it would never interfere
with (meaning the football relationships) because that's
what we vere taught and constantly reainded to do ••• So we
leave personal--our football things on the field.

I vas involved in one of thea. It was a cheap shot,
soaebody comes up in back of .e and hits .e like that
(deaonstrates), just for nothing because :I did a good job
or so.ethinq made • ea look bad. I would turn around and
qrab his face mask and we would get dOlfD and fire off at
each other but 10-15 minutes, coae together, and ve say
"slIlall kindS' slilall kind" and ve end it.

other participants also ta.lked about conflict a8 no

different than what occurs with any orqanizationm They tended

to believe the majority of their conflicts occurred in the

context of ..the heat of the so.ent.. and "nothing persoDa.1u

un1ike their impressions of subtle a.nd sbuaerinq tensions that

occur in some organizations.

While most within-team conflicts occur on the playing

field and as the participants have described are settled then

and there, other types of conflict involving either players

and coaches or individual players with problems occasionally

happen. The pa&"ticipants 6 tongue-in-cheek cOBllllented that

these conflicts could not be settled with fisticuffs! As a
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way to deal with conflicts of this nature G the coaches have

devised a. procedure for reporting these through an estab1ished

ll'J.edium. Each class (freslm.en to seniors) of football athletes

selects two fellow players to act as their player-

representatives for a yea.r. These player-reps act as liaisons

betwsen the players and the coaches g bringing issues and

probleas they want dealt with. Usually a player Bay feel S08e

sensitivity about bringing up a mattar directly vith a coach

so would communicate this through the player-rep. Examples

that the participants cited were situations where a player

felt he vas being treated unfairly by a coach or vas thinking

of quitting the tea. but aight have been persuaded to wait

until the player-rep brouqht it to the attention of the

coaches. The coaches likewise, use the player-reps to

co..unicate information back to the players.

SOllie of the participants reported this intermediary

process yorks vell g others call it a farce. Bull believes it

is effective and has 5~en player-reps bring .atters to the

coaches = attention that worked tovard the betterment of the

tealili. He gave the exaaple of a player, a very good p1ayer who

had an attitude prob1em and was causing BoraIe to go down.

The player-reps laid out the situation to the coaches who in

this case, after several attempts at resolution decided to let

the entire teaa decide whether to keep this player on or not.

Bull fe1t:

He (the player) doesn't want to come to practice, he puts
an "S" on his shirt. The coach finally told us, lfiokay X
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know how he is, I donDt want him back on but it 8 s your
team~ it 8 S your football teaJUl:- you voteU

e Wfe 'YotOO.
against (player)o Majority ruled, he was off,

Knight feels a player has a set assignment on the

football fie1.d no matter what the play is. That assignment is

to one-on-one "get your DaD". He obviousl.y expects that

conflicts or probless be handled the same way: the direct

path. He said with some scoffing that:

Like when I have a problemo •• I go right to the guy••• But
SOEe ••• everybody has their ovn dea1 so. If it I s vith the
coaches, ••• anybody can go to Coach (Head Coach) and give
hia a piece of, I mean not a piece of--but say how he
feel.s.

Hardly any of the participants described overt racial

conflicts, yet Bost did say that informal friendship networks

on the tea. seemed to be organiZed along racial or ethnic

lines. As discussed earlier, the subgroupinqs fell into place

by structural parameters~ i.e. position groupings. It was

when describing what happens with their limited free tae that

I found their ethnicity and race became a siqnifi~~nt

dimension in looking at their socialization and cultural

influences.

This is the one perspective the participants vere less

able to articulate on. They described racial stratification

in more general ways concluding that situations where they

felt race was an element were subjective interpretations OD

their part.. It vas nice they said to be with those who "jiVed

or pidgin-talkedu • In other instances, they attributed some

racial overtones clouding soma decisions I!lade by their coaches
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and. thought they were DDunfah~·;~. Some were quick to add tha.t:

this kind of experience is magnified among those who were not

so secure in their positions on the team and thus, had reasons

to spin tales of differences with coaches on their abilities

and personalities~

When asked the question of racial harmony on the team,

Smooth Red said: nOh, I don at see it (meaning racial

friction), I used to see it.. Used to see it but not no Boren.

In almost the next breath, he mentioned players froD his

racial group getting together to commiserate and talk lIour

talk" as comforting. He said:

So I .ean you a1aost totally lose your culture if you
donlt kinda just have sOllle type of base, you know what I
Bean? That's why ve have barbeques and we do sOllle
things.

other participants' comments provide a sense of the

authority they rea1ize coaches have over them with reminders

that they have human fallacies too:

Pepe said:

In football--in this world right here with the (site
university), with the coaches you know, quote, unquote
lI'he's kind of God" (meaninq head coach). You know what
I Dean, so like it or not•••

Doc said:

I hate the baloney froB coaches who do pover trips
saying 'Dyou' re not going to play if ...... II .. I wouldn't
want to be a head coach--too much baloney.

In the main~ the participants affira tbat conflicts while

present in their culture and their football experience, are

seldoll divisive. Even their racial groupings have not crea.ted
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intra-cultuxml problem.s and they feel their racial connections

overlap with geographical origins and there are no strong

de~cationso Hunter related that when he first joined the

football team, he hung out with the Samoans because at that

tiEe, he found black athletes to be loud and vocal and he was

not. The participants genera.lly feel there are no strong

sentiments against and between racial groups.

Playing Football Is Not Exactly the Mi.litary:

We Can Be Expressive

within their collective football culture, the concept of

shared meanings (symbols) abound. I have already described

the bounded experiences of the student-athlete with their

rules, regulations and structure. I would nov like to relate

their creative reflections and expressions that exemplify ways

they have forged their individual and collective adaptations

to their collegiate experience.

The participants vere very conscious of maintaining a

Basculine image, especially in the public eye. Turner (1962)

vho discussed symbolic interactionislII and the body pointed out

lithe choice to present one I s self in partiCUlar ways is almost

inevitably a product of dominant discourse about what

constitutes a desirable selfU' (p. 27).
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As indicated their pe;:sona comes with a.

responsibility more than a privilege. He said in a letter in

the university's nevspaper:

Athletes must act favorably as representativas of the
university at all tiBes ••• There are few, if any at all,
students at the (site university) who can claiR that
they are scrutinized as strongly (nDoc", personal
communication, January 13, 1994).

The participants say playinq college football gives them

an identity, i.eo, as warriors excelling in a contact sport;

it also brought thea into the limelight. Bull, Smooth Red,

and Knight explained wben they first played the sport, it vas

a good means to connect with other people--aale peers,

brothers and fathers. As the years vent by, their identities

becaae directly tied to contin~ed public success. They still

feel being recoqnized and being called role aodels by adairiDq

fans are the rewards for nbusting lily ass every day" not to

mention "having your butt kicked by the coaches".

While projecting the aasculine image in the marketplace

is desirable and the .....~~ ¥ou!.dn e t want to do that if you

can?liil notion operating, so.e of the less flashy participants

added a disclaimer to their stories. Hunter said: "I'. not

with By nose in the air. I'a relaxed.g.I don't think I'. a

big shot or anything like that". B.C. added: IBWel.l, we're

viewed as the prima donnas of society.oofree spirits •• osoge

are rah-rah, but yeah, we're aware of being in the eye and so

SODle lIUly go overboard".

Adler and Adler (1991) studied basketball athl.etes for a



period of time and fOUXll.Q theJm trying' to posture themselves so

as to accomodate both their own rising self-image and

conservative societal norms. This held true with the

participants of this study, a1though they clai§ed they shoved

off their macho-ism more when in a group situation. They said

when they were alone in public they were not as bo1dM

For players, their teamaates are key or dominant aeDbers

of their college social world. lihat began for thelll as a kind

of working rel~tionship on the tea-. has developed into a

cohesion similar to fighting a war together. This is akin to

the wise vords of Sadaharu Ob, an ex-professional baseball

player who said: IIWhat you do on a teas has consequences for

everyone else, not just for yourself •••Ties are created

between players that are deep and lastingO' (Syer, 1986, p~

93).

I found that the province of expression aI!l.onq this

particUlar group of student-athletes to be strong although I

had no basis of comparison except my own preconceived notions 0

Both t.heir verbal a.nd non-verbal expressions support.ed the way

they sealed to view tbeaselves as aeJlbers of a unique culture.

In particular, when asked how they felt they expressed their

masculine identity, their descriptions encompassed how they

project themselves (words such as courageous, physically fit,

confident, proud, disciplined came up), how they think they

look to others (great body, good looks, fashionable, flashy,
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colorful) and how they express the!!ll.selves (our o'tm etllmi<:

talkg some football talkg our own ways of talking).

Their exam.ples of the many symbolic aleaenta present

within their football culture are antithetical to their

earlier described depictions of the caste systea they function

under and the authoritative structure of intercollegiate

athlet.ics. Through my Beatings with theA I was able to see

and. hear tileD for prolonged periods of tiRe and found through

their tales and scenarios, revelations covering both affective

and expressive dimensions. They covered cultural norms g some

rituals, soae values, creeds and their individuality.

The student-athletes I studied all concede that they are

an insular group as co.pared to other students. They also

accept that the order and reqiAen required to make their tea.

a coapetitive one contributes to their isolation frOB the rest

of the campus. The good they say that comes frt). this

inSUlarity is their almost impenetrable web of solidarity that

surrounds the .embers. This Utightness iM as they called this

perseation was aifficult for thea to fully conceptualize in

words. The way it was described was lathe way we fall in'; or

"an attitude, a. feeling our heads are locked". Bull sav this

a.s:

..... faaily, unii;.y and we have a goal ....There's some
distractions or disruptions to that goal ••but that's what
you call team, ve work together.

They believe their "rally the lIagonsDl attitUde is

spontaneous. They talked about their tea. huddles before and
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after a game as indicatoEs of their belief in the whole. They

feel they never lose sight of the conti~yal pursuit of their

mission or the fostering o~ respect, appreciation and trust

they have for tbe team.. When speaking on this topic,

pomposity, cockiness and showmanship fell by the wayside for

these young :raen.. Their awareness of iRaqe" their public iBa.ge

was a detractor for outsiders to see. These were times when

these big, beefy BeD shoved what sweat", toil- but Bost

important1y, a. sense of belonging meant to them. Their

eaotions about being on the teaJII vere evident. They predicted

that their football playing days viII .easure very high in the

BeJIIlories of their lives. One of thea described their cultural

bond as largely ....e all know what ve're there to do, ve

understand that... Others described their union as spiritua1.

This was explained by Smooth Red as ISBell, ve're all on the

same page". By this he meant, nobody ever has to school the

student-athletes on how to deal with each other either OD the

field or off the field. They claim to be less confident and

accustomed to col.1aborating with others outside sports.

Another point they made is that their total. tea. culture

always superimposes any of their subcul.tures, whether they are

position, racial, ethnic, local or Il'Uiinland. They do not

believe subcultures within the JlIlain culture will. ever IIqet out

of hand-' because they fee!. a football player' s ..otto is !IIl'here

is no I in teaJlll". Hunter vent so far as to say "Eleven guys

don't win gamesll
..
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When questioned on. the paradoxical nat1.llre of their

cOmlpeting and interpersonal. eentalities, the players

speculated that althouqh unspoken, their definition of

coapetition is not personal and as they graphically put forth

B6it's not--I I. going to beat out Junior Boy or Samaonu1 but

"Number 63 better know I want his nWil1ber (Beaning position) Ga.

The message they seemed to all make wms it vas part of tbeir

job, nothing Dore!

The crea.tive and often uninhibited side of their cultural

~ersion seesed to eaerge during their Uhang times", for

exallllple during free 1I.0Rents, in the weight room, between

classes, at the dorms, in the campus cafeteria and naturally

wherever they could showcase theaselves.

when he said:

B.C. put it best

Athletes, I think the public view athletes in general as
free wheeling, free spirit, party hearty and (laughing)
we know how to be.

The earring that Pepe wears has a story behind it that he

related with a mixture of flash and chagrin 0 First, he

alleged, piercing his ear was soaething he had to do, inasauch

as a teammate friend coaxed hia ti11 he agreed and he didn't

want to be a "chicken". His Bother B s role in this makes his

tale not only an interesting one but one documentinq the

Cllittle boyn qualities that succumb to maternal bond despite

group influences or size.

My qood friend said npepe you should put an earrinq on"
and I didn't know hoy my Mom was going to like it. He
said Blc'mon you're al.m.ost 21U so I said okpoIt. 80 one
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day••• I had a diamond stud--rea1 small and you can only
see it from certain ang1es. So X was at home eating
dinner and :my MOim goes "what Ds that in your ear?n so I
turned the other way and softly said earring. She kinda
looked at me and shook her head.

It was another time I bad a hoop on, you know gold rings
and sbe told me again "vbat~s that in your ear?81 and wben
I said earring, she said "take it off g you look like a
qirlu • I took it off and never put it on around her.

While the student-athletes in football are provided a. lot

of definition in terms of their schedules and expectations,

there are a few cosmetic details about their appearance that

they define for themselves. They say herein lies the beauty

of various races and ethnic groups blending together because

they all bring their unique talk, JBaI1Derisas, clothes and

traditions into the mix. They feel their cultural pot is a

rich, educative one. PepeWs exaaple of wearing an earring

apparently has been a popular choice with stUdS, danglings,

hoopa and other creations appearing in football players' ears.

Pepe said they also have a choice as to whether they wish to

wea.r earrings under their he1.lllets or not. nYeah, it's up to

us--we can but we may have to take it off--sometimes wben I

take the beaet off, it can grab so".

others pointed out the selections of haircuts and bairdos

that student-athletes york on to make statements about their

particular culture. Each year, part of the fun at sWlIIJIier camp

is to see either position groups cOllle in with IlAtching

haircuts or individuals with bold and outlandish looks to

either their hair or their body. Tattoos have becollle symbolic

and popular. Besides the symbo1ic convergence of a group,
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perhnps deciding to weaz a cupie doll ponytai1 with shaved

edges for exwmple" tt\ey say it is their opportunity to enjoy",

laugh~ admire and even ridicule their creative expressions.

They say ridiculinq from within their ranks is not the same as

ridicule fro. outside the footba11 culture. Appear~nce, at

least at the outset of the season has becoDe a ritual for ~y

of theBe One year the entire offensive line shaved their

heads signifying a united front and readiness& They say once

the season starts, the tone chanqes--itBs all business.

CUltural expressions center less on the visible such as the

artifacts and physical appearance but more on "Are we ready to

kick butt?" type of psychologica.l boosting and attitudinal

unity.

In reconstructing their conversations with ae, I found

the topic of trash talk somewhat problematic. As universa1 a

practice as trash talk has become, I aB reluctant to label it

a nOrll. It certainly has become emblematic of tea. sports

where the objective is to get the edge or to demoralize and

weaken an opponent. In football especially, the players say

trash talking is like the "12th man on the field". All eight

participants gave their thoughts and experiences on trash

talk. Bome of thea claia the extent that players do this

tends to fall more under geographical lines and less under

ethnic origins. For example:

B.C.: I'd say itO s universal.. •not tied to any ethnic group••
but local players are more reserved•• not into preach-
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ing--others are more rah-rah~••• you can go at it a11
gaze and after the game shake hands •• it's over and
everythinqls ok.

Knight:I Dean if the guy (his opponent) starts to talk,
then I might say something. But is there talking~

oh yeah. sOBetiBes it's hilarious what they
say. For me, I just laugh in their face.

Flea: Yeah, when you qet me excited, I'll talk a little
header. I'll talk trash, wbere I come from we
all. do ..

SRooth Red:
..... never did it but now this is part of social
change. a.ooth Red is good at it--PlIl trying
to perfect it.... you know be more subtle--when
me and the wide receiver are going back to
our huddles, I .iqht be whispering some things, you
know confuse 'eM.

While there are differing approaches and degrees to the

use of trash talk among the participants of this study, when

asked if this is part of their tea. culture, they really felt

it was.. Perhaps their view of this fora of expression Ray be

colored by one of comparison. That is, their peer culture has

an avenue through which this particular act can be cultivated

whereas with other cOlllparative groups, it would be

inappropriate. The student-athletes conclude that trash talk

not only identifies their football culture, it is a unique

feature of sports in general and a biq part of their masculine

identity ..

Another cultural element the participants mentioned that

was not a dictate vas giving nicknames to each other.

certainly no group or culture wou1d be precluded froB

nicknaues but with the footbal1 culture, they are not only

cOBm!.onplace but widely used among team meJlllbers and even
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coaches 0 They are not given t.o be whispered behi.illd one mSl back

but used DUup front and to your facen and again Unothinq

persona!., that's yoUDI. The participants delightful.ly toI.a how

their coaches fell into their fold so to speak because they

used them too. They say this small act was a large conquest

to thea because in usinq their nicknalles, the coaches in

effect legitimatized something created from within the peer

cu.lture group and not because they were told to do so. They

explained that some p~ayers' nicltnaJ!:es UstucIt" more than

others and usually evolved from. some mannerism, habit,

function possibly appropriate or inappropriate. They said

their intent at labeling vas again not on the chalkboard but

just what feels okay to the group. Their teas culture

ntightnesslll precludes over-sensitivity. Being part of the

faaily aakes a nickname one of acceptance and even status.

Here are a few:

ODe of the eight participants has a nickname of npretty

Boyn.. He said: ubecause the way I dressj' always do Illy ha.irn •

lie talked about another teaJUlate who they ca11ed 5iKoanau

because "every time he cOlles into a big- crowd be always does

Uiitations'8. Doc's nicimaJlle relates to his intent to qo t.o

.adical school. Smooth Red is supposedly cool, aRootb and

:flashy.

The nicknaJlles the football peer give to their coaches are

hardly broadcast in the same fashion they spoke about theirs.

These are shared amongst team or position and ethnic
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subcultures and have becoBe a functional means to vent group

and individual frustrations without fear of reprisal. These

nicknaJilles for coaches while not revealed are purposefully

assigned and they say "not always flattering and may inc1ude

profan,ityn. This particUlar ploy of "name-calling,e seeas to

have an inverse value as it provides the players with another

means to share beliefs that they feel are secure within their.

boundaries ..

Finally, Fine (1986) who wrote about studying Sll'!all

groups, Bost notably Little Leaque baseball teams said:

"CUlture is not given to the team. but rather it

eaerges ••• creates a set of l!IleaningsU (p. 167). The

participants of this study would heartily agree that as

restrictive as football team. BeJlbership is, their bondaqe with

each other is "no bullsbit!". I could not close this section

any better than with their own vords. Bull seems to have

spoken for the collective when he said: "Ve can be ourselves

with each other, all the time, all the time".

SUlDJIlary

My examination of tbe lives of the eiqht participants

telegraphs that student-athletes are not passively shaped by

their social environment nor are they passive shapers of their

cultural group. In deve1.opinq an ana1ysis of the Imjor

thrusts in their 1ives as Division I college football
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athletes u my objective wag to cove~ domains of experiences

that were significant to them. Thus,. thei.r early yeaxs,

college entry and adjusbaents, their sense of footba1.1 p

athletics and the future were addressed. My rationale for

presenting the data through their language was an attempt to

get glimpses of their culture in practiceQ It vas also to

more fully realize the system that structures their footba11

world and to look at ways of living that the student-athletes

devise within it.
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CHAPTER V

REFINING THE ANALYSIS: MAJOR INDUCTIONS

The locker room had become a kind of home
to me ••• ! often enter tense and uneasy,
disturbed by some event of the day. Slowly
my worries fade as ! see their unimportance
to my male peers. I relax, my concerns lost
among relationships that are warm and real,
but never intimate, lost among the constants
of an athlete's life. Athletes may be
crude and immature, but they are genuine
when it comes to loyalty. The lines of
communication are clear and simple ••• We
are at ease in the setting of satin uniforms
and shower nozzles (Bradley, 1977 as cited
in Messner, 1992, p. 85).

Through sport, participants learn cultural values and

behaviors such as competition, toughness and winning at all

costs (Adler & Adler, J.988; Fine, 1.987; Tutko & Bruns,

J.976). For the men in my study, the rule-bound structure of

intercollegiate football became a context in which they

constructed their individual and cultural identities. Largely

based on their identities as student-athletes in a Division I

football culture, their experiences within the solidly

constructed world of organized sports and the more nebulously

defined environment of their academic world were documented.

All of the participants in this study, namely Hunter,

Doc, Pepe, Smooth Red, Knight, B.C., Bull and Flea described

the emotional salience of their earliest experiences in sports

in terms of relationships with other males. Bradley whose

quote introduces this chapter reflects on this same notion

concluding similarly that there is hardly any artificiality
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within a male athletic culture. Yet, there is ambivalence;

competition and respect for teammates allow them to develop a

powerful bond but by the same token, not an intimate one.

Messner (1992) described this as: IIsince men friends tend to

'do things' with each other, rather than spending their time

talking about their inner lives, they are jUdged to be engaged

in bonding without intimacylil (p. 92). The major pattern that

evolved over the course of this s'cudy concerns the development

of this group of student-athletes within their college

football culture. The interview questions they were asked

examined their entry, immersion and exit from this unique peer

culture. They also delved into their relationships within

their CUlture, with their coaches, with fellow students and

faCUlty. Through analysis of their responses, their dress,

their carriage and demeanor, their encounters with others that

I was able to observe and poring through media guides and

other written documents and through the lens of symbolic

interactionism, I arrived at a number of prominent inductions.

Four major themes or patterns emerged from the data

analysis in this study of football student-athlete culture.

First theme:

Second theme:

Third theme:

Fourth theme:

Camaraderie

Save Face Mentality

Us Against the World

Failure Can Mean Success
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Ca.maraderie

The first and perhaps most important, can be described in

general terms as camaraderie, the largely unspoken bonding

that results from being a member of a football culture.

Research on group cohesion has variously described this

dynamic as esprit de corps, solidaritYT camaraderie,

attraction (Mudrack, 1989b; Russell, 1993). All eight (8)

participants not only referenced this dominant value concept

but used the term, camaraderie in their separate interviews.

That fact in itself, i.e. acknowledging the deep sense of

belonging, caring and sharing is noteworthy but so is their

vocabulary for it. For one, they were always interviewed

individually and with the exception of Hunter and Pepe being

roommates were not aware of who the rest of the participants

were. Yet, each of them paid homage to their team family and

categorized their feelings and attitudes as camaraderie. This

prevailing ideology has been described by Andrew Pettigrew

(1979) as Hsocially built and maintained, language embodies

implicit eXhortations and social evaluations. By acquiring

the categories of a language, we acquire the structured 'ways'

of a group, and ••• the va.lue implication of those waysU (p.

94) •

Bull proudly compared his Samoan origin, especially his

culture's strong sense of family with his experiences in the

collegiate football culture. The upshot of this likeness is
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plus, you're

help youngerCan

Doc:

friends for a long time.

players with employment, etc".

Bul!: "Can be yourself- nothing to hideu •

Hunter:"Wonderful experience, the camaraderie, guys so

relaxed".

that he feels both develop their own collective system of

tradition, meanings and interpretations that guide their

dealings with each other. To Samoans, pride, honor and shame

reflect on their entire ethnic group and not just the

individual. The football team too, is sensitive to the same

collective thinking. Camaraderie to Samoans and football

playerR corresponds to a deep sense of belonging and

identification. All the participants recognized that group

cohesion and harmony permeate when there is unequivocal

commitment to their goals. The following exemplify some of the

participants I views on camaraderie:

B.C.: "If I had to pick one thing (about my football

experience) it would probably be camaraderie,

camaraderie-ship with the guys. Otherwise itPs

like one big blip on the screen".

BPI think the players are totally themselves.

That's how they are".

liThe camaraderie is a definite

Kniqht:"The team is the players ••• not the coaches".

Camaraderie was also described in several other ways. It

began with the rookies or the young pups as they are nicknamed
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going through initiation similar to pledging rites that

fraternity hopefuls go through. Yet, unlike Greek pledging,

the football players' initiation is subtle and unspoken, more

an orientation to a "this is how things are" mindset. The

participants recalled this period as entering the brotherhood

or "paying our dues". The assimilation between the veterans

and the rookies were described as sharing ups and downs, highs

and lows with each other.

Participants identified the concept of camaraderie as a

closeness that is shared even out of the athletic context.

They speculated that their trust and understanding of each

other would best be described in terms that reflected a real

family. Another acknowledgment of their being in a peer

culture is that their "best friends" are primarily members of

this football culture. They indicated that they would not

have chosen each other as friends had they not been on the

team. The research on peer culture by Astin (1977a), Dey

(1988) and Pascarella (1980) suggests that the level of

involvement in an aspect of college life is positively related

among other factors, to peer influence and value change.

Another way they described their intense connection was

through sharing similar experiences, traditions and stories.

For a first year player like Knight" his heroes were the

veterans who were teaching him things about the game, about

college and about life. For a walk-on like pepe, the rest of

his teammates gave him respect for "being toughG' and viewed
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his value to them as a vital part of their football tradition.

Doc said nWalk-ons have no g"lory on the outside (meaning to

the pUblic) but they are a big part of the warn.

For those who are out-of-state college players, the

phenomenon of becoming personally involved with people from

different ethnic groups and backgrounds makes the sense of

belonging even more symbolic. Flea, Hunter, Smooth Red and

Doq spoke of their football experience as providing an avenue

to initially adjust to vast changes in their lives such as

alleviating loneliness, fitting in to dorm living and making

friends. Later they said the symbolism or image identity with

being a Division I college football member took on a

collective significance. They indicated that at this site

institution, there did not appear to be a dominant ethnic

group in footba.ll which they surmised allowed for easier

infusion into the major peer cUlture, the football team.

An interesting consensus emerged from the participants

regarding ethnic group subcultures. While recognizing that

friendship networks on the team tended to be organized along

racial lines or by positions, the players, particularly the

black participants, felt they gained most through

acculturation with the main football culture. Through college

football, Smooth Red and Hunte~ said they had their first real

contact with people from different racial groups. It has been

the context by which they have nurtured and maintained cross

racial relationships. The rest of the participants also paid
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reverence to the educative value of ethnic heterogeneity

within the football team. On the light side, their tales

about out~of-state players speaking pidgin English and in-

state players wearing Malcolm X hats and trying to "act Black"

were always accompanied with a lot of laughter and enjoyment.

B.C. had the following comment:

It's kinda fascinating. You kinda trip out--a lot of
local players start talking like that (meaning Blacks}.
It's kinda neat, like you know you have like a cultural
exchange yeah. And then you have <out-of-statet players
trying to talk pidgin--"Hey brah!", itDs kinda funny. I
think that's one of the good parts about it. You get to
experience the different cultures to a certain extent •••

From their vantage however, because the foundation of

camaraderie among them is so strong, their jests and mockery

of each other are viewed as simply levity.

Bull, in espousing the abiding belief that football is a

test of personal resolve, toughness and allegiance to peers,

provided an example of Cube, a young man who suffers from

Down a S Syndrome. Cube is not a player but hung around the

team at practices and games till he became part of the team.

He was then given a special responsibility and that was to run

to midfield during games to pick up the football tee after

kickoffs. He apparently performs this with some personal

dramatics. Bull offered this information about Cube to point

out the extent of camaraderie that is shared:

It's like CUbe-you know Cube? The guy who runs out on
the field and tumbles down. He has a sense of belonging
-that's why he's around. Because we all accept him and
we treat him--we don't treat him like he has a problem.
Hey! he wants to tease us, we're going to tease him right
back you know. He pUlls our shorts down, we do the same.
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He comes around because he knows he belongs. That us what
most of the guys do.

The participants cited subcultures within the football

team as influencing their view of camaraderie. They indicated

that interrelationships with their ethnic, positions and

geographic sUbgroups added to their sense of identity and

pride. They were quick to add, however, their belief that

there are certain things about team loyalties and awareness

that cross racial lines. I found in all their openness, this

topic seemed to touch a raw nerve. That is, while they

clearly expressed the powerful feelings they had for members

of their SUbgroups, they also described their sensitivity to

labeling of them by outsiders. For example, Smooth Red said

he had heard talk about the different races on the team not

getting along with each other but thought it was "absurd

because I don't see it at alln. He further indicated that

their Black SUbgroup definitely feels more comfortable with

each other but said:

••• that's a different situation in that we coming from
(area in u. S.) anywa~'e So:r me2l,Jl you aJm.ost totally lose
your culture if you don't kinda just have some type of
base. That's why we have barbeques and we do some
things.

Another important factor that provided a sense of

connection was the within-culture effects that exist. Despite

the "pay dues" routines tha.t were quasi-ceremonial and

traditicnal at the start of each football season, the

veteran/rookie relationship was described as paramount to the
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development of camaraderie. The veterans placed themselves as

role models and mentors and the rookies felt knowing and

playing with those they looked up to contributed to a

comfortable inclusive affiliation.

The submersion of individuality in favor of group

interest is viewed by the participants as unconscious or in

their own wording "something that's automatic". They pointed

out that the pecking order that dictates their organizational

structure is exclusive of their interrelationships with each

other. They say off the playing field, they do not label each

other by position ranking. Despite the tight parameters that

govern their football lives and despite a caste-type

organization designed to promote a competitive divisiveness

among them, the participants to a man, feel they instead serve

to unify them. Adler & Adler (1988) observed that

norganizations in which members are highly interdependent and

in which perfo:L'mance might require unswerving commitments from

members 18 include athletic teams, astronaut groups, and

surgical teams (p. 402).

Save Face Mentality

In contrast to their seemingly idyllic view of life as

football athletes in college, the participants suggested that

they felt their lives and activities were compromised in some

ways. They revealed that they understand the public image of
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a football athlete that they are expected to uphold. They

spoke about the media pouncing on information about pl&yeI3'

escapades especially 7 and blowing them out of proportion.

Interestingly too, they acknowledged being discriminating

about when their so-called pUblic image is necessary and when

their individual identities are acceptable. Some said they

handled this constant turmoil by becoming actors playing

roles.

As a way to individually salvage their often self

inflicted turmoil with their roles, they discussed developing

an outer veneer, a deliberate external stoicism that sustain

them through disappointments and the politics of athletics.

This abstraction is labeled as saving face and primarily

reflects coping with imposed expectations about their

priorities.

Many of the meanings that the participants reportedly

attached to football revolved around toughness, emotional

self-controlI' physical size and strength. Further, they

interpreted their tenure as football student-athletes as a

"business enterprise", "love for the sport", lithe most

important thing in my life", "a chance to get my education;'.

They described with clarity, their ambivalence with

commodifying themselves for a chance to participate in

something they love and enjoy. They commented on having to

subsume their academic pursuits whenever football priorities

interfered.
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Their primary response to feeling like pawns is one of

full acknowledgment of their choice. They say they had signed

on for the "full nine yards n • with great sensitivity, the

participants cited that they all covet athletic excellence and

aChievement of this requires "training of the bodytl but it

also involves a "head game". Throughout intense and

continuous competition where one teammate's success might mean

another player's demotion, the participants say they have had

to develop their own ways of dealing with the realities of

being a Division I college football player. Pepe described

a situation that was very personal, one he said he felt anger,

then sorrow, then uncertainty and finally acceptance.

Interestingly, this range of emotions was felt in the time

span of several minutes. He said the team was on a road trip

and during the game, the #1 and #2 quarterbacks succumbed to

injuries and had to leave the game. On the sidelines, both

Pepe, #4 in ranking and the #3 quarterback, a rookie player

who "hadn't taken a game snap" were eagerly awaiting lithe

callBe • pepe said he wanted to go in so badly even knowing

"two of my friends went down". He said he knew he could do

the job and he wanted to finally prove he could step in and

carry the team. He described the anticipation and atmosphere

on the sidelines as nervewracking. Then the Coach called #3 I S

number. pepe was crushed! He bares his innerm~st thoughts

and feelings in finishing this story. He wanted to slam his

helmet down and stomp off. He said next: ';If I could've, I
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t'l1ould have dropped a tear or two but I knew that was no good II •

So he joined his teammates to encourage #3 who was Dlnervous

like heck" to carry the team forward. Pepe labeled his

heartwrenching experience as lithe lump in my throat was so

big" because he was so emotional. After years of toil, he

finally thought he had his chance. He said: "I came so close

to getting my foot in the door lV
• He felt this situation

tested his personal goals to perform: IAI was confident in my

mind that I could compete .•• when it comes to football I know

what I can do--I just needed something to p1.'ove myself".

unfortunately, he was not given the opportunity. He felt his

teammates continued to respect him for his competitive spirit,

leadership and team attitudes.

For most, the support and non-judgmental nature of the

football peer culture assist with saving face. For a few,

their inability or disinterest in being a team player

prevails, so they quit football. Russell (1993) observed

that: "Disillusioned members of a team no longer pursue their

common interest, effort lags and some members start to drift

away ••• " (p. 74).

For the participants, the playing field is the main

battleground. As Hunter described: "I want to be a class in

competing. It • s nothing personal •• off the field I can put

that aside •• actually competition brought us close". All

agreed that as competitors they want to beat each other out of

positions and at practices they indeed attempt this.. but
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otherwise their team face is a silent witness to their

allegiance to the total team effort.

B.C., ~oc and Elea talked about face saving in a personal

way. They said they felt forced to project wellness when in

fact they were playing hurt. They talked about playing with

pain as the norm in football. It seems it was described as a

badge of toughness and commitment. Their desire to avoid

demotion or to be shunned by coaches compelled them to

continue to minimize their injuries, claiming their logic was

to save face within the depth chart order. Flea described his

situation with injuries:

••• I can play with pain. I play through that. If I sit
out like that I won't be playing. I gotta play tough.
Otherwise I won't be on the field as much and so I'm able
to play through the pain and suck it up when times get
rough.

Again, the bottom line goal of winning games is the bond

that fosters the save face concept among the participants.

They say it mitigates any individual goals they may have over

that of emphasizing the importance of team play. As

complicated as this point of view may appear to outsiders, the

participants claimed it wasn't, primarily because teamwork and

sense of togetherness superseded any solitary notions of

success.

Regardless of how hard they fought for rankings,

recognition and star status in practice and perhaps came out

on the short end, they felt their cohesion as a team allowed

them to respectfully and gracefully share in all that came
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their team's way. They added that IIgetting OUI butts kicked u1

and being "swore atU and "screamed at ll by coaches is "no party

by no means" and for some embarrassing and degrading yet they

offered that these experiences were common among them and

scoldings and beratings were an everyday occurrence. Lenk

(1969) said: "A team is a unit with a task that no individual

members can do aloneu (p. 37). Football players heartily

agree that this knowledge predicates their acceptance of and

participation in the saving face mentality.

Us Against the World

collectively, the participants shared their uneasiness

with discrimination against the student-athlete culture by

students, faculty and others on the campus. A study conducted

by Engstrom & Sedlacek (1991) of freshmen students' attitudes

of student-athletes at a pUblic university in eastern u.s.

suggested that they perceived student-athletes negatively in

situations dealing with academics. My study's participants

had similarly experienced "attitudes" from fellow students and

professors in the classroom setting.

The third induction from their experiences is

conceptualized as Us Against the World, referring to the

imposed or directed disengagement they say they experienced in

the college academic world. Knight believes the perpetuation

of misinformation, stereotyping and even fear is proverbial;
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a label given the entire group of student-athletes for the

actions of "one or two bad apples". He claims their academic

experiences as student-athletes parallel those of regular

students in that wrongs such as cheating, cutting class,

tardiness and later papers are committed by both groups. He

said: UI mean sometimes there are athletes who may want to

cheat or want to get something off somebody else but so do

non-athletesUl
•

In an interview quote contained in a letter Doc wrote to

the school newspaper, Head Coach (name) of the (site

university's football team) cites the major difference between

a student-athlete and a regular student: "An athlete' s

lifestyle is viewed under a microscope. If an athlete does

something wrong, they will most likely make the front page of

the newspaper and the six o' clock news" (Head Coach, personal

communications, January 13, 1994).

Nevertheless, the participants stopped short of calling

this prejudice. Instead, they said they felt an inclination

toward viewing their collegiate world as we-ness and they

ness. Interestingly, the participants were very willing to

look within their cultural bonds for explanations to this

assertion. In their view, the academic arena was not where

their peer culture mediated their actions as it did in

athletics. They found the academic environment different;

one where the focus was on individual commitmen't and decisions

and one where student-athletes were dispersed to their own
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pursuits. They admit their encounters with the classroom have

not always been well-received and therefore, have tended to

appreciate the comfort zone offered by their football peers

even mora. Elliott (1986) had the following thoughts on the

notion of group consciousness:

Just as the individual acquires an individual
identity under his own name ••• so too social identity
requires the awareness of belonging to a
distinctively named group in contrast to other
groups •.• These are all the end-product of the
collective identification of individuals (p. 6).

The participants spoke candidly about being victims of

stereotyping and negativism but also about being their own

self-perpetuators. 'l'hey realize the burden they bear has

elements of truth to it particularly knowing some of their

teammates are on campus just to play football and appear to be

frivolous about school.

realism in their goals:

Pepe and others decry the lack of

So basically, you get a scholarship, youire not here to
play football, you're here to get a degree, then
football •.•with some guys, the majority, 85--90% on the
team, are not going to the pros. Are not going to play
and a lot of 'em think they are, a lot of 'em think when
I get to the League, I'm going to make this much and this
much money and sometimes I feel like telling 'em 'Eh,
buddy, you better wake up. Get your degree first, you
know if it happens, it happens! but if not you have
something to fall back.

B.C. added:

I I m sure everybody on the team has that dream •• I mea n
everybody has a dream of playing professional
football ••• but inside of you--there' s gotta be-- tle:e's
a dreamer and a realist--or idealist and I think some
of them have a problem differentiating between those
two. I never quite understood that.
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B.C. offered another dimension that he felt often

interferes with their attempts to juggle a major conflict

role--that of student. He proposed that despite the rhetoric

about student-athlete education being foremost p the

fundamental design of intercollegiate athletics within a

higher education institution is that of preservation of the

student-athletes' status. He believes that this business

oriented process of keeping student-athletes eligible

contributes to segregation from the mainstream for one, and

secondly, to continual misunderstandings. He pointed out that

Athletics have their own academic advisors for athletes,

athough B.C. said a student-athlete who is purposeful may

elect to get advising from his respective college academic

services. It also seems to be a common practioe for academic

advisors in Athletics to handle student-athletes' financial

aid documents and to get them registered for classes,

especially during the fall football season. These actions,

participants agree, tag them as not only different but

mistakenly privileged.

B.C. said: nYeah, you know everybody is part of the

system •• I'm not saying (site university) does this but if they

qotta keep the kids in basketweaving or coin counting, so be

it".

Flea and Pepe used symbolism in their comments on feeling

targeted and subtly ostracized by fellow students. They

believe that other students and faculty generally conclude
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that student-athletes bring into the classroom the same

attitudes that they successfully execute on the playing field.

That is, that they brim with confidence, cockiness! arrogance

and self-importance. pepe almost apologetically said:

"I guess we have this aura about us ••• Maybe it sometimes come

across each other as negative, but it's just, it comes with

the territoryu.

In actuality, they say they hardly feel the classroom

offers them a pedestal to be admired or adulated and if

students truly got to know them, they would find student

athletes to be equally as anxious about the professor,

apprehensive about the grading in class and socially perplexed

about making friends. It is hardly a wonder they add that

they find salvation in networking with any or all student

athletes who are in their class.

Failure Can Mean Success

The fact that a defeat ultimately becomes a win is a

revolutionary concept that the participants concluded was an

outcome that reflected their coping with dual roles of being

a student and being an athlete. This particular analysis

portrayed their perceptions that an adverse relationship

exists for football student-athletes in general. They said it

has proven difficult for them to achieve equal success in both

demands, school and athletics. In communicating about the
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life of a student-athlete, they expressed with experiential

awareness, the intensities and requirements of their schedules

in both these areas. They felt being a student-athlete in

Division I football was truly an either-or predicament. That

is, the majority of them are more successful in one of these

areas and unfortunately, hardly in both.

For example, they described encountering failure or

mediocrity as an athlete often motivated or inspired them to

concentrate on schoolwork. They further admitted that this

turnaround in thinking and action sometimes occurs after an

injury that sidelines them for a length of time. Besides the

inability to play they say they are faced with a reality

check, mainly the pros and cons of lifelong debilitation if

they continued in college football. Their revelations,

colored by the ebbs and flows of a football season reflect

postures of sensitivity and susceptibility that I had not

fathomed would be their experience. B.C. spoke with

compassion about his injuries and their impact on his future:

••• l think that the emphasis on the student-athletes
is more looked upon as a product. As you know,
once you!re used up and like for me and again I'm
speaking from my own experiences that you know a
lot of my injuries that I had during football will be
with me the rest of my life. And once your
eligibility is up you know they are no longer accountable
for what happened.

And I think you know in other areas you have
'Workmen's compensation, you get hurt on the job and
stuff and for me I think it kinda leaves a bad
taste in my mouth, like my should~r~, knees ••• l
reali:::3d I entered into a commitment that would put
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myself in jeopardy, you know by the same token I
was representinq the (site university) and I was
giving- it my all and I feel like you ]cnow•.. there
needs to be a little bit more personable individual
emphasis on it but I don't know if that's a
possibility just because it's based so much on
money •.• it's everything is money .••

Pepe who is grateful for his scholarship award after

three years of depending on his Mom for tuition money said he

did not want to fail in his classwork and be left in a lurch.

He said he knows he has no chance for a professional football

career. This is how he views his emphasis on academics:

..... what X'm looking for now is something that can lead me in

the right direction, where I'm exposed and get the experience

so I can write up something and get a job".

On the other hand, the participants explain they are

aware of student-athletes who excell on the football field at

the expense of the classroom and still may come out a winner.

For these select few, failure can mean success serves as a

sign or symbol that the possibility that "they'll be playing

on sundays" is great. What they mean is that they may be poor

students but they are superstar athletes and may be chosen for

a professional football career which guarantees they'll play

Sunday games. Smooth Red and Flea aspire for professional

football careers and are forthright about their desires. They

are focusing their time and efforts to fulfill the dream of

future stardom. They say they realize school is a distant

second among their priorities but it is a deliberate choi.ce.
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An interesting study by Messner (1992) on ex-athletes

compared athletic aspirations among middle and lower-class

males. He revealed that: "boys from lower-class backgrounds

would see athletics as the career option rather than ~ career

optionil (p. 52). The crystallization of professional football

pursuits for Smooth Red reverts back to his early childhood

admissions of poverty and hardships and the urgency of

removing his mother from this continued existence. On page 91

of this text, he mentioned his Mom working three jobs as long

as he can remember. Flea is responding to not only his dream

but that of his father who wants that for Flea. He said:

I want to play professional ball. I really do and it
starts now. I've already been lifting••• I
usually go home during spring Break but ••. I'm going to
stay here and work out.

My Dad has a lot of knOWledge about teams and stuff
and coaches. He sees Scouts at the games. He says
"Flea, itDs there. It's there for the takingu • But
anyway ••• I've got two more football seasons left
and I want to make the most of it.

Another point the veteran participants especially made

was that this theoretical stance was an evolving and

consequential process. They explained that when entering into

academia and athletics as freshmen, they may have naively

believed they could master both demands without much

diffiCUlty. !{..rdCIht said it was logical that they thought in

this manner because being scholarship players they were "big

names U in high school and thought their fame would continua in

college. On the academic side, they thought college classes

would be a continuation of high school classes.
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All of the participants, speaking not necessarily for

themselves but for the team, pointed out that the first year

is often tumultuous, with adjustments to both a Division I

football program and school simultaneously. The next phase in

the earlier mentioned evolution of adjustment may lead players

to focus their attention on one area over the other. Those

who were #1 on the Depth Charts want to hold their starting

positions and generally work hard at continuing their football

success. They believe that football student-athletes will

work extremely hard to fulfill their football promise until

injuries, strong indications from coaches or personal problems

make it impossible. They also said failure, especially in the

sports arena is difficult for them to admit but they have

unexpectedly found that can lead to academic and Ultimately,

career advancement.

summary

The four emergent themes: camaraderie, Save Face

Mentality, Us Against the World and Failure Can Mean Success

center on iutrinsic and extrinsic explanations given by the

participants as to what their Division I college football

experience is like. That is, they made known some of their

innermost thoughts as well as showed their personalities and

carriage. As they conceptuali.zed how their lives revolve

around foo·tball and their peer CUlture, the participants
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demonstrated that their peer culture encompasses e:l~ternal

conformity as seen in their dress, uniforms, expressions l

slogans and pUblic demeanor. They also showed convergent

thinking in their values orientation and beliefs. They are

powerfully homogeneous as a team culture that views

sUbordination of self to the team, acceptance of strict

discipline and pain as an inevitable part of sport.

Additionally, they endorse aggressiveness and competitive

spirit on the playing field. The participants on the other

hand, also alluded to tenderness and compassion being

important qualities that they willingly shared among each

other off the playing field.

Their claim is that intercollegiate athletics tended to

foster their dehumanization while their peer culture cherished

student-athletes~ individuality completely. The participants

unequivocally placed major primacy on bonding with people who

care and share. Camaraderie emerged as the single most

significant value affecting their peer culture. They

indicated they felt psychologically safe with their football

peers, believing they were able to trust teammates in their

environment and have close relationships with those who shared

this common interest.

Testimony to the power of solidarity was discussed in the

context of the volatile athletic environment and social

isolation of the classroom. solidarity among members as a

value in its own right, provided the parameters for
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nonjudgmental thinking and actions by the peer culture. They

said this permeated within the culture a sense of team

equality that allowed student~athletes to save face when faced

with haranguing and humiliation by coaches for example or

difficulties in the classroom.

Then, their views of their own cultural group as compared

with the general college student population showed that they

felt socially, emotionally and academically isolated. It was

clear they felt they were classified as intellectually lacking

and socially inept. Partly in reaction to this, they spoke

articUlately with an us against the world attitUde.

Finally, a characteristic of the pluses and minuses of

playing football was perceived by the student-athletes as a

winning equation after all. They concluded that a few among

them may meet athletic success and more would focus on their

academics and become productive members of the work world.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This has been a st~ulatin9 study for me because of the

open-ended qualitative approach that has allowed the

information to emerge in a fresh way. The eight (8)

participants are a select group, but, i~ another sense, they

are not. They were not randomly chosen, but were selected

because they fit the profile desired~ members of (site

university's) football team for at least one year;

representative numbers from offensive and defensive positions;

representative numbers from ethnic/racial groupings;

representative numbers from various geographical home bases.

While the intent of this qualitative study was not to .ake

predictions about football student-athletes, other football

student-athletes reading this study are likely to discover

parts of themselves in their fellow participants' experiences

and to feel some connectedness.

The participants, select student-athletes in football,

continue to grow and develop as college student-athletes and

aelDbers of society. By this writiDq~ four (4) have graduated,

three (3) are OD the current roster of the j§ite university's)

football teaB and one (1) after finishing' his football

eligibiJ.ity has dropped out of school. I consider it ay

privileqe to have this opportunity to r~construct their lives

and give direct glimpses into their socialized peer culture.
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Unlike Chapter V which illustra.tes cWIiulative insights and.

inferences through their own ref1ections, this section

provides my views as the researcherI interviewer as well. as

what I consider points worthy of future attentioD3 I provide

these with SOBe reservation because I feel the experiences

these student-athletes shared cannot be manipulated to provide

meaninq. In traditional forms of educational research, raw

data are not enough. They become meaningful through

mathematical manipulation and analysis. In qualitative

research like this stUdy, there are a number of implications

for both theory and practice. Therefore, rather than try to

take words out of their mouths by substituting my own, this

chapter responds to the meaning that is already present in

their stories, fro. individual and collective perspectives.

Condensed summary of study

This descriptive stUdy of football student-atLl~tes in

one iiestern u.s. universi.ty has sought to provide a concrete

exaaination of their relations with others within the

institutional setting by addressing the four research

questions that guided the analysis.

The four research quest.ions centering on the student

athlete cu1ture and experiences were occasioned by such

stUdies as Adler' Adler (1991), Enqstrom' Sedlacek (1991),

Hessner (1992) as ve11 as the Knight Foundation Commission on
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Intercollegiate Athletes; reports (199~r 1992, 1993)0 These

studies suggest that collegiate athletics occupies a

siqnificant place in higher edu.cation activi,ties but also

emphasizes how 1itt10 is known about tbe nature of peer

culture that emerges within sport settings.

In keeping with qual.itative research, this study employed

natl.U"alistic methods,. primaril.y personal experience interviews

and observations. In particular, a total of at l.east thirty

five (35) personal. interviews were conducted with eight (8)

select student-athletes, averaging four (4) interviews per

participant. My aia was to go beyond reconstructing their

individual experiences but to also add to the general

understanding about playing football. and the develop_ent of

their culture.

The qua.litative eKaBination of the culture and

experiences of this group of m.en through their perceptions has

allowed sOllle important issues to emerge concerning their

sta.tus as student-ath1etes, partiCUlarly as they believe

others see tbem and as they see themselves and each other.

There are also a number of conclusive statements that I feel

can be made fro. the col1ected datas

Responses to the Research Questions

Research Question #1: What are the student-athletes'
perceptions of their football
team experience?
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playing football for a Division I college football te~

is a pendulu'u.s experience to the participants. This is the

overall view I offer when I take into account the insecurities

of playing the sport itself to m.ore fUlly gra.sping the

apparently secure warmth of their peer culturee Consequently,

the earlier described the=es of camaraderie, failure equals

success and saving face have prominence in understanding their

ambivalent feelings about certain aspects of their football

team experience.

For each participant, their ~ollege football experience

is noteworthy, especially in their growth as team players and

as vibrant, intuitive individuals. Despite the powerful

impact of "winning is everythingll ethic that is encouraged, it

can be argued that these student-athletes are not "dwab

jockslU , "air-heads" or "blank slates~! onto which the public,

the .edia and non-athletes can permanently imprint these

labels.

As fully ap~reciated as their college football careers

are for them, it is crucial to examine how the ambivalences

and insecurities of playing the sport digress from the values,

a.ttitudes and acceptance they experience in a c1ose-knit

network as the footba11 peer culture offers. This dichotomy,

expressed by the student-athletes in the study very matter-of

factly as a way of life for them6 was an integral part of

their total football experience. In order to play football

and juggle academics, they undertake the responsibility to
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center their lives around footba11 u sometimes at the expense

of other important relationships. Doc mentioned his

girlfriend "is understanding but if she ever asked me to quit

football # I'd say goodbye to her". This posture, perhaps a

standard expectation in athletics, nonetheless, is discordant

in a number of ways. For one, it hardly allows choices and

tor another~ it creates contusion on the student-athlete role.

For example, froD earlier reve1ations, the participants

discussed and concluded that many people see, expect and thus

treat them. as athlete-students.. This role contusion is marked

by tensions and conflicts between student-athlete3 and regular

students and between student-athletes and faCUlty. It also

encourages the student-athlete to differentiate himself fro.

others outside his group.

Their revelations showed that they responded

spontaneously to the demands, pressures, competition and

painfUl agonies of failure in playing the sport, mostly

because they accepted the challenge and partly because they

felt their scholarships were contractual obligations to the

university. Collectively, the student-athletes have shared an

essential ingredient of the human condition that is a

frightening one to face--vulnerability. The demands and

activities they face on the playing field especially# are

unremitting reminders to them of their vulnerability.

Inasmuch as their peer culture unity was considered to be

empathic and enabling, the participants identified fears,
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frustrations,. fa],1ures and even isolationism. as potential

disabling barriers to success. They walk a tightrope~ trying

to eke out a balance to survive what is expected of them.

They are sometimes defenseless.

A strong theme, almost a p1ea, permeated my conversations

with the eight (8) student-ath1.Gtes: "We are not that

different from other students or anyone elseoD
• Sometimes this

rem.inder was expressed in vords; Bore often it wa.s iBplied in

the accounts of the experiences, football and academic to be

specific, they have encountered. Although the participants

wish to be known as regular college students on campus, their

actions and behavior are sometimes contrary to this expressed

desire. They tend to be clique-ish in the classrooB and have

been observed usinq their siz~ and status as football players

to intimidate others. Their comfort level with blending into

the college community is still quite low and their contrived

aloofness often interferes with their assimilation. Finally,

the participants see football in the long-range as good

because they see it as u1ife's traininglll .. As surly Smooth Red

put it: "There ain't no such thing as fair in life".

Research Question #2: Does the social world of
collegiate athletes rest upon a
system of beliefs, values
and symbols that is shared by
its members? If sop how?

In order to answer the second research question regarding

a shared system of beliefs, values and symbols among student-
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athletes, it is necessary to ~) summa~ize the affinity that

exists between the teaa sport of football and student

athletes~ developing identities and 2) look at the development

of their sport relationships and how it fosters shared

meaning.

Initially.. as boys, the student-athletes in my study were

first attracted to playing football because it was a primary

means to connect with other people, especia11y male peers.

But as they became successful on the playing field, their

interest turned less toward "being with the guysn and aore

toward vying with each other for recognition and success.

Later, as the student-athletes became committed to

playing college football and were recruited to do so, the

competitive hierarchy of athletics actually advanced the

development of tea. bonding and closer identities with other

football athletes. They said the higher level of play at the

college level fosters their socializa.tion because as mentioned

earlier, "there is no :r in team". They also :became socially

conditioned to convey a te~ unity in all that they did and

thus their relationships and interactions with other llale

footba11 athletes spi11ed into the classroom as we11. This

homogeneity amongst thea was their cu1ture, a security net

that they kept themselves enshrouded under to better deal with

their football encounters as well as the world outside of

football.
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Therefore p playing on a Division :r major college football

team fostered an emergence of distinct cultural bonds that

they had not experienced ear.lier. In high school, their

athletic prowess and recoqnition were individually accorded

where they said the stars got the limelight with the team

often a second thought. As college players, the complicated

level of play required a team approach at all times. No one

seems to dispute the point t~~t an individual player alone

cannot vin games for a college team. In fact, several of the

participants said learninq to npla~ i:". role on the teiUln ,

rather than needing to be the star, was a valuable lesson they

learned through the college sport program. Additionally~

college football with its business-oriented etbic began to

eclipse the more traditional emphasis of character building

and playing to have fun and supplanted this with a systea of

conditiona1 self-wortb. In other words, when B.C. recounted

his "what have you. done for me lately?" syndrome and Knight

alluded to nyouare only as good as your last gameU fears, a

constant in the student-athletes' social world was the sense

of insecurity and vorry about the next game, the next

practice, even the next team meeting.

To fully understand male sport relatioDships~ a noted

sociologist, Don Saba (1987) said in a newspaper article (as

cited in Saba & panepinto,. 1990): "There's a very intimate

relationship between sport and a man's inner sense of his

identity as a ma1e. Part of that definition of beinq a man is
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you ~ re supposed to be in cha.rge" in control of the enviroIm.ent

and destiny';.

At the college level, the participants felt that

competition and unity were concepts that marked their cultural

systea and further defined for them the manner in which tbey

handled themselves on the field. other entities that they

valued Bay appear nebulous to non-athletes but were

articulated by the participants as powerful. For one" they

believe in emotion control. They said this is a deliberate

Rasculine persona that involves rational considerations

related to not losing face, fUlfilling expectations of coaches

and fans and of appearing fearless. Related to saving face is

the value they place OD martyrdom. 1 discovered they felt

pain and violence vere part of being a football player and

they upheld tbis point of view through their very actions.

B.C., Flea, and Doc spoke on this matter directly; Bull and

Smooth Red alluded to the nobility of playing with injuries.

To a.ll the participants, the supreme compliment on the

football field vas to be called a Glhitt21rG' or uheadhunter'w •

Fro. .y research, the answer to Research Question #2 is

yes. with this particUlar participant group, the how is best

portrayed through the ways they validate and support

relationships and decisions made by fellow teaJI. JIleDbers.

Snyder , spreitzer (1978) wrote on locker room dynamics and

used the following slogan as a graphic depiction of shared

philosophy in athletics: "cooperation--remember the banana,
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every time it lea.ves the bunch it gets skinned~D (p. 192). The

norma of brotherhood for the student~athletes in the study

also support Snyder's quote. Their loyalty, solidarity and

cob.esiveness are without question and their boundaries are not

even magical--It's belonging to the team, first and foreaost.

Research Question #3: According to selected football
student-athletes, what
characterizes a state university
Division I major college
football peer culture?

According to the select football student-athletes~ their

football peer culture is characterized by strong cultural

identities. In addition to affiliation with like-ainded

individuals, there is solid evidence that student-athletes in

the stUdy use their cultural .eRbership to exhibit a uniquely

expressive style of aasculinity. This affectation or pose is

externally visible; their individual physiques, the people

they "hang out.. with and their vociferous talk are symbolic

stamps indicating their football association.

Less te11tale are values and perspectives they regard

highly. In order to understand these characteristics~ it is

necessary to examine their attitudes about being a member of

this peer culture and how their relationships are shaped. It

is not uncommon to hear these student-ath1etes talk a1Bost

reverently of their relationships with teammates. They very

aptly characterized their peer culture as camaraderie-ship.

This sense that close friendShips between them are forged in
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mutual adversity wa.s a com.mon theme in their discussions about

playing the sport and working as a team~

ThroughoutI' the participants have unhesitatingly affirmed

the sense of c~raderie and bonding that they feel exists

within their peer culture. Relationships within this peer

culture that they develop easily fill any family voids they

may fee1 as well as take care of college adjustments.

However, they have come to rea1ize that this cohesion

sometimes works against them with the outside worldI'

particUlarly in the classroom and in public. ThUS, the theme

of "Us Against the World" poignantly portrays the IIifitting inn

or assimilating problems they discussed. other than this

point of their peer culture being narrowly insular, the fact

that over 100 student-athletes from diverse backgrounds and

settings can come together and coexist as football teammates

is a remarkable feat.

As members of an interacting group of individuals

entering the team culture in staggered fashion, with players

coming and going, the spirit o~ community that sustains theR

is through shared rituals and customs. They talked about

initiation rites, summer camps, their statement-making

fashions and appearances and identifying names that deepened

their bonds.

Along with the view of dues willi.ngly paid and acceptance

into the footba.11 peer culture, another interesting consensus
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poi~t of view that was evident, was the belief that injuries,

pain and hea.lth risks are like paying dues, a DDnecessary

evil". As a group, they value a tough m.ascul.ine identity and

want to uphold this standard unequivocally~

with this partiCUlar Division I college football peer

culturea besides the significance they placed on comradeship

and team goals, they identified themse1ves as an egalitarian

culture of sorts. The social philosophy that is a binding,

accu1turating fa.ctor is the view that within the cu1tural

bounds, there is a feeling of equality based on their being

members of the football team.

without exception, they noted that being a football

student-athlete aeant "no free timell , "always trying to be

betterU , "a lot of pressure" and "doing what I can for the

team". A significant part of this stUdy drew upon how they

coped with diverse expectations as students and athletes. I

found they gravitated toward insulation where the athletic

organizational structure readily accomodated this need with

rules, rules and more rules for them. Their emotional

inSUlation was provi~~d by their football peer cu1ture with

its universal acceptance of teaJWDates i.rregardless of size,

rank, status or popUlarity. Along the lines of a past sloqan

popUlarized by a professional football team for its defensive

line, the participants felt safe and secure within the

confines of their peer culture's Usteel curtain".
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Research Question #4: What patterns of group
perspectives about football
student-athletes as a culture
are evidenced among this group
of men?

The key issue that was interwoven throughout the study is

the mediating pattern of socialization that dramatizes either

successful or unsuccessful iDmersion into school, into

athletics or both. In the process of negotiating their

student-athlete roles, they divu1qed attempts at reconciling

politica1, sports roles and academic expectations. My

interpretation of the data in this particular area concerns

their internalization of a crisis matter such as the student-

athlete di1emma and then their handling of it. Perhaps, for

the first time in their lives as student-athl.etes, they

encounter a situation where they may have had to make a major

decision that did not please certain constituencies. I

discovered that the participants knew college football vas

demanding and expected to be the major focus of their lives

and identities. They accepted this co:mm.itment wholeheartedly.

However, their guilt and insecurities began to incxease as

they privately questioned the kind of focus that academics

could have in their lives that would not jeopardize their

football identities.

This decision is further exacerbated because the student-

athlete does not ever feel he has a secure position on the

teaJII and therefore, unless injured" very disinclined to revea.l

or discuss seeking personal priorities that are not in sports.
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I understand this layer or veneer often does not rise to the

surface until student-athletes become ex-athletes. According

to the participants, a good nUDDer of them are reluctant to

risk losing their scholarships. This particu1ar group

perspective revealed the fragile position they occupy as they

yo-yo their way through college and football. They concluded

that while they are active participants they have too much at

stake to jeopardize all their hard work by conceding a.

weakness.

Another group perspective that is undeniably attractive

to thea is the aspiration for athletic stardom and a

professional athlete status. The prospect of realizing their

boyhood dream is hardly disputed by the motivated, hardworking

young lien who participate in this qru.elinq sport for this

reason. Recognition and especially respect vere very

iBportant constructs in their football world because the

participants noted" those values are a big part of what

separates success and failure for them. However, the hard

lesson they learned is that entry into football does not

automatically guarantee succesSe Horeover, the participants

have found the difference between success and failure in

football lies in a combination of structural opportunities,

e.q. availability of spots in a positionAl' Blworkinq ha.rder than

tbe next quy" and of course, luck.

To the participants, their unwaverinq love, interest and

dedication to play the sport of football was evidence of qroup
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solidarity G They spoke of this almost as often as they

described camaraderie. Theirs is such a deep commitment,

qiven the physical and mental rigors, the time and the

priorities that govern their lives. This perspective suggests

a poverful psychological and emotional merging of individuals

who are dedicated to the SaBe zission.

As a group.. they generally accept patriotism, meritocracy

and even violence as essential theBes in their hierarchical

world. A salient belier around which symbolic meaning

emanates is their universal identification with football being

a male sport and that college athletes playing Division I

football are tough, aggressive, and powerful. Their masculine

superiority over other non-athlete males and females is

aisconstrued, especially in the classroom where their

sensitivities to being maligned, seems to have cultivated the

gulf between student-athletes and the rest of the campus

cOillillunity•

In effect, the words of the pa.rticipants themselves

pointed toward their football indoctrination as learning about

and adjusting to life within the male dominated hierarchy of

the sport itself and the structural order of college and

acadeaics. They became part of a rule governed athletic

organization interspersed with the cultura1 ethos that linked

them to membership in the football team. This led to an
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examination of both their global vieW's of being college

student-ath1etes and their individual reconciliation with this

dualiSBm

As they tried to come to terms with their respective

ascend.ing or descending status in sport and then in academics,

it can be said. that engagement or disengagement became

exclusively important. That the choice of engagement in a

footba~l career m.eant total investment in it still

demonstrated for Flea and Smooth Red, a rational choice on

their part. That Pep~ bad no choice but to disengage from his

athletic career because of a season-ending back injury, made

his changed :focus on schoolwork, an appropriate one. What Ray

be inconclusive but nevertheless,. noteworthy is the extent and

l§aqnitude of teaa loyalty and devotion that may preclude

individual team _embers from developing their own identities.

Regarding Pepe's action, Charles cooley, sociologist called

this the ~·lookinq glass self" (1962). He said:

If ve view the athletic activity and the crowd as
a sort of mirror into which the athlete gazes, we
can begin to understand how devastating it can be
when that looking glass is suddenly and permanently
shattered r leavinq the man alone, isolated, and
disconnected.

Conclusions

While I endeavored to bring forth my major deductions for

each of the four research questions, my conclusions clearly

overlap across the questions and by no means reflect any
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separation of viewpoints. When viewed in total u some

interesting aggregates from the four areas just addressed are:

Conclusion #1:

Conclusion #2:

Conclusion 13~

Conclusion 14~

The football peer culture is a

prevailing and absorbing social

body that serves, among its many

functions~ as a substitute

family for its members.

The football peer culture and college

athletics have aims that are often at

cross-purposes; one centers on the

interpersonal and ~ersion, the

other rests on subjugation and

dehumanization. However, where and

how these aims intertwine describe

the (site university's

cultural ethos.

While the primacy of playing a tea.

sport is foremost in tbe ainds of

football student-athletes, they a1so

have individual goals of self-glory

or education that sometimes conflict

with team goals.

The football peer culture is

maintained by its members largely
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CODcl.usion tl5:

Concl.usion #6:

Conclusion #7:

Conclusion IS::

through its nonjudgmental

interest and support of the

individual members.

The delizitinq role of the self in

the football arena confuses and

penalizes the student-athlete in his

student role.

Football stude~t-athletes at this

(site university> view playing at the

Division I college level as the next

step to playing professional

football..

Survival and especially success in

the football prograa as veIl as in

acadeBIics compels the student

athletes to create a carefree veneer

to ward off paiD6 failure and other

eaotions.

There is the perception among the

participants of this study that th6

overriding concern of the institution

a.nd coaches is still the successes of

the teaJill rather than the welfare and

education of the individual athlete.
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summary of Major Findings

In snmmary, this descriptive study found that the

football student-athlete peer culture did function as the main

socia1 support network for the participants. Findings

generally indicate th&t the primary point of contact for the

student-athletes in both their scholastic and athletic

environments lie within the membership ranks of their football

culture.

The pa.rticipants maintained that there are distinguishing

differences between their experiences and relationships within

the football peer culture and the football program. For one,

they perceived that college footba1l places greatest emphasis

on the team, the cODlJllon goals, the victory and thus, the

individual is secondary to the goal of winning. To their peer

culture however, each person is worthy in his own right.

The football peer culture was also scen ~s a positive

influence on their self-esteem. The participants identified

their unconditional acceptance by peers that contrasted .ith

the contingency standard of performance, winning and

improvement that marked the footba11 hierarchy.

Another significant difference between the football peer

cuIture and the sport of football is categorized under

hierarchical and competitive relationships. Football stresses

vertica1ity and intense competition; their peer culture

stresses lateral relationships. Peer members are very
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reluct.ant to relate to som.eone else in their group &8 higher

or lowex in pover, prestige or position. since each

individua.l is regarded as: 'Worthwhile and unique, top-down

order is avoided~ In the world of sport, the participants

felt the emphases on goal attainment, enforcement of

conforaity on the playing field, hierarchy, authority, and

universal pursuit of success ran counter to cultural

perspectives. They concluded that in order to succeed as a

student-athlete in Division I college footba1.1, one must learn

to accept authority, follow institutionalized procedures and

rules, and adapt to tea. standards.

In football, the finding that one necessarily becomes a

different person from wbat he is at home, in the classroo., on

a date or with friends is a concern. While the participants

noted that the mix of scholastics and ath1.etics is still

fraqaented and requires different facets of their

personalities to prevai1, they have learned to move adequa.tely

into and out of different roles, identities and behavior.

Their use of different "masks!! is problematic; nonetheI.ess,

the participants view their different ro1es as qood

preparation for surviva1 in societya

Implications for Theoryg Research and Practice

The findings of this study lend support to the assumption

that their peer culture interactions inf1uence the overt
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behavior of student-athletes to a large ext.ent .. while not

necessa.rily influencing individual internal. attitudes and

beliefs. A major concern then.. is how an individual who

thinks or believes one thing, can be persuaded by his group or

the environment he functions in, to do another thing.

While it is probable that the environment,

interco11egiate athletics" denies the advancement of

individual decision-makinq~ the questions that still persist

are: Is the need for survival as a student-athlete or is the

need for acceptance within the football structure or within

the peer culture so strong as to create a situation of

conflict within an individual over bis beliefs and interests?

Through a description of select student-athlete

experiences in football, in college and with others, key

factors and circUDstances have been identified via the earlier

discussed major themes. First.. an implication of the stUdy is

tha.t development is interdependent and must be balanced in

order for student-athletes to qro'V in a well-rounded way.

certai.nly" 'M'ith disparate academic and athletic expectai;ions,

and athletics having the heavier emphasis aJIl.ong student

atbletes 6 it is important to focus more strategically on their

intellectual, interpersonal and self-con~ept development.

This may be an appropriate time to conduct cultural

audits and interventions as Kuh (1993) suggests for higher

education institutions interested in gaining a better

understanding of special populations like student-athletes.
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The ethnography of the student-athlete as an area of study has

bard1y beguna I believe it is a rich ~rea to explore. The

student-athlete culture is a. group discriminated against as

noted by some values held by the college community and society

as a whole. They have consistently been either revered or

reproved. Yet, they have not been stUdied as a unique social

group whose position and role in society reflect some of the

values of society. For exaJAple, the football prograiR and

campus community hold winning games as their measurement for

supporting and honoring team play just as the general public

does ..

stUdying the football student-athlete in terms of their

total life style would give material for comparing patterns of

culture formation, cOWlllUDication, value retention and the

addition of other values, beliefs and customs. Close focus

and analysis of both conversation and activities of the

student-a.thlete in different college communities are essential

to yield interesting information about their coping techniques

and means to achieve and Baintain their self-deter=ination.

Another implication that has both theoretical and

practical connotations centers on the recruitment and

education of the student-athlete. There are student-athletes

who continue to view acadeJllics only as a means to stay

eligible and play football. Educators and administrators Most

directly responsible for student-athletes must be willing and

able to develop individual and group interventions that
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respoma to their educational needs. The transitional

difficulties between ~he athlete to student roles were

explained articulately by the participants, thus predicating

an. urgency at t.his (site universi~ to respond to their

special needs. It appears to be timely that this (site

university} implement a comprehensive student development

program for student-athletes. Its goals would be to provide

not only current advising services that are already in place F

but to plan for a tracking system, peL"sonal and ca.reer

counseling, college readiness assistance and other student

activities.

A specific implication of this study is that the

qualitatively focused, personal interview does appear to be an

appropriate and feasible Bethod for studying the lives of

student-athletes. This study is one among few studies of the

football student-athlete to pZ'iJIlaril.y employ the interview

technique to obtain data about thea. There was some concern

about whether the student-athletes would be willing to al10w

entry into the priva.te sanctW!l.s of their lives. The fi.ndings

of this study found in Chapter IV, suggest that researcb of

this nature among colleqe football athletes is both possible

and productive. Fine (1987) in studying preadolescent sport

cu1t1ll"e through qualitative research remarked on its Ulrich and

dirty" fullness (p. 2).

Another implication of this study is that the interplay

between structural constrain~s of playing football and the
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dynamics of culture creation may not :be fully u..nderstood.

While studies on the student-athlete have focused heavily upon

their graduation rates and college readiness& the findings

here indicate that the student-athlete has legitimate survival

and persona1 concerns that they may not have had a chance to

express before. perhaps a more explicit and extended

longitudinal stUdy with comparative groups of student-athletes

participating in a variety of sports may allow for inferences

about their roles as college student-athletes. perhaps more

emphasis needs to be placed by college administrators on

encouraging articulation about this special population. As

Rub (1993) in "CUltural. Perspectives in student Affairs Workn

noted:

••• symbols often evoke many interpretations, ideas and
actions•••many types of student culture
ezist••• celebrated, nurtured and communicated through
aultivocal symbols ••• The culturally competent
administrator remains open-.inded about various
interpretations of symbols as veIl as encourages
discussion about the mUltiple meanings o£ those symbols
Cp. 103).

The issue of exploitation, that is, feeling like pawns

and cOllUllodities, surfaces yet another implication of this

study. Some of theJ:ll said they were very aware of their

conditions of existence and the uses to which their labor is

put. The student-athletes in this stUdy revealed that this is

a problematic matter for them. They accept this as

unavoidable in athletics and the pursuit of winning games.

still, that they disclosed their sensitivity about these
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impressions/T requires consciou.s awareAleSS/T if not direct

attentioDG

Finally, this study has suggested that the social

integrati.on of football student-athletes in their sport peer

culture is the central source of interaction for thew. The

participants' clam that their affiliations i.n both academic

and athletic arenas generally were with llfl.embers of the

football team. This points to insulation or detachment frOB

the mainstream collegiate world.

This means that campus constituencies, inclUding the

student-athletes themselves, need to be aware of the

validating and shaping roles that the university itself can

play in the lives of students, especially special popUlations.

Perhaps the most fascinating point the participants make is

that their football pads, he1mets and other gear are not their

only protection from adversity. It is their own self-created

facade that shields thea from a world who still view them as

carefree, free-wheeling individuals.
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APPmIDXI A

Name
Date
Time----------

Brief description of study

Obtain brief history
Birthplace ~---

Family make-up
Early childhood?

of participant: Age _

High School-----------

College major----------
1. Tell me a little about yourself.

2. How would you describe yourself?

3. How would others describe you?

4. college experience - What has it been like?
Highlights? Negatives?

5. Football: When started?
significance

6. First day as a college player: what was it like?

7. What has your experience as a member of the football
team been like?

8. What about as a student?

9. Free time activities?

10. Most rewarding experience to date?

11. Most disappointing
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APPEnDIX B

Interview Questions About Se1f as a Perso~

1. Hew would others describe you?

2. When did you first start playing football?

3. What was your high school experience like?
significant? Interesting?

Anything

4. Do you think you've changed as a person since football
came into your life?
In what ways?

5. What about in the school part?

6. What made you select (site university)?

7. Did you know anybody on the team before coming here?

8. Did other people influence you on your choice?

9. How has your experience here on the football team been?

10. Is football all that you expected and wanted it to be?

11. How is (student-athlete) as a student?

12. What do you remember about your first day as a (team
nickname)?

13. What are your thoughts about being a student-athlete?

14. Who are your best friends on the team?

15. What about friendships with non-football players?

16. What about when you go to classes, do you have a chance
to get to know others?

17. What are the living arra.ngements that are set up for
football student-athletes?

18. How are your roommates selected?

19. What do you do in your free time? (if you have any that
is!)

20. Do you think (name of student-athlete. Hunter) u your
fellow athletes understand the real (Hunter)?
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21. What is important to you about being in college?

22. What about being on the football team?

23. How do you get to know the 100+ guys on the team?

24. What do you see for yourself in the future, like after
you graduate?
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APPENDIX C

Interview Questions focusing on finding out about collegg
football

1. During football season, what is a t}~ical school day like
for you?

2. During the off-season, what is your school day like?

3. What happens at summer camp?

4. What is a typical practice like?

5. Who are your coaches? Describe them.
responsibilities?

What are their

6. With so many players, how are you grouped or organized?

7. What impressions do you think the general public has of
football players?

8. What do you like about playing football?

9. Anything you don't like about playing football?

10. What goes on during conditioning?

11. What about the weight room?

12. What would you like to tell me about the position you
play?

13. What happens for game weekends here?

14. Who goes on road trips and what are they typically like?

15. Can you recall details about your first road trip?

16. How comfortable are you with fellow football team
members? With other students? With coaches?

17. Who is or has been your role model?

18. What goes on in the film room?

19. What do you think about the depth chart?

20. In a game, what happens to you if you miss your
assignment?
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21. What do you like about playing football?

22. What don't you like?

23. What does your fami.ly think about your being a college
football athlete?

24. How important is race on the football team?

25. Do players tha~selves stereotype each other?

26. What role/significance does trash talk play in football?

2'7. What are your thoughts about drug testing?

28. Those who quit the team for whatever reason, what are the
feelings about them by other players?

29. What are your thoughts on politics in athletics?

30. What are your thoughts on power in athletics?

31. What are the main differences between a scholarship
player and a walk-on.
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APPEmlIX D

Interview Questions about being a student-athlete

Date Time-----
1. Describe a typical student-athlete

2. Rookies. Think back to when you were one. What are
identifying traits/characteristics that distinguish
them from the veteran players?

3. Do you see instances where s-a use or abuse their
status as football players?

4. How do you as a football player define the word~

respect?
Examples?

5. On the whole, how do student-athlete want to be
viewed?
As football players in college or students who also
play football?

6. If you could change anything about intercollegiate
athletics, what might it be?

7. Have you changed since coming to site university?
If so, how?

8. When student-athletes are together, what goes on?
What do you talk about?

9. How do you think others--students, faculty, the
public view student-athletes?

10. What specific goals do you have for yourself, both
short-range and long-range?
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